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SCTI0N I

DOL ICY

Purpose of Handbook

100. The purpose is

to proscribe standards for the venous classes of
minor Forest Highway projects and of both major and minor Forest
Development projects;

to outline in sufficient detail the governing
factors n the selection of standards so that as far as possible
uniform thought end practice may be secured;

to serve as a reference manual on the location, con-
struction and maintenance of minor projects.

101. As a reference manual, the guiding thought has been to
show what i wnte.d 'and to assist men who -are naturally ualified
to do this work but who have not had special training or eapenience
in it. Some of the most dosirabl and succssful construction and
maintenance methods that have been developed by th-3 Service in past
years are outlined.

Selection of Projects

102. See Ponds Section of National Forest Manual.

General Policy

103. The Forest Service will build types of roads and truck-
trails that will fully serve the purpose. The Forester recognizes
that the service demands differ materially and necessitate varia-
tions in standards in order that the traffic requirements upon the
individual projects may be met. The standarda and requtrements in
this Hondbook are based on reasonable adaptation of standards and
costs to the r'3ouirmaents of the specific project.

Classification of Projects

104. For the purpose of determining standard specifications
and instructions, three service standards are established:

Lo: Service
Mediuii Service

High Service
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Roads and Truck Trails

105. People generally use the term "road' as practically
synonious with "highway". Also with few exceptions they re-
gard the minor projects constructed by the Forest Service as
"trails" permitting utilization by cars and trucks but at low
speeds as compared with ordinary public roads. Because of this
situation th term "truck trails" has been established.

lN3. As used in this handbook the term "roads" means
(l)major work, i.e., handled by the Bureau of Public Roads;
(2) comparable to highways and handled by other Federal organi-
zations; (3) minor work handled by the Forest Service on the
Forest Highway system excepting that done under principle 14.
(See Roads Section of National Forest Manual). As used. in this
handbook, the term "truck trail" means all other minor work
handled by the Forest Service,

107, The word "road" however is a-b times used as a general
term referring to the truck-trail type as well as to ,a highway
or real road. Also the term "road" occasionally appears where
"truck trail" should have been used, this situation being due
to oversight, The context will make clear whether reference to
"roads" or "truck-trails" or both ia intended.

Thindamen-bals

108. The Forester on January 30, 1935 approved the follow-
ing fundamentals governing the location and construction of
truck trails:

1, The planned system shall fully meet the needs of all
Forest activities, rather than just one or two. Fre
liminary to deciding that a truck-trail is necessary,
a careful investigation shall be made of Forest and
public needs and the truck-trail included in the
System only when it is really necessary.

The approved location and standard shall rendei
adeua-bo service to all Forest activities needing trans-
portation service.

The construction work shall be finished during
the original construction instead of doing the job par-
tially and returning later for completion.
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The road loct ion and stendard shall be eh as tc
render adeuate service for future neds..maj than thse
of the inunediate ieresent. Compliance with this will a
early reconstruction unnecessary and eliminate expendi-
tures now bing made

To reduce maintenance expenditures to the practic-
able minimum, the construction standard shall be such
that the annual cost is the least. This annual cost
includes maintenance and interest on the construction
invstment. Carrying this out will mean better original
construction and higher construction costs but fully
adequate service and lower costs in th following yeaxs.

The termjni and general location shall b9 deter-
mined by the administratva office concerned and. the
regional truoI troil organization. The latter shall
determine the detailed location and. this shall b fol-
lowed in construction except that minor variations
may be made without regional office approval where
these will result in lower annual costs but no reduc-
tion in service value.

The truck trail organization shall have suff i-
cient overhead and inspection personnel to assure all
the work being handled efficiently and. in full accord.
with Serice and egional instructions.

Permanent or Stage Construction

A "permanent" road is one which under the present conception
of permanent location is so located that changes in location will
not have to be later made. Obviously, changes in the amount,
character, or requirements of traffic or property may result
in changes in the present conception of a oorman.ent location.

As used in this Handbook, the term "stage construction"
means not only roads which as' originally constructed are within
the "prism" of the objective road that is all excavation or
fill on the original road will be a part of that required for
the later higher standard work - but also roads where some
sections may hav to b abandoned when the higher standard pro-
ect is built.

Compliance with paragraph 108 practically eliminates
stage construction except in those cases where, due to con-
struction into areas previously without transportation ser-
vice, a possibility exists that the public use for recreation
or other Forest utilization may exceed the use estimated at the
time of construction,
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Care in Classifica1ion

The amount and character of wo±k or expenditure, warranted
to accomplish the purpose to be served by the respective classes
of roads differs greatly. It is important that painstaking
analysis, prior to survey, be made of all facts bearing upon th
expected value, uses, and purposes of a given rrojCct. Officers
responsible for selection of projects and construction of roads
should expect, to be called upon to defend any classification for
which they are accountable.

Organization

The,dutiesand functions of ngineering and other Divisions
in the development of minor road systems, selection of annual pro-
gram, classification of projects and similar matters, have been
defined as follows:

The development, adoption, and amendment of the minor road
and trail system, both as to ojiantity and quality, is a job for
all Divisions, with the assistance o± Engineering, subjçet of
course to the Regional Forester's action before it is submitted
to the Washington Office for approval.

It then becomes Engineering's job to construct the roads
and trails in accordance with an annual program decided upon by
the same group mentioned above, except that final decision is
reached in the Region.

Engineering also keers the records and handles the adminis-
trative correspondence on road and trail matters, subject of
course to concurrence. by other Divisions whOreappropriate.

Wnere the minor roads, truck trails, or tails are needed
for Experiment Stations or experimental areas outside the Forest
or Purchase Unit boundaries, Research after securing the advice
of Engineering, will make the decisiois on system, program, and
service classification.

Handling minor work as a Forest Project is decidedly
favored and in all ordinary cases should be the approved practice.
To the greatest extent consistent with his responsibility for a
minor project, the Supervisor should delegate to the Superintondert
of Construction oi other officer responsible for handling a pro-
ject, authority and responsibility for selection and use of equip-
ment, construction methods, and organization, and. for similar
matters of a technical nature. The Supervisor should request the
assistance of the Regional Office in matters, technical or other-
wise, when in doubt as to the best method to use.
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After decision on t3rmifli and general locatioh is reached,
(see par. 108, Part VI), the details of location should be loft
to the locator but technical decisions beyond his capacity
should be referred to the Regional Sngin er.

The use of Sup'rint3ndents of Construction is approved
as a general practic3 for

Relieving Supervisors of detail;
Assurance of improved and uniform

handling of idbs;
Reducing time requirements id cost

of Fegional Office inspection and
Sup3rvis ion.

Whore the number of projects is large, where it is advis-
able to get special cost data, or where the Supervisor's office
should be relieved of administrative work on vouchers, etc., a
special lerk for the road jobs will often b advantogeous.

The Superintendent of Constructi on will be rspons ibl
for all jobs under his supervision, end ixtspction by the
Regional 0ffic inspector of o±ie or two projects will be con-
siderd as typicol of all projects in the group. Other
inspections should ordinarily be necessary only when the inspected
projects are not fully satifactory.

The Superintendent of Construction should he competent
to meko loàation surveys end to direct th survey activities
of surveyors raularly assigned to the Forest. He will also
direct the work of surveyors temporarily assied to the Forest
from the Regional Office of Sngin3erin. Surveys made by the
Bureau of Public Roads will be directed by that agency.

Determination of Program

Priorities should be established for all betterment and
construction jobs on the truck trail system, (see Par. 113,
in order that location may he completed well in .advanc3 of
construction. Ample consideration can then be given the
location in regard to esthetic values, erosion, fish, and wild
life (See Par. 122). Clearing and burning can be done during
th year preceding the construction whenever praticab1e.
Arrangements can be made for procurement or transfer of equip-
ment ond completion of all organization plans ahead of the
construction period.

Coordination of Road Work and Wire Suppression

Full correlation of th.e road and trail work and the
fire suppression activities is desired by the Forester. The
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following instructions will govern:

Size of road or trail crew: -- The size of all
such crews should be that which is most efficient from
a road or trail construction or maintenance standpoint.
Determining the size of crews by fire sippression needs
is not approved; the inevitable result of such a practice
is confused and inefficient management.

Wages of Crew: - The wage rates of the man on the
road or trail crew should be besed primarily on his value
for the road or trail work involved. But selection should
be made with an aye to th efficiency of such individuals
and crews whenever needed for fire suppression. If any
meaqurably larger rate has to be paid to secure a road or
trail worker who is particularly desirable because of his
value for fire fighting, the excess over what would be
necessary for road or trail purposes alone, should be
paid from S & E funds.

Maintenance work: -- Under no circumstances should
road or trail funds be used for am excessive amount of
road or trail maintenance in order to have fire fighters
available. The size of meintenanc3 crews paid from road
and trail funds should be dictated solely by the deter-.
rninatjon of what is most efficient from the standpoint of
road and trail maintenance work.

Maintenance work, such as heavy clearing of brush
from trails, dtc., which can be efficiently handled dur-
in the fire period should b done within that nriod, but
the maintenance of roads ncessary to fire travel should
he performed before travel for fire is necessary. Under
other conditions, road maintenance should be done at such
times that the greatest value and service can be realized.

Selection of construction projects: -- The dominating
principle in the determiation of the construction program
should be the most profitable and efficient use of the
road funds In providing a transportation system. But with-
out violating this principle, the objective should be to
slect from the most urgently neded präjects such pro-
jects as will give a, satisfactory distribution of crews dur-
ing the fire season, The folloiiing are considered as
violating the dominating principle: (1) projects greater
in number than can he efficiently handled and supervised;
(2) available equipment so distributed that the kind, size,
and amount required for most off ici'ent 'handling of con-
struction is not provided to individual jobs; (3) a con-
struction period of insufficient length to overcome all
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&xpenses due to the be1nning andcessation of con-
struction operations such as the establishment and
breaking up of camps, moving eQuipment, etc.

Cook, perishable supplies on hand, and silar
costs: -- It is desired that cooks employed on road
jobs should be capable of going with the road crew to
fires and cooking on a fire-fighting job. When necessary
to leave someone to guard the camp, eouipraent, etc., such
a person should be paid from road funds.

Unavoidable loss of perishable supplies incident
to the use of road crews on fires should be regarded as
one of the concessions which road funds must make for the
benefit of fire fighting. To the extent practicable,
the perishable supplies at the road camp should be taken
to the fire camp. When this is done, the road supplies
should lotr be reimbursed or replaced to the extent the
supplies were used at the fire camp.

Where necessary and proper to allow a rest period
under pay for a road crew which has returned from a fire
job, the cost may be paid from fire-figting funds, but
this must be handled with extreme care. Such a practice
is easily subject to abuse.

Road crews on fire duty: -- The advantages offered
by utilizing rood crews and road equipment on fires are
thoroughly recognized and such use is approved. Every
road crew should be selected, trained, eauipped, and so
instructed that it becomes a vital part of the organized
forces available for fire suppression. The men of the
crews who are to be used on fires should be given the
opportunity to attend the guard training camps at the
expense of protection funds. The project foreman is
respmsjble for keeping such equipment as is specified
in the plan to be furnished to him for fire use always
in shape and in the amount specified.

When experience indicates that a road crew will
be used on fire fighting for an appreciable period of
the fire season,, this fact should be taken account of in
planning allotments, construction periods, etc. Manage-
ment of the interrelated fire and road work should have
such flealbility and planned capacity for adjustments
to the varying demands of a season tht road crew is
as a metter of course, used on the workwhich at a given
time is the most important. The fact that machinery
stands idle while a road craw is fighting fire is unim-
portant compared to the fire fighting values a road crew
should render when such a road crew is needed to supple-
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nlent the fire fiohting work ,f auards.an.d cooperators. On
the othr hand, a road crew should not be taken to or re-
tained on a fire when the only real reason for such action
is inertia and failure to rcoanize that the total situa-
tion would be served best by using other forces at the
start or by sending th crew back to its road work with
dependence on other men for fire fighting or mop up work.

7. Road equipment used on fire_work: -- The read and
trail appropriations should be fully reimbursed. for the
use of road equipmenton fire work. The amount of reim-
bursement will b determined by the amount of use and
the rentals approved by the Forester for such equipment.

B. ele hone connections: -- Road construction crews
which it is expected may be called upon for fire control
work, should be provided with telephone connections or
other satiofactoy means of communication.

Relation to Aesthetic Values, Erosion, Streams, Fish, and Wild Life

122. iblic use of the National Forests for recreational pur-

poses has increased twelve-fold since the first systematic
estimates of its volume were initiated in 1917. A further in-
crease in that type df use confidefltly may be xpected. Prac-
tically every National Forest visitor makes extensive use of the
Forest Highways and Forest Development roads, and the conditions
encountered in such ue doubtles5 make lasting impressions as to
the ffeotivoness of TTational Forest administration,

Wise road construction offers unlimited opportunity not
only to preserve but to enhance the natural charm of the National
Forests; their scenic beauty and inspirational quality; the
aupeal of their primitiv' simplicity; the attractiveness of
their lks and streams; te interest of their abundant wild
life. Such opportunit should be realized to the fullest prac-
ticable degree. Such realization nay entail expenditures in
excess of those made in earlier stages of the program, but ample
jastification exists for such expenditures. The large sums
expended by the Federal and State Governments to stock streams
and increase the numbers of game birds and fish is proof .of
the definite public value of such resources. Ependitures else-
where to control erosiob, and to develop esthetic qualities are
r3garded by all parties in interest to he necessary and desir-
able and will he eaually o in relation to National Forest pro-
jects.

The extent to which additional expenditures, above those
necessary from a strictly road building standpoint, can be
justified, must be determined locally for each individual pro-
ject. There -are wide variations in the recreational values
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etween different forests and hetu en individual bra jects within

o forest. To fix proper sandards, the men sponihi for pro-

paring plans and specifications ahould have a compraheaSive idea

of the use to he made of the area through which the road is

being constructed.

Before final location of a ioad is decided upop, the

engireor in charge or other responsible forest officer will

obtain all data available on the services to be rendered by

any given area where a road is proposed. Final location nd

construction will ho coordinated with the needs aid renuirements

of all services to be rendered, and the consideration and advice

of the Regional Recreational Snecialist will be secured before

the location .of the project is finally decidod.

In laying, out end construe ting a forest road system, the

relative imrortanca of the following oints should be kept

clearly in mind:

A. Relation to aesthetic values

1. The road should harmonize with its surroundings. Make

the road conform to the- topoephY whero this will

not result in objectionable curvature. Long sweep-

ing curves in mountaiaous country will often result

in less scar on the landscape than would tangents.

The use of such curves is advantageous provided it

will nt result in uncompensatad loss of travel speed

or service value.

. Avoid having roads on bath sides of a stream for any

groat distance, particularly if they are close to the

water. Rends should. be kept well back from the shores

of lakes and streams that may be used for recreational

purposes.

In blasting operations, flying rocks sometimes result

ip much damage to timber along the road. If such

damag: is of real cciseiuence, its amount should be

reduced by usino ulere care in placing and loading

the halos.

A fri'ie of trees along the bank enhances the beauty

of tao stream. It is gmorslly th-'ught that the most

attractive location is that which at times affords

o full via of stream or lake, at other times, a

partially disturbed view and again with the water

entirely out of vl)W.

The rncdsides should be left in as natural a con-

dition as possible. In most cnses reaoviflg the
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nderbrush does not imnreve the sthetic value. Theextent to which logs should be removed from Stmeamsshould be govsru by shade and cover requirements forfish. Large borr pits should b screened whorepract icble.

Vegotetjo on cut and fill slhpes and shoulders increasesthe attractiven.s5 of a road. Insofar as possible,
local species should be slctd.

7hen a road climbs and ODCl mountain slope by means ofswitchhck3 and topography and cover land themselvesto the purpose, it is desirable to screen as much ofthe road OS Possible from the valley below. This canof tn bo accompiishe,d by keeping the road bock in side
canyons instead of bringing it out onto the face of thmounta in.

On pro lects of
cdnsidornhle recreti.nel importance,bridges and ther strnctures should be mode to bar-

moflize with the surrjur1dins.

Praparati-n of SPOCtfjCot for road orojects souldhe a joint respnsibjiy of the engineering, adminis-tracttv, and racreaton sfaff.

B. Relation to Erosin

Any road construction operatjjn locsns large amountsof soil, greatly incr;eooiag the tondencir to erode.

From en erosion standpoint the road should he builtwith a minjmu amount of disturbaic of the natural
conditions. The most ohjnctioiib feature of a roadis its fill slope. pills c onstitute a br1 percentageof th oapsad area and are in a very unstable condi-ti:n during the first couple of years after construction.

The practice of stage construction other than clearingis detrimental from an erosion Stdpct through dis-turbing the vegetation and compact shoulders andbanks of the 3:rlier stage of th road develooment.

The amount of erosion incroases rapidly with increasesin gradj,
The:refore, on soils that erode easily,

Consideration should b givan to some sacrifice ofalignment for grade; i.e., wild around hills 'n corn-paratvaly lvl grades rather than me over them ca
straight lines where this con be done by long rUug
curves ohich do not iflterfr with th serboc) vaLid

road. The truck trail handbook permfts no grade
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to he used that will result in an excessive amoun of
erosion. Completo ccnplionce with its provisions is
necessary.

5 rp water in th3 side ditches of the road should not be
allowed to accumulate in Large quantities. The amount
of material eroded increases with the volume of water,

an erosion standpoint, therefore, it is desirable
to construct culvarts at frequent interv:ls in order
to keep the volume of ditch water to a minimum. Close
bs ri nc of prcvis1as in tt truck trail Handbook

is necessery.

6 The probohie damage by droeinage v.ater after it leaves
the road should be considered. Construction 'non
should provide for handling run-off from culverts in
order to reduce daoiage to a minimum. Wwtor flowing
fror:i culverts should be dispersed over the hill side
rather than allowed to accumulate in one stream. This
COii be done by crash check dams of logs, brush, or
rocks, See also the instructions in the truck trail
handbook regarding protection of fills below culverts.

Whore ditches erode cc. sily, check dams should be
placed in them at frennent intervals. In ploces, it
may be necessary to resort to paving with rock.

On soil that erodes easily, the roadside dllonup
should not be overdnno. Litter, scroll sticks, end
doni timber act n check dams end heln keep the soil
in pleas. Stumps elcug th right-of-ray help hold
the soil in place, but if they are pulled, the result
will be a spot f loose bare soil which will erode
very readily.

Where it is necessary to place the road right agninst
a strewn, the tee of the fill should be riprapped
with r-ck or tiniber to reduce the amount of eroded
materiel that will reach the streoril. It may even
be necessary to construct a check dam in the stream
itslf to confiac the damage to a short section.
If the course of the stresni is materially changed,
the effects of such changes on the opposite bank
am porbaps for sterna distance below should be fully
determined a-id ricsssary pratctive measures applied.

On roads constructed some distanoe from the creek,
a row of logs or brush below the toe of the fill
slope will reduce th amount of soil that will he
washed into the stream.

All cut banksand fill slopes of soils that erode



eosil sto:uld be prot ctod by moans of ugetation.
They should be first sloped so the soil will stay in
place end the slopes sheuld be seeded or planted to
som3 form of Vegetation that Nih quickly devlhp eneXtflgiv3 root system. The Forest Derimorrt Stations
cn suggest spec ies and fttncdO to meet pert iculor
C coditicos.

C. Th1tiop to Streams and Fish Life.

The volue of the stream for fish shu1 be ascertained.
This informati- can ho secured through the Bureau of
Fisheries. The extant to vhjch th fnflwino are applied
should be bsed on the relative velue of th stream for
fish. If the Bureau of Fisheries is unable to survey
the streom, it shculd b essiroed to be a good fish stream
unless sufficjnt evidence to the contrary is found,

Tee rood should be kept soeowhot bock from the stream
wherever possible.

A frinne of timber cod brush should be left along the
stream to provide shode. Streams may become too worm
in the suncor if a larom ainy of the cverhanging
brush ned, trees oloria the or ek ore ren:vc..

In locoting a rood along a stream, it may ha advisable
to put in more bridges, thus keopin the road on flats
well back from the stream instead of following one side
continously, thereby causing a considerable prtion
of the road to lie at the edge of the woter.

5.Tria chemical composition of the water, particularly its
acidity, may he chand by the mdd ition of large
quontitis of debris from constructir.n operotidns.
This may be detrineotel to fish.

A large ancunt of fish food in streams consists of
crustnc30 on immature stages of aquatic insects, as
well as v3gotab1 forns which are found deny the
bottmm cf streams. This mmth of food is gradully
dcv lopeJ in e str throumO a 1mev pen dof time.
A large ommunt of arj debris thrown into a str era
will cover up anJ dtroy ouch of this source of food.

Loree quntities of silt and debris thrown intd stroems
results in filhiny up the laryor pools which the fish
use for resting places.

The remcv.ah cf overhanging brush, trees, banks, and
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rocks destroys hiding places for fish. This them
more susceptible to attack from enemies both in and
out of the water.

Trout, bass, and other game fish recuire gravel bds in
which to construct their nests for spawning. If a
stream is filled with silt, these gravel beds becOme
covered nd anvegs therein are smothered and prevented
from hatching.

Changing a stream channel is often vary harmful to
fish life for a considerable distance down the stream.
It usually results in a large amount of debris boing
thrown into the stream and often creates new problems
of erosion control and bank protection. Therefore,
channel changes should be carefully considered in
regard to their effect upon the entire stream as well
as the immediate vicinity.

1l To maintain certain areas of best fishing, it is
desirable to build no roads into them. They could be
nade accessible by trail.

D. Relation to Wild Life.

Then a road is constructed through a dense stand of
timber, the resulting clearing is conducive to more
lu-curiant growth of palatable plants. This results
in the birds, deer, and other forms of wild life being
ettrcted to the roadside.

Where the underbrush is cleared out for a considerable
distance back from the road, the hazards to wild life
are increased. A dense fringe of underbrush along the
road is, therefore ,des irable as cover.

Then banks are planted to stabilize the soil, the
plants selected should be those that have a food value
for wildlife, particularly for birds. This applies
only where there is a shortage of game food and the
plants selected have adequate soil stabilizing nualities.

On forst reras which are open to hunting or which are
game preserves, the number of eatranc s to the Forest
has definite relation to the ease of protecting the
game and chackin, on hunters. hero this is arnimportant
consideration, it ia desirable to have es few entrances
to the Forest as possible. The roads should branch out
within the Forest boundaries rather thn outside.

To h effective, coasiderotion wust he given these relations
of truck trails to the values of esthetics, erosion, strenms, fish,
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and wild lif during rconiruissano locotion surv3y, and in ttic

rviw of' t}ic location hefora its epprovnl. The necessity of
establishing priorities for bstterxmnt and construction jobs and
early completion of location on high priority project is again

etnphas ized.
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SECTION II

STANDMDS

GE

Application of Prescribed Standards

The standards in this section apply to and will be
followed for (a) all major and minor projects on the Eorest
Development System, (b) minor roads on the Forest Highway
System.

The standards and specifications to be fol1oed on
each construction and betterment project will be prescribed
on the Service standard. forn MR-i. The MR-i will be prepared
by the Supervisor for the approval of the Regional Engineer.
Additional copies should be supplied to the construction
superintendent and foreman in charge.

STAflDARDS

A transportation facility has two standards -
(a) a service standard, (b) a construction standard. A clear
understanding of each and the relationship of each to the
other is essential to avoiding confusion in administrative
action and for clarity in expression.

There is no definite direct and fixed cost relation-
ship between a service standard and any construction standard.
Uhether the service requirement be expressed in terms of speed
attainable, size of vehicle to be accommodated, or any other
way, the expenditure required in different cases varies grant-
ly. For instance, where the sip1e-turnpike cross-section can
be used and the construction difficulties and costs are little,
the speed may average 25 miles per hour and the construction
cost per mile expressed in mile-per-hour of speed may be 20,
and the corresponding annual cost less than . As against
this, in heavy side hill work, with much rock and with broken
topography, it may be impossible to get the same speed at any
reasonable construction cost, or, if secured, the construction
cost per mile expressed in mile-per-hour speed may be 400
and the corresponding annual cost 9. In otherwords to get
the same service, the oQnstruction and annual cost for the
second road is many tirae that for the first.

Service Standard

A transportation facility is provided in order to
render service to (2) traffic, (b) real.property. The require-
ments of each vary greatly; accordingly the service standard
varies in similar manner. The term "duty" is frequently used
instead of "service".
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The service required or rendered can be measured in
;p..veral ways, for instance, (1) speed of travel or elapsed tixne
(2) total cost per mile including both road and vehicle cost
and the value of the road user' time; etc.

203. Except for certain classes of utilization roads, par-
ticularly those for hauling timber or other Forest products, the
service standard used. in this Handbook, i based on the distance
that can be traveled in an hour.

Construction Standard

The construction standard is a conibination of all the
specified elements that determine its ability to parry traffic.
The combination desired is that which will render a specified
duty or service at the least annual oost 1, e. maintenance
plus. 2%of the exponditure for construction.

Theelements of construction standard are grade, align-
ment, width, structures, surface condition and the shape of the
surface. One element frequently has a greater effect on the
traffic than any or all other elements. Each element should
be given its proper weight and all elements coprdinated so that
no element is over emphasized to the extent that extra expendi-
ture would result. It is entirely permissible to secure sur-
plus width, lesser gradient, improved alignment, etc., provided
no increase in annualcost results.

In this Handbook, certain limits are set up fo width,

gradient, etc., inconnection with each of the three service
standaris. Each such specification is tied in with the service
standard but not as a part of any fixed combination of the
elements of construction standard. No definite rules are es-

tablished as to the extent to which the various limiting elements
of construction standard will be used. Instead the Regional
Forester is m responsible for determining and using that com-
bination which under the topographic and other conditions exist-
ing on the project or section thereof, will provide a road
rendering the required service at the least annual cost..

placing a road in any class or standard is dictated by
the requirements of the hctivity or etivties served by that
road. The service classification fixes limits as to elements
of standard for which funds may be e*pendod to attain. But if

faster speeds result from, work done to proper limit of grade,
width, etc., the serviceS standard or class is unchanged.



08. The service standards are Lov Service or 3rd Class;

Medium Service or 2nd Class; and High Service or 1st Class.

The spes or elapsed times referred to apply to those

attainable from a 1932 ModeiB Ford ton pick-UP truck, or

equal.

Selection of Service Standard

209. The Trnspbrtati0fl plan where made and approved will

be the basis for clssifiCatiOfl. This plan is designed to cover

the needs (1) for fire dtectiO ehd suppression, (2) for Forest

administration, development d utilization in all phaseS, (3)

f or public use of the Forests, (4) for public travel within or

across the Forests, (5) for the development or utiliZfltiofl of

resourCes upon vhich the oniiunititeS within or adjacent to the

Forest are dependent.

Elapsed time is the basis for designing the protection

portion of th plan. Tb decision on lengths, location and

standard is based on providing the system which a.t the least

annual ost per Üñit of area will make possible reaching a

desiated area within the specified allowable travel time.

Accordingly the peod planned for a road or truktrail indicates

directly the appropriate service.tond0rd. For instance, i a

road as planned is to make possible traveling 17 miles within an

hour, it belongs in the Medium Service class.

In preparing the plan, elapsed time or speed of travel

is also used in the decision on certain roads or truck_trails

not required for protection
against fire and others where the

standard required for some other purpose is higher than that

required for protection.

However, On a large portion of the system -- particu-

larly roads of primary importance to public travel, for the

hauliflg of timber products, etc., - it is probable that a

measure of service value other than speed or elapsed time will

be deemed preferable. If so, a determination of the economic

value may be made in accordance with the method approved by

the Forester,*and the instructions issued by him. In the

determination for the individual project, the speed of travel

is one of the factors used; 5ccordingly the appropriate service

standard is made evident. However, in the selection and extent

of use of various elements of construction
standd, the use to

be ede of the road or truck trail should govern.

*This is in riles of pegional Office. Als in ToUrflal of

Forestry. Vol. OX No. 8, Dec. 1932.
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\here the transportation plan has been partially or
entirely made but not aonraved, ho planned standard of any

road or truck trail will bo cons id er3d the approved service
standard unless thaRegionel Forester decides to apply some
correction factor to the recommended plan.

Where the transportation plan has not been started,
the following action is suggested as good practice: - (1) For

protection and other projects where speed or elapsed time is
a satisfactory measure of value: - make a rough or approximate

transportation plan for the area to be served by the road or
truck trail. 2) For other cases; - make on economic study

following the pproved outline completely or to the extent

necessary to show what the service standard should be.

Definitions

210. In the following definitions, attention is directed

to the requirement of negotiating a distance within the range
of speeds indicated for the various class truck trails, when
the length of project requires one hour or more of travel time.

On short projects where the travel time is less than one hour,

the rate of travel in m. p. h. will be within the range of
speeds indicated for that class project.

Low Service - 3rd Class

211. A truck trail shall be classified as Law Service when
the speed requirements of the activities it will serve are met

by negotiating 15 miles or less within an hour.

Examples:

Whore the primary usage is f or protection
including stub roads to lookouts and guard stations.

Where public and recreational travel is
very light or negligible.

Whore slow speed will meet all eods.

Medium Service - 2nd Class

212. A truck trail shall be classified as medium service

when the speed requirements of the activities it will serve

are met by negotiating within an hour a distance of 16 to 25

miles inclusive.
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Examples:

Protection pro jects which because of lengtH

of travel, highfiro' risk or tonnage of supplies

equipment and man pccer to be ved, require higher

than the low-service stonrd.

Of imprt'mce fram the standpoint of Forest

administration in facilitating travel from forest

headquarters to ranoer stations and to other points

of similar importance and for connecting such sta-

tions nd points.

Of considerable length, and an integral pert

of the transportation system, though not necessari-

ly a main, trunk road.

Where a moderate, speed of travel is needed

and obviously the low-service standard is inadequate.

Fr hauliti of' timber,livsstoc'k and 'other

Forest products, where the a unt f hauling. maP the

weight of individual loads is r'ac1eroto.

(6). Thihlic ec:nomic use such es intercommunity
"ousinass, power plant or irrigoti n operations, haul-

ingcf mineral products and opr'ti'fl of ftiines.

(7) T' servo important recreation and special

use areas, or otnrwise subject to considerable pub-

lic travel.

High Service - 1st Class

213. A truck trail shall be classified as High Service when the

apeed requirements of the octivities it will serve can only 'be

met by negotiating. more than 25 miles within an hour.

Examples:

Of the highest importance to the protection

system first line., surport or second line - from

the standpoint of spood of travel although 'not neces-

sarily so important from standpoint of hauling sup-

plies, equipment, etc.

Where a moderate speed of travel will not

satisfactopily meet the requirements.

For tourist or through travel.

he backbone or a part of the primary trunic
portion of the Forest road &id trail system.
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Variations In Speed

214. The specifications for distance traveled in an hour do
not mean that the speed on all portions of that distance will
necessarily be the same as the average. The speed may be uni-

form. On the other hand there may be decided variations from
the average speed. The amount of acceptable variations will de
pond largely on the character of use. For instance, more varia

tions would be expected on a primarily protection truck-trail
than on oneutilized primarily for timber hauling or public trav-
el.

Examples of Different Standards

21. The illustrations clearly show that the description is
not definite but instead is rather general and broad. However,

they should be of value asaecially in those cases where the
transportation plafl hs not been made or where time is not a
satisfactory method of xpresiug the service value.

Single-Track, Double-Track, or Two One-Way
Single-Track Truck Tri1s

216, In paragraphs 211-213 no mention is made of single-track
or double-track widths. On single-track roads, the character
and amount of travel will have an important hearing on the num-
ber, location, and design of turnouts. Double-tracking or two

one-way single-track truck trails are made necessary by the vol-

ume of travel exceeding that which can be handled by a single-

track road with turn-outs

The easiest way of deciding what should be done when a
two-way, single-track truck trail with turnouts will not adequate-
ly meet the traffic needs is to approve the construction of a
two-way, double-track truck trail. However, the easiest way nay

not be the best way in all cases. Decision to double-track should
not be made uitil complete investigation and study has been made
of the nossihility, practicability, and avisahility of providing
two-one-way, single trck truck trails instead of one two-Way
double-track road.

The advantages offered by on-way truck trails are many
and diverse. (1) One-way travol is safer--this is generally recog-

nized by 5Ofty or anizations and hi:hway engineers. (2) The

capacity of two one-way single-track truck trails mterially ox-
coeds that of onetwo-way, double-track truck trail. (3) The

safe speed of travel is materially greater. (4) The danger of

serious erosion i much less because the area of exposed surface
on cut and fill banks is materially reduced, () Aesthetically,

sinole-track truck trails are advantageous because of smaller
scars, less clearing width, a closer view of the country adjacent

to the truck trail, ard affording a view in retaining a larger
portion of the area adjacent to the road instead of being restric-
ted largely to the road surface itself. (6) Opportunity is offered
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to provide a hiTher standard for the truck trail upon which
timber, mining, or atier roJucts will be hau1d and to utili-
ze for the return trio a truck trail of a lwer st adard on
a location of :rooter value fr au::or3ssion, detecti:n, and
often scenery, (7) porticulorly on side-hills--the usual con-
dition in the Netirial Forests--the construction cost is less
for yarda;e, bank protection, nd similar items. (8) The

maintenance cost may be hioher or lower depending on such mat-
ters es bank slouahing, su.ffocing, soil, and riount of traffic.
(9) One-way truck trails, where the return route deports consid-
erably from the incoming route, are advantageous from the stand-
points of Forest administration, detection, end suppression
through openino up and ni'akino mere country accessible..

The disadvantages of one-way truck trolls include (1)
traffic may not observe restrictions end hence danger of colli
sion exists; (2) when connections with the return route are far
apart, excessive distance must be traveled by those desiring to
travel only part way and then return; (3) topographic end simi-
lar conditions may be unfavorable or unsuited to one-way truck
trails because of excesivo expense or other reasons; (4) costs
for clearin and drainage will usually be hioher for twm one-way
single-track truck trails than for one two-way double-track truck
troll.

In c:nsidrino whether the tv .no-wey sinoLe-track truck
trails are preferable to ne two-ry d uble-trnck truck trail, a
comoarison of the advantages cod disav"oites of service and
cost should be made. For instance, will the natural points of
intersection sufficiently meet the needs? If not, and intermed-
iary connections by means of truck trails should be provided,
will the values gained by and the advantages of the two one-way
truck trails plus the values of and additional service rendered
by the intermediary connections exceed or be less than from one
two-way double-tr.ck truck trail?

The roads or truck trails in the Low 3ervicc Class will be
single-track in width; those in the High-Service icr ly but far

from wholly, of double-track width; those in the Mediuim Service
will ordinarily be single-track but there will be some of double-
track width. The single-track width with turnouts should be pro-
vided unless clearly evident that it will not adeauately meet the
requirements, or that the added width will not increase the an-
nual cost.
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Regional Forester's Rsponsihi1ity

217. The Regional Forester will be responsible
for the selection of service standard. Also for tbe

route and the clements of construction standard that
will provide t53 required service at the least annual
cost. F.or instance, if the approved service standard.
of a truck trail is 12 miles within an hour, the Region-
ci Forester will seek such location and such use of
the elements of construction standard as will result in
making possible travelin any 12 mile seQtion within
anhour and at less onnual cost than would result from
any otIer selection of location or e1351ents.

Iipction by Forester

218. The regional work will be inspected from
the followingstandpoints:

Selection of service standard.
Selection of location and, ele-
ments of construction. Standard
satisfying the service renuire-
ments at the least annual cost
Selction end use of eupmnt,
ors'enizat ion and methods on the
basis on minimum cost pr mile of
survey, construction and. ma inte-

nnco.
Efficiency of h'nd1ine survy,
cc istruction end maintenance work.

Low Stendard Protection Truck Trails

219. The technir'u3 developed by the Forest Ser-
vice for low standard protection roads giving a maximum
of service at minimum expenditure departs from standard
highway engineering practice in many ways. These in-

clude: - (a) danj changes in grade, including reverse
grade, when necessary to attain the primary objectives,
as against the use of long unbroken or sustained grades;
(b) Introducing additional climb (nithin the limits of
accepted maximum grades) if nocc.essary to attain primary ob-
jectives; (c) accepting high m"ximum grades for short
stretches whore this will avoid more costly construction
and where the contempleted needs of transportation ser-
vice will not be affected,
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Sound location of low standard projects requires
alance in the use of money saving expediencies. As an example,

a locator should avoid excessive and unnecessary use of uniform

sustained and low grades and at the same time guard against an
excessive and unwarranted use of the broken and high grades.
The low cost standard, though offering great elasticity in lo-
cation, must and does have maximum limits of grade and curvature
and minimum standards of surface, just as any other type of road.
It does not allow free and indiscriminate choice of excessive
grades or curves by everyone concerned with the road building.
The character of traffic must constantly be kept in mind. For

instance, the standards of alignment and radiant for timber

utilization truck trails will usually be higher than those for
primarily protection truck trails.

The basic principle of flexibility in location, which
is an essential of the low standard, finds a place even in long
sustained climbs, and in sidhill construction.

WIDTh

Standards

220. The following table shows the standard widths in feet
for different sections. Width is iven shoulder to shoulder

after settlement. The lettrs refer to the sections shown on
Figure 201.

Standard Widths After Settlement
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Above widths are exclusive of drainage ditches which
should be installed only where needed. Such ditches should be
of reasonable cross-section, of minimum depth to moot drainage
needs.

During construction allowance will be made for settle-
ment. The allowance will be one foot of width for each fill
slope unless actual experience for the material involved and
prevailing prciitation end other conditions have clearly
demonstrated a greeter or less width is needed. In such cases

variation from the one foot standard should be made.

Single Track
Double Track
Sianlo Track Surfaced-:
Double Track Surfaced-:

11

13
14

21 :

10
17

13
20

:

:

:

:

12
19

15
22

10
17

13

20
:

:

12

19
15
22

A
:

B p



SIDE HILL

\ \ ,\ I />1'\I 1/
THROUGH CUT

Fills over 6'in height add
2'to width shown in table.

K >4

D

TURN P1 K E

Level with surrounding ground
unless additional height is
needed fOr drainage

E

F

FLAT SECTION

Use where ditches are not nee:ded

FIG. 201
TYPICAL GRADING SECTIONS

Truck Trails

>4

Shoulder on all cut sections 2'
maximum width. Cut side on
side hill, both sides on through
cut and turnpike.

9ft. single trk,

3' IGft, dble. trk. '2'K >+ ->K---->4 /
or less orless /

SURFACED SECTION

Shoulder on all fill sections 3'
maximum width. Fill side on
side hills, both sides on through
fills.

Note: Shoulder width on both cut and
fill sections must be sufficient to hold
surfacing material in place. Total width
of road must not be less than that re-
quired for the corresponding cross sect-
ion unsurfaced

STANDARD WIDTHS

*Add 2ff. where ditches are not used.

FILL SECTION

Over wet ground with drainage ditches

Widths shown gre net after settlement and exclusive of ditches. On unsurtaced
truck trails ditch to be built only and to the extent needed. Ditches to be con-
structed on all surfaced truck trails, Increase width on curves os instructed.

O8

C D E F

10
Single Track II 10 12 10 TO 12

16

Double track 18 17 19 17 20 19



Widths for surfaced sction may he used only where there
'is 'on absolute certainty that surfacing will be coopleted within

two years after construction.

Variations in stoncard widths. Variations in the standard

widths era permitted as follows:

1. The use of -th" uuai truck trail construction
method will rsult in unavoidable variations in width.
A tolerance of one foot and inspeciol cases eddit ional

as allowed in porngrophs 4 and 5 baby, vill 'be pormis-

sibla whoa checking the construction with the approved
specifications. This is not 'to be ihtorpreted as author-
ity to build intentionally to more or less 'than the stan-

dord.'

2. The continous u53 of one foot vriation in
stand"rd width is allowed in the following cases which
apply only to single track, unsuifaced truck trails.

One Foot Greater Then Standard Width

High service single track truck trails
Whore wide-gauge trucks ore. commonly used
for utilization and protection.
To serve import:nt' recreation and special

use areas or 'otherwise subject to m large

amount of public travel.

One Foot Less Than Standardidth

Low service truck trails
Medium service truck trails primarily for

protection.

3. Incresed width on curves is reuired as fol-

lows:

Two feet on curves of 40 'to 60 ft. radius
Can foot on curves of 61 to 100 ft. radius

4. xtra width should he providd whore made neces-
sary 'by some poculiar feature, of loc°tion, such as slid-

ing, earth or a special drainage problmm. xtra width

will often result from cutting sharp points to secure
desired alignment and such is fully justified provided

the standard of alignment sought is proper. Frequently

the extrni width provided at curves con be utilized to

advantage in providing a turnout.
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. xcess width can also he frenuentiv justifid on
curves where the excavated material is used in adjacent
fills. Clearly this is advisable Dractice whenever the
cost is not greater than from borrow alongside of the
fill.

221. If the width secured exce4s that necessary to render
the reoairod.sorvia and the cost exceeds that fr the required
width, the inroase in expndituro must be justift d

ALIGN

General Standard. It is not possible o lay down clear-
cit end 4 inut ruLsgov rning alinrnent. TTn1i uidth and
gred', it car not be exactly xprss 4 in matiometical terms

rOXCOPt that the rninimumradius of curvature nisy be prescribed.
The standard must va±'y, first, with he service required of the
road, and second, vith the difficulties and costof construction.
Where topographic and other conditions are very uniform and easy,
the, standard of olirmrnent may have little' influence on the cost.
Selection of the stage construction plan will of course affect
the alignment standat'd. On Forest roads the alignment standard
is usually one o themost important elements affecting the cost.

Where the. truck trail or road will srve proteotion needs
but the greater portion of the travel iS for some other purpose,
the alignment standard should be decidely:highOr thin when pro-
tection is the major or coleuse. also in docidiag on the stand-
ard and neiticueerly the radius and freuoflCy of curves, the amount
of travel must be carefully kept in mind. 'hich timu cars oiag in
opposite directions pass, time is lost even thourh they pass on a
turnout. On each blind curve, the speed is held ovi to less then
would ho had if certain of no possibility of a car traveling in
the opposite direction.

As a means of increasing of travel and dcroasiflg the
possibility of accid ets, lone taneeeits arid easy cirves are de-
sirable on medium and hieh service truck-trails. ho ver, if long
tangents will make travel monotonous slieht channes in elirnm3nt
and grediant may be introduced provided the annual cost is not in-
creased.

A contour line should not be followed if this will serious-
ly inpair the serviceability of the road. But on the other hand
heavy cuts and fills should be avoided as much as practicable on
low and modiem service truck trails. On uneven slopes cutting
and,fillirig will b: necessary to give a standard of alignment
commensuate with the purose' f or which tjae road is built.
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p26. Whenever it is believed that a higher standard will

be needed in the future, the ioctoi should be planned with

this in mind, even though it aill not always be practicable to

make the present location such that all portions can later be

used.

227. Horizo'rt'al versus vertical curvature. The use of

vertical instead of horizontal curvature is oftCfl decidedly

preferable. In other words, the straighter alignment with

variable grades even up to the maximum permissible will provide

the desired speed with less annual cost and- with greater safety

to travel than a more uniform had lessor grade with a large

proportion of the distance in horizontal curv:s. Sweaking

generally, horizontal curvature with short radii lessens the

speed of trdvel niuch more than undulating grades. c-radiant

has less effect on the sreed of modern cars end trucks than in

the post; its effect ci' horizontl curvature remains practical-

ly the same. The use of truck trails for timber aculing sill

decidedly limit the use of steep grades.

The changing of a short radius curve to the longer

radius necessary to make possible the higher rem-iirad- speed- -

frecuently recuires on excessive expenditure. It is aitremely

difficult to convert from single-track with sharp curvature

into a road permitting two-way travel at the desired speed of

travel and with safety to traffic. It is far better during

the original construction to keep in mind the future require-

ments and locate on this basis. This freumtly will result

in selecting the route with the straighter alignment and

grades.

At times the cost of providing and maintaining

dr-e inage structures and other work necessary to prevent wash,

destruction, etc., will control the d-ecison and require the

selection of (1) horizotal curvature jnstod- of vertical,

(2) vertical curvature instead of horizontal, or (3) the use

of less maximum grades than would otherwise be approved.

227-A. Alignment at Bridge Locations. Existing locations

of bridges and- their approach roads are conclusive proof that

alignment in many cases hs not been given proper consideration.

The bridge should fit the adjacent truck trail location. The

construction of skew bridges is approved practice whore neces-

sary to obtain reasonable alignment and in other cases to im-

prove alignment where cost will not be appreciably granter.

Short radius curves at the epnroches ore to b-c used only as

a last resort after careful considoretion has been given to

all possible locations of the structure onel approaches.
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Minimum. adjus The minimum radius of curvature for
too saveral. Sorvic3 stndrds vii widths are s follows -

For low-service 40 feet

For modium-servic .50 fet

Fo.r hjgh-servic 80 feet

The prce°in anply to both open and blin' curves. 60

f L,t rahus may be used as a minimuri on high sorvce vher it

Nih not C011stitUt3 a d rig r p'int and there tb 80 foot radius

voull be unreasonably high in cost.

For shortspur low service truck trails, the use of an
aboolut minimum of 95 et is prn'itta in spcifiC cases when
approved by .the,Regionral Forester. Care should e exercised in

giving such approval since curves of this radius can not be
negotiated by vehicles larger than those in the l- ton Tord or
Chevrolet truck class. Accordingly the use of this radius should
ho limited to cases where there is no probability of larger sized
vehicles being used and. to other cases where the advantages aris-
ing through reduction in construction cost outweigh the disad-
vantes arisin through loss of tirq inconvninCe in backing
and filling to get the vehicles around the curve.

Extent of use of Minimum Radius. The decision jill be

based on the individual case and on meeting the service reauire-
ments for such case. This applies to projects as a whole as well

as individual portiois of eec'h project.

Minimum radius should never be used when longer radius
curves can be obtained at practically the same cost.

Avoid, sharp curves at end of long tangents.

GDE (o GRADIETT)

Definitions. "Grade" and "gradient" as used in this

handbook are synonymous. Either term means the number of feet
rise or fall for each '100 feet in horizontal plane. Grade is

expressed in percent.. For insta-ice plus 5grade means an in-
crease. in elevation at the rate of 5 feet vertically in 100
feet horizontally.

"Sustained grad?" means uniform n.rede, i. e a straight

line in a vertical plone In other words, on a length of sus-
tained grade, there is no variation up. or down from a certain per-
cent, of grade.
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3,000: ,000 : 9,000
:orover

Pitch grades, exceptions to maximum rades. The

gradient shown in the above table may be i.acr@as'ed as follows

for distances of not more than 500 feet, where apnroved by the

Rexional Forester:

Primarily protection; low and medium service

may be increased by 5.

Primarily public travel; medium and high
servica may be increased by 29g.

Pitch grades must be sep2rated. by at least 00 feet

of grade not in excess of maximum sustained grade. While

variable in amount, the velocity of approach to a steep pitch

has a.decid3d e2feet on ability to pull a steep pitch; this

should not be overlooked in deciding wheathor or not 'to use a

eep pitch and the grade to be used. Pitch grades should not

be used on curves of less than 190 ft. radius.

Elevation has a decided effect on the power of a motor.

P. 'Loss of 3 is encountered for each 1,000 feet rise in altitude.

Account of this wes taken in establishiru: the standards.

233. Effect of Grade on Travel Sed. Se Thble 202. That

rade affects travel-speed is obvious. The effect is compara-

tively little for the lover gradients; for the higher gradients,

the effect increases faster than the increase in gradient.
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Low Service 15 13 : 11

Medium Service : 11 : 10 : 9

High Service : B : 7 : B

32. Permieible meximu.n ered3s.

the maximum grades which may ba used are dependent Oa

traction and on: the resistance of the materials eithstandirig

erosion. The r:aaximwa p'rade anuroved and used shotild in no case

be that hich will result in unraaaab1e erosion or ihich will

not provide traction fully. adequate for th. weight, size and

speed of' vehicles that will use the truck trail.

Subject to being satisfactory from both the traction
and erosion standpoints, the p3rmissible maximum grades are as

follows:

Imximum Grades



The effect of any oie grade, however, is not always the

paine. T..is is partly due to the use of different styles, weights

3nd makes of vehicles, bub more to the driver hireseif T e varia-

tion is müchgreator ondown grades then pa upgrades.Ofl the

latter, espeiaily the steep grades, the power of the motor is

usually the determining factor. In the case of "medium service,"

travel bythe general public ani. cors driven by those inexperienced

in mountain driving must be planned for.

TJnifornity of Grades

234. The 11se of adverse or undulatin' grades within reasona-

blelimi is nt only approved hut is specifically advocated to

assist natural drainage an to reduce cost especially on Low or

odium Service projects. Qara, however, should he taken that the

expenditures necessary to providing and mointaining proper drain-

age do not exceed the bonofit derived from reduction in th3

amount of excavation.

25. The practice of cutting of the tops of long broad

imolls and filling in well-rounded hollows in constructing roads

across rolling dry flats and 5n the face of broad inclines is

not approved. The grade, however, should be well enough sus-

tained to avoid having holes that will collect water.

Grade versus Level

236 Where practical avoid level location. To obtain satis-

factory drainago,.use grades of not less than 2 per cent with

good soil coniitions and. not less than 3 per cent for heavy clay

soils.

23'?. Grade versus alignment. TLe relative cost (including
drainage provisions and maintenance) and the off ct on travel-

time of following sharply winding, contours on the lighter slopes

in comparison with cutting them must be wdighéd in deciding on

the location. By cutting across points and filling depressions,

a connected series of short curves can be avoided. The desired

speed can frequently be secured at less present cost and with a

less future expenditure where a higher standard road will be

reQuired, through the use of vertical rather than horizontal

curvature.
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Changes in Grade

238. Avoid. shapp breaks in toegrade. Changos in gradient,
especially if over S aerceat and on ordinry or heavy duty
roads, should always be yradmi as practicable.

Whees a PIUS gradient of a road on which trp vol :wiIl
be heavy meets a minus grade at the top of hiU, the'top
should, be well rounded off by means of a vertical curve to pro-
vide for the best practicable line of sight for: opposin traffic.

Grade at Bridges

239 0bsarvtnc of th gei rd principle exrrossed in par"-
graph 233 is particularly important for the grade line of
bridges and approaches. A bridge particularly a one-lane struc-
ture is a. hazard and visibility of opposing traffic is of great
importance. The grade of the road. should, where practicable,
be maintained across bridges without any break and othprwise
with only slight changes in grade that do not restrict vie ibil-
ity unreasonably. A driver approachina a bridge should be able
to see a vehicle that is within 100 feet of the other and of
the structure.

Compensation of Gradient on Curves

240. When the grade exceeds 4 per cent it is highly desire-
'ble to reduce the grade on sharp curves to comacnsata for the
extra power required to carry the vehicle around the curve.
Where the amount of traffic is very light and the wei'ht of
vehicles comraretiv.ely smell, compensation is desirable but the
amount indicated by the table may be reduced.

Where soil or other conditions require a. rade com-
pensation on curves having radii of over 80 feet, a gradient to
meet these special conditions should be used.

Grades on Curves

5% 4%
6

7 : 5

8 5

9 : 6

10 : 6

Grade of : Curves with central Curves with central
road : . angle of 50° to 120° : angle exceeding 120°

approaching: Radii: : Radii : Radii Radii
the curve : 40' to 60' : 60' to 80' : 40' to 60' : 60' to 80'
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Care should be taken to distribute the grade uniformly

throughout the entire length of the curve. Oth3rVis much of

the cdv tacto bf coxponsited grades is lost.

STTFAC

Eff:ct of Surface on Speed of Travel

Speaking geaerrilly, surfac3 condition has a greater

effect on travel speed than any other element of construction

standard. UnQuestionably sharp curvature causes a decided re-

duction in the pproach speed Alsa on a st'pgradint, the

speed is much less than on lower grades. Surface condition

however influences all aigh nd modcrte apds and sometimes

oven lowers the speed made necessary by very low standards of

other elements. slight rougnncss in surfnc' conditions is

immediately reflected by the speedometer. Sha1loV ruts have

a greater effoct. On two sections with identical conditions

except surface condition, the speed on the section with fairly

deep corrugations nd ruts may be much loss than that on the

section with a good surfnce condition.

Perfect smoothness is desirable but fpeuently con

not he sedured with the available materials even if the ex-

penditure for smoothing is not limitod in eiy way. But even

though physically possible, the cost of securing perfect smooth-

ness will often be unreasonably great. Weight the costs and

benefits. Possibly the desired service andlowor annual cost

will be secured in sane other way.

It is difficult to prepare a satisfactory definition.

It is believed that what is anted will be evident by consider-

ing together the following separate statements, no one of which

alone is a complete or accurate description.

A nrface eaual to that resulting from scarifying,

shaping loosened material with grader, settlement and compaction

by Nature and by traffic.

Hard and well comnacted. Art even mixture of the

different constituents of the road material.

Reasonably smooth. VIithout WQi1defInCd ruts. Where

ruts are unavoidable because of cost of removing or the nature

of the road matorial,.they should be shallow and wide.

Nb holes, protruding rocks, or other irregularities.

Or if on account of cost or other reasons, not suff 1-

cient in amount to cause the driver to reduce the speed which

would otherwise be possible.
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5. A uniform sharing of airface along a stretch of road.

Where a ehcnae of shape is made because of dr nage, 1ignmen.t,

etc., make the transition easy'and.not abrupt.

Shaping of Surface

The shape given dunn constnictiofl and naintenae is

of decided importance from the standpoints of safety, travel-

speed, ease or comfort in driving and cost of maintenance. As

a general rule, the best shaping is that uhich Jill result in a

minimum of thirface wash and with no ruts or if ruts are un-

avoidable, shallow and of even depth. Care should he taken (1)

to bank the curves in the right amount and direction; (2) to

avoid excessive inslone or outsiope; (3) against using the

wrong crown, 1. e. inslope instead of two way, outsiope instead

of inslope, etc.

BANKI O CURVES

Dofiniion o Banking

Banking is the maount that the outside edge of curves is

raised. Frequently the term "superolevation7 is used.

Standard

All curves should be banked except when a wet or soft

surface condition will cause a tendency for the vehicle to slide

sideways and constitute a danger to traffic. Also the speed of

traffic must be considered; on a truck trail to be used by both

cars and heavy truck, a banking based on facilit8ting car speed

and oDeretion mny be decidedly objecfionable from the standpoint

of the truck.

24?. The amount of banking should prOperly he hsed on the

rani, sped ri ot r coditoa 1tLC at each indivinual

cirve. See Table 201, rave 216. As general standards the

following is estahlisbd:

Banking of Curves and Limiting Radii

Road Amount of Bank in inches per. foot

Standard : li" 1' 1" 1' : 1/2" 1'

Redius:of curve in feet

Low Service : 25 3Q35 40 - 80

Medium Service 50 - '70 : 75-95 100 - 160

High Service : 80 - 110 : 115-160 Over 160



D

L1ilQs per Hour 12 14

Table 201

MaximUm Safe Speeds on Open and Blind Curves

16 18
: 20 22 : 24 28 30

10 ft. Road:
Open curves:

Radius of. Curve in Feet
175 205

180

240
210

275
240

65 95 130 150

80 :110 130

65 95 110 135 155 180 205

40 .75 . 115 13 155 175

Blind Curve
: :

80 : 125 200 300 : 400 : 510
:

650 850

55 85 :130 180 : 240 : 310 400 550

40 65 95 135
: 175

:

240 320 470

12 Ft. RO&4
OpenOürveS

:
: : : 210

:

240
50 70 . 110 130

60
: 110 : 135 : 155 : 180

:

205

40 : :75 115 : 135 : 175

60 100 135 155

Blind Cury
: :

60 100 145 205 .: 075 : 370 470
.:

620

45 70 105 150 : 200 255 : 325 430.

35 55 80 115 145 200 265 360

Level 30 45

l/.2 to 1 ft. bank 25

1" to 1 ft. hank 25 30

1-1/2" to 1 ft. bank 25 25

Vertical Back Slope 25
:

,? ?

1,/2 to 1 25 :

,, U
1 to 1 25

: 30

Level 30 40

1/2" to I ft. bank 25 35

1" to 1 ft. bank 25 30

1-1/2" to 1 ft. bank 25 25

Vertical Back Slope 25 35

l/2tol " "
30

itol " 25 25



It i rel1zed, however, that compliance with the table
will at tfl'nes he very difficult sinèe'it will result in differ-

t bankiags' for, adjacent c'rv.s' and the required quick adjust-
meat of blde is beyond the abilit/ of the averac graderman.

Whore this is the case, a stnda±'d of l":l' honLd.he establish-
ed for all curvs on the specified projeát, or if the curves are
freouent and vary sharp, 'a greater ban1ing may he advisable.
The danger of side-slip may reuire the use o a l/:l baiking
or even a flat road. A good nile i to provide the bankig that
will make "drivinc the curve" the easiest and at the sune time
result hi the least damage by surface wash, and in a minimum of
rutting. Ruts on one side of the ioad that ar doonor then the

ruts on the other sido indicate improper banking.

Securing banking requires effort, planning Cfld skill.
The added cost, howevr, is little or nothing. As shown in
Table O8 banking has a decided offCct on the speed' of travel,
a banked du' dffor'ding the same sped as a curvC of decided-
ly greater radius bu with less or no banking. The effect on
cost through the useof banking iC"obvioad'

Curves hould be bahked Cs a part of' the construction op-

ration. .Th banking then' provided should be Oontiheed during
maintàhaice or another banking provided if tiaffiC or other con-
ditions' hOve' shown the origmne]. to be undesirable.

EROSION CONTROL (See also, p'aragrah ,l22-B)

249-a. This is not a new subject as fur as truck trail construc-
tion is concerned, for all of the normal provisions fcr drainage
are at least attempts' to control erosion. The need for road. main-

tenance is primarily because of erosion, either from travel or
natural forces. The damage from oroson iS oftea serious to prop-
erty and to' values other than the road itself,' but even if this
were riot so, it is still a serious problem because of damage to
th road itself. Therefore, the urevention of erosion, slides,
wabLig, etc., will pay dividends in. decreassd maintenance ei-
pause.

Adequate drainage practice in all cases and the planting
of cht and fill slopes wherever soil end runoff conditions are
such that exposed soil is unstable are the objectives. The mat-

ter is discussed here to cell attention to the problem. Specific

treatment rf individual proects calls for det led study on the
'job with the advice of the nearest Forest Service Experimental
Station. Much of the following discusC tori has been taken from
U.S.D.A. Circular No. 380 by Carles T. KeeebOl arid other data
prepared by the Forest and. Range Experiment Stations.

No sooner is a new 'joCd constructed'than the forces of
nature ore at work to destrr it nd of these haturdi forces
the most powerful by far is water. 'The destructive action of
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wate'. is especially rapid on mounti roads, here the. area of

r.osibl-e fill slopes is not only large ut is often ieed1essly

exposed to the concentrated runoff from th road surface. 1VanY

times, truck trails are blocked by slides fiom cut slopes, and

gullies are carved 4nto fill slops by the escape o road-sur-

face water over the shoulder.

The damage. below a storm gullied. road is often much

greater than to the road itself and i.frequcnt]Y of ich a no-

tire that prebably it will never be repaired. In manYCOS3S a

part of the displaced. material finds its way into ram chan-

nels, peservoirs, unter spreading grounds and irigatiOfl works.

Recreational values ore injured by the exteillhiTmatiQfl of fish in

pools filled byhe eroded silt and sand, in the dcstpCtiOfl of

campgroUflS, in the despoliation of streomside beauty by mud end

boulder flows,.and in damage to other rodds anridges. Agri-
cultural lands are encroached upon. and soetirnes ruined.

TI S.D.A, Circular No 380, "rosioi Cortrol on ?oUntRfl

Roadset gives methods of erosion cntrol while the -ritrol meth-

odsond species of vegetation listed are primarily adapted t

conditions found in California, many of them have awide appli-

cation for-all. mounten roads. Copies of Circular No. 380 should

be avilabl in each Regional and SuperviSOr' office.

Preveutati.e and Corrective MeasureS

(.1) Location and Alignment. From the erosion viewpoint

-the idel mount. a road is one that will require a minimum of

excavation. Tie road should have in somo degree the ppearanC9

of having been fitted with the landscape rath than chopped and

blasted -from it, Long tangents should not be uses where reason-

able euryaturos will better fit topogparhy -and reduce excavation.

Greater lJse cf. Retaining Walls rd Cribbing will re-

duce the excavation, particularly on steep slopes, arid will leave

much less fill area exposed to erosion.

Improved Drainage practice is vital to the whole pro-

blem of-road maintenance and erosion prevention. Inadequate

drainage-is responsible for most of the serious erosion of moun-

tain roads. For example:

-
(A) Culverts emptying on the middle or down one edge

of highly rosible .f ill slope. Tnptying culvorts on adjacent

brush covered slopes is especially detruCtiVOWhere he soil is

susceptible to deep erosion from the concentrated .i'unoff. Whore

the natural channel cannot be reached directly the culverts

should exten. to solid rock ledges from which the flow will be

ever rock all the way to t1-e natural channel or the fill protec-

-ted by heavy rip-rap. An alternate method is to flunip the cul-

vert discharge down the slope to a point that is firm enough to

resist erosion.
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(B) Surface .drinage ijiadequ.ately controlled resulting
in erosion of sid.e- ditches- and escape of water over-shoulders o
to. fill slopes or other unstable erea. The low point on inside
curves is one often in need of protection. Careful. inspection
following heavy rains on a new road will indicate the -points re-
quiring attention. It is rnot important that culverts be of ode-
aunte size to occonmiodato heavy storm rinoff.. -

Cutsiope construction should not be used in cmos wIere
the unavoidable accumulation ;of water in wheel ruts- will erode
the surface of the fill. Such water accumulates end runs down
the road .to some slight obstruction or depression- were it pours
out over the side often causing a troublesome gnllYt

-

OS I COTTROb ri OAPSID DTTC HS

249-b. 3rosion in roadside ditches ci be controlled by: (a) cc-
lecting locations havina low nraiients and very shallow cuts and
fills, (b) shallow and wjd-s ditches- rather than deep and narrow,
(c) providing sufficient cuJvcrts and outlet ditches, (d) avoid-
ing construction practices which encourage the formation of new
drainage channels in native soil, (e) reducing roadside ditch
grades and checking flow in the ditches, (f) planting and seeding
slopes. (a), (b), and (c) -are metters of intelligent location -and
design; (4) rerujres that no cuts be made or any ground stripped
of vegetation where avoidable; (e) i-s accomplished through. the use
of check dans; nd (f) is discussed herein under paragraph 249-c.

Checks or baffles should be installed where necessary to
prevent erosion resulting from rapidly flowing nat-3m. They pro-
tect the roadbed by establishing a permanent ditch having low
rate of gradient and thus reduce the velocity of flowing water.
-Checks should be constructed in accordance wi-tb designs approved
by the Regional Engine3r.

TRRATrT OF CUT AND FILL SLO?E3

249-c. Road bank control must b.) considered only-as a supplement
to good road construction. It does not take the place f ade-
quate berm and drain construction, and other standard prctices
for controlling road water. Road bank control end planting serve
three major purPoses: -

Reduction of road .maint)nauco costs.
Improvement of roadside appearance.
Reduction of the amotmt of eroded soil
carried into ditches and streams.

Slope control is effected by inducing the grorth of a vege-
tative cover on the slop-es. In sections where natural rpoduc-
tio:-i of grosses aic1 shrubs takes place,, no special treatment is
necessary othar than to siopo the binks to the required angle nd

to round the tops of cut slopes where soil and vegetativ conditions
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warrant this treatment. This method is not applicable where the

tops of slopes are covered with trees. Insuch.SitUatiOfls the

metnod should be modified to fit cohditioflS Some soils stand

bettor and wih less erosion on a vertical cut than when sloped

back. Where question exists as to advartag of rounding off

tops of cut banks trie advice of Research should be secured.

SLEC1ION OF 3PCI

The selection of plant species
f0 road planting must be

governed by the. following rules;

Ve'etation nust not create a fire hazard.

It must be easy to establish a'd 'na]ntain

with the amount of moisture available

from normal precipitation.
It must be rapid and vigorous owing, .............................
without becoming a nUisanCO on adjoining

lands. .

It must be easily availablo in large amounts

or easily propagated.
It should be reasonably atractiVe for land-

seeping, preferably an evergreen. .,

The any C3 and assinta1CS of the nerect Forst Service

Experiment Stition s}ould b. see1r1 in s lecting species and

determining, proper methods or pleating, Circelar ,R 1787 tran-

nutted a lit of desiraoie srecies suggested by Research for

trial in various sections of the country.

Seeding and planting -. In sections where vegetation does. not re-

produce naturally it hill be necessaly to give tee slopes special

treatment designed to. induce plant growth. The simplest, cheap-

est and one of the most successful
methods of treatment is to cov-

er tee slope vtn seed bearing foret litter or nebris whoa such

material is available along-side the roadway. In this method the

litter is raked down over the slopes and. held in place by lig1t

brush or poles. The use of this treatment most generally results

in vegetation establishing itself from seed contained in the lit-

ter. This method is impracticable on slopes steeper than /4: 1.

Nhcn band baring forest litter is not available, it will

be necessary to either seed, sod, or plant the slopes.

Sod strins of conmon sod-forming grasses Ii be set in

shallow furrows dng along the contour. Although spring is the

most favorable season, transplanting may he done any time except

durina very dry seasons.

Root .elams of honeysuckle .or other plant material may be

set either in furrows dug along the contour or preferably in holes

dug into, the bank and filled with top soil. FurroWs,may cause ad-

ditional sloughing of the banks.
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Grass seed may be sown in the spring or early sumner. It

should be carefully raked in. When necessary an proved ferti-

lizer may be used. The grass species used should be the import-

ant sod grasses of the locality. On long fill slopes of particu-

larly loose soil, stake and brush wattles may be used for holding

the soil until vegetation has becbrne established. On dry, sterile

slores, brush and litter may be staked on the slopes to conserve
moisture and favor the establishment of vegetation. South facing

banks of dry, sterile sub-soil cannot be seeded with any degree
of success without first improving moisture end shade co:Iditiofls

of the soil.

Figures 201-A and 201-B illustrate successful methods of

road. bank control. Those methods must be adapted to specific lo-

cal problems at hand, and all of them ca1 for independent judg-

ment on the part of the man in charge. In general, heavy mechan-

ical structures should be kept to a minimum. This applies partic-

ularly to stake and brush wattle construction. Woods litter and

debris from the forest floor raked on to a bank and held by simple

mechanical devices is one of the very best methods by which soil

washing may he presented and vegetation established.

FILL SL0PS ND OUT SLOPES

Fill Slopes

General standard: - In earth 1-l/2:l in rock 1:1. See

paragraphs 325 and. 327.

Cut Slope

General standard: - In earth 3/4:1; in certain stable
soils 1/2:1; in solid roak 1/4:1 or even 1/6:1.

The selection of the cut slope requires the exercise of

good. judgment and should be based on the conditions existing on
the ground. In selecting a cut slope, first consider the type

Of soil. The slope must be flat enough to prevent erosionand

favor an early recovery of the vegetative cover.

A slope flatter than that on which the material will stmd

may be provided when necessary for adequate clearance of truck

body and load and where cheaper to secure a flatter backslope -
by backsloper, high lift grader or otherwise - than to increase
the width of the truck trail. Also where the material is such

that an undue amount of slouhing il1 occur, it will he necessarT

to provide a slope with a ratio of 1:1 and iii exceptional cases an
even flatter slope. Exceptions to the standard practice will also
be justified in cases where construction work has loosened the

earth on the uphill side and the bank will not hold on what would

ordinarily be the selected slope.
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Round off approx. 5' radius
except where such procedure
is unwise from the standpoint
of erosion.

2l9-e

Fig. 1. Newly constructed
machine built back slope.
Dotted line indicates betler
slope for planting. A crit-
ical shoulder to be removed.

/Fig. 2. Old backslope. Dotted/ line indicates better slope
for planting.

Fig. 3. Sod strips or trans-
plants set in holes or furrows
filled with top soil. For back
slope or fill.

FIG. 201-A

Fig. 4. Contour furrows
: filled with litter or straw

and weighted with stones,
poles, or sol. For back
slope or fill.
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- Fig. 7. Stake construction
' \ for holding brush tightly

against the slope in stake
and brush wattle construc-
tibn. For fill slope.

FIGURE 201-B

219-f

Fig. 5. Contour furrows made
along slope in preparation for
hand seeding to sod-forming
grasses. For backsiope or fill.

Fig. 6. Slope covered with
litter held in place with stakes,
poles, and light brush. For
bockslope or fill.
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ROAD ON CURVE
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NOTE:
THE ENTIRE WIDTH OP TURNOUT SHALL 8!
PINI.SH!O THE 3AA AS THE REAMINDER
OP THE ROAD.
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Some soils will stend upr:tght better than where sloped

if backsioping is done on such soils the topsoil should, where

practicable, be returned to the slope to assist in an early

vegetative cover to help prevent excessive erosion.

TUE?{ OUTS

Importance. Turnouts adequate as to size, number and

location are essential for safe travel on both one-way and

single track roads. urnouts rank equally with grade, width,

alignment, etc., in determining the service th'at a road will

safely render.

Do not fail to provide sufficient turnouts but guard

agaihst extremes in the other direction.

The cost of providing a road of high value and primarily

needed for protection, with turnouts ada'uste in number and

size for a fire emergency, may be very greet. In such cases

consideration should he given to establishing a control of

travel, i.e., one-way travel. This may be cheaper and more

satisfactory in other respects.

Standard or Normal Practice

See Fig. 202 for dimension, shape, etc., of turnouts.

This represents standard or normal practice. The number, lo-

cation end spacing of turnouts should be adequate to meet the

maximum needs. They should always be intervisibla.

When necessary for road maintenance, for wide, long,

or heavy vehicles or for fire suppression travel, the width,

length, etc., may be increased.

Location

Do not construct turnouts in flat sections or in other

places where the natural topography makes passing safe and com-

paratively easy. But where rock, stumps, trees, rough surface

or other factors present obstacles, turnouts should he made.

As a general practice, constructed turnouts should be

located on blind curves, especially dangerous curves, and the

suimnits of sharp vertical curves. xceptions should be made

where the cost would be excessive and unwarranted under exist-

ing conditions.

Attention should be given to providing turnouts

at watering places on roads where water is scarce, and

on turns from which particularly scenic views are afforded.
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The aliument of a road ray frequently be materially
ir-iprovec. by exercsin care in the location of turnouts. Whore
practicable, locate turnouts so that they will serve both as an
opportunity for nassin and also to increase the service value
of the road.

ConstructIon. Tflrnouts should be built durirg con-

struction. Be c.rtain to coitact tuonouts to uecssnry idth

and length So 1iot hu1d in txcss of ei±her of the specified
dimensions unless the excess is really needed. Give inslop3 to

all outside turnouts and along slopes. The entire width speci-

fied for the turnout should be solid usable width, safe for
actual use. Care should be exercised in getting the outside
edge true to shape. Avoid irregularities.

Turnar minds

TurnaroOnds should be provided .05 OCaSIOG demands,

choosing lochtions requiring the minimum of excavat.on and cost.

Signing

Where turnouts are not frequent and side slopes are

pracipitous their location should be marked with a distinctive
and conspicuous sign visible from both directions. Service-wide

instructions for posting signs on roads should he followed in
cose of conflict with this paragraph.
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MileS

% Grade

per hour

(El. 3000')

(El. 6000!)
(El. 9000')

Down Grade %

% 0rade (El. 3000')
(El. 6000') : 25%: 24
(El. 9000') 21 : 20

Down Grade % 18 ; 16 ; 15

% Grade (El. 3000') ; 21 ; 20
(El. 6000') : 18 : 18

(El. 9000') : 16 : 16

Down Grade ; 18 16
Note: Speeds shown are for Single
controlling.

Table 202

Approximate speed standards where grade and curvature donot. control

On simple low turnpike sections - 32 in.p. h.

On steep side hill, 12 foot width - 28 m.p.h.
On steep side hill, 9 foot width - 25 m.p.h.

Table 203

20

24
21

18

19:18:17:16:15:14:13:11:10

and 2 ton trucks with
7 : 7 : 7 : 6

6 : 6 : 6 : 5

5: 5: 5: 4

:14:12:11; 9:8.: 7:

capacity load
3-i: 3 :3

rz

2:2 :2
2 :2

1

1 :1

Average 3 ton truck with capacity load: :

19:11:10:5:5:5:5:5:4:2 :2 :2 2

16 : 10 : 9 : 5 : 5 : 4 : 4 : 4 : 3 : 2. : 2 : 1 : 1

14 8 7 4 4 3 3 .3 3 1 1 1 1

15 14 12 11 9 8 7 5 4 2 1 1 1

Track forest roads with hard siooth airt surface, a1ignnint not

Maximum Maintained Speeds on Grades

6: 8:10:12:14:l6:l8:20:?32 : 24: 26 : 28 :30

21%; 21%; 21%;
19 : 19 : 18 :

16:16:15:

20%;
17 :

14:
15 :

13;
13
11:

12%: 12%:
10:10:
9: 8:

11%
9

8

:

:

:

10%
9

7

:

9%
8

U

:
8%
7

: 4%

:3



Sned of
approach
mties per
hour

pued of:
approach :

miles per :,

l4
hour

Table 204

Distance to Qear 3hift on Tip Grades
1/2 ton Pickups and light cars with capacity load

Nigh Gear

% Grade -Elevation 3000'

l2 140 l6 l8 20

110 ft.: 30 ft. 70 ft.: 50 ft.

205 : l50 130 : 100

300 : 240 : 200 : 190

flO 33C 290 P30

540 440 30 320
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FOr 6,000 ft elevation reduce grades 1%
For 9,000 ft. e1evition reduce grades 2

% Grade - Elevation 3000'

l'6 l8 20
:

22

'For ,000 -ft4 elevation reduce grades 2T
For 9,000 ft. elevation redi.ica grades 4

Note :-To reduca grades by 2% neais to use for 12% grade the distances in

the 14% columns, etc. .

: 400 ft. 200 ft. :140 ft.:
25 :670 : 370' ':260 :

30 :950 : 550. :390 :

35 1250 730 530
40 dJ50 9.0 990

15 :300 -ft 1-80 ft. l0 ft. : 90 ft. : 70 ft.

20 490 200 150 : 120

25 660 290 280 220 : 180



Speed of
approach
miles per

hour

20
25

30

35

miles per
hour

Table 204 continued

istance to Gear Shift on Up Grades
4verage 1 and 2 ton trucks with rated load

Hor 8,000 ft. elevation reduce grad;s 1%

Second Gear
poed of

approach :

% Grade-Elevation 4500'

10% 12% 14%

For graator elevation reduce grades 2%

Note: - To'rduce grade 2% means to use for 12% the distances in the
14% column, etc.
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16%

r

10 100 ft. 50 ft. : 35 ft. 25 ft.

15 290 150 100 75

20 40 260 : 180 140

High Gear

Grade - Elevation 4000'

6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16%

1Q ft 70 ft.: 50 ft.:

: 320 :200 : 130 100 ft.: 80 ft.: 60 ft.

580 :340 : 240 : 180 150 : 130

: 840 :500 : 370 : 280 230 200

: 1100 :700 : 500 : 390 : 320 270



SSICrNING FOR A GITN SPD

A Road Provides Service

A road is provided to meet a specific need of traffic
or real property for transportation facilities.

ITearly always service to both property end traffic
is reidr'd hit the rlatIva am,unt van s greatly in ia-
dividual cases.

The value of traffic depends iorgly on the character
and amount of traffic. A main trunk hihwayis a good example
of a rood whose main service is to traffic. Such a road in-
creases the value of abutting dr near-by lead and is used by
the landowners in connection with the land use. -Iov7over, the

main value lies in abet it saves or gives to the road. users.

The value to property wnil ffe6ted by the character
and amount of traffic is bris3d largely on other considerations.
A good example of such roads is the truck trail used exclusively
for protection nurposes. The rimery value and justification
is in having a transportation facility available for use df
the necesity ariss. Tie mouit of use iro b little or avon
nothing without lessening the vhlue to the property. Such a
facility incroses the vaiue of tn pron rtr itself When the
road is actually tiraveled, relua to troffic is also rendered.

Measurement of Value.

To the extent that a road serves trtiffic, the best
measure of its value is the cost per car-mile or ton-mile.
This includes not only the cost of operating the vehicle it-
self but maintenance of the road, interest on and retirement
of investment in construction and the value of the time of
travel while using the rood. Rhile difficult to estimate the
volume and character of future traffic, the value to traffic
can be determined with adequate accuracy in most instances.

But determination of the value to real property is
much more difficult, However, a method of determining the
economic value for reel property as welles troff Ic has been
devoloped.* This method shows that the value cf the time of
the road users and the value derived by them during the
period of traveling constitute a vary large portion of the
total road value. Elapsed time in trovcling over the rood
is of so predominant value in connection with fire protection,
that such matters as vehicle cost Cr3 relatively inconsequential.

* See official filesh Also Toured of lorestry Vol. XXX 'To. 8,
December 1932.
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Betermination of Construction Standard

262. Obviously the construction standard should make pos-

sible the road renderiflg the service required of it.

The customary method of stating, the specifications to

be followed designing a road is in terms of the various

elementp of construction standord. This method has largely

worked out satisfactorily where the primary need for the road is

to serve traffic over the road.

But where this method was applied to Forest roads, the

results wo-re not satisfactory. Instead of the new road rendering

the service expected, it would give more or less. Or two men

utilizing the same specifications would produce roads of entirely

different service value or cost. The real explanation is simply

that the major value of the Forest Development roads and truck

trails is to serve the Forest property rather than to serve

traffic.

The service value of the Forest Development roads and

truck trails to the Forest property can be expressed with sufficiCit

accuracy in teims of travel ti,me except as regards timber-hauling

or similar uses. There are also other cases of hauling supplies,

eta., to a fire crow 1here the travel-time is important but not

the controlling consideration.

A very large proportion of both mileage and' expenditure

on the Forest Development system is for fire protection. The time

reouired for travel to a fire is obviously of very great importance.

It is therefore clear (1) that the b'st measure of service value

for the Forest Development system as a whole is elapsed time (2)

that the relatively small number of cases where some other

measure is clearly better should be treated as exceptions, and (3)

all Forest Service activities such as utilietiOfl, recreation,, logging,

etc., which the project may serve should be considered in the selection

of the standard.

Determination of Speed

263. The elements of construction standard determine the

speed at any section of a road. TJnder some coeditions one element,

for instance width, may determine the maximum possible safe speed.

In other cases, it may be some other element. Ascending a steep

hill, grade may control; coming down the same stretch it may be

width or alignment or both. With all conditions except elevation

identical, the controlling element may be different, Surface con-

dition and shape have a very decidod effect on speed.
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As a result of much field and office work, a determina-
tion has been made of the effect of gradient (up end down) curv-
ature (open, blind end various benkins) and width. The effect of
various surface conditions has not been determined because the
vary great loss in speed due to poor surface condition and the
relatively little cost of providing and maintaining a surface of
adequate smoothness make very evident that it uld be better to
use money in securing a rlative1y smooth surface than by raising
the standard of some other element of construction standard.

From the field and office determinations the sunmntions
appearing in Tables 201,202, 203, and 204 have bean prepared.

Use of Data

264. As evident from Pars. 209, to 213, the roads and turck
trails are to he designed and constructed to render a certain pre-
scribed service. Except for special cases this service is speci-
fied in terms of the distance to be traveled within an hour. In
such special cases, the data on effect of elements of standard on
speed will have only partial application.

Wbil the method of expressing service value in. texs
of time and of designing roads for a specified travel-time is'ñow
several years old, is an essential part of the Transportation
Plan end has received many conmendations, especially in its appli-
cation to conditions like the National Forests, nevertheless
the method does constitute a dcjded change from the usual method
of prescribing specifications.. Accordingly doubt may he felt of
its practicability and value. Such doubt is unncessary if the
way of using the method is uridorstood.

Certain explanations are appropriate.

1. The tavel speed need act be uniform throughout the
entire d istanca to be traveled within an hour.

The extent of permitted variations from a uniform
speed should be based on the character of road use. Variations
greater in nuiber and speed are permissible in the case of
preliminery protection truck trails than in thone primarily for
public travel and in the case of low service against high ser-
vice roads.
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The speed on adjoining sections should be coordinat-

ad. Changes in speed should not be abrupt or require sharp braking;

where such is unavoidable warning signs should be erected. Between

20 and about 35 miles an hour, a reduction of in the speed can

be accomplished within a short distance without sharp braking.

Below 20 ;railes per hour the percentage reduction is higher; for

higher speeds, a less percentage.

On single track roads, the amount of' travel in the

opposite direction affects the time required to travel a specified

distance, even though what are believed ade.iate turnouts are pro-

vided. The travel time estirnatd froni the tabulations should

therefore he increased, on the basis of the estimated amount of

opposing travel.

In selection ef the general route, that route will

be favored which will provide the required service at the least

annual cost. In the case of primarily protection roads, this

frequently means the use of a ridge top or some route other than

that which othsrwisC would be selected.

What is sought at any seátion - long or short - is

that use of the elements of standards is will ive the speed

desired at that section, at the least annual cost, Use of a

hghor standard of one or more elements is objectionable except

when clear that the annual cost is not increased thereby.

Warnings

265 1. The data in tabulations 201 to 204 era not expressed

as accurately as acre determined from the field and office studies

for the reason that value wore "rounded off" and adjusted to fit

classes of vhicles. Speeds and grades tabulated are conservative
and based on the average skilled and safe driver. They will be

exceeded by the reckless driver or by the hotter than average car.

Avoid going to extremes in utilizing the speed data

and in applying the method of designing for a specified travel time.

Use common sense. Consider and investigate carefully the various
alternatives offered in general or detailed location but avoid

going into great refinements.

It is not expected that shen the road has been com-
pleted, the actual travel tune will be exactly as estimated during

location. This is due to variations between drivers and vehicles

but particularly to the impossibility of exactly determining the

affect of opposing traffic.
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4. Intlligont use of the data and method will give
results of adequate dccuracy and of higher accuracy and lass road
cost than through using other methods. 0n the other hand, waste
of tdme and money will result from going to eextreaes in using
the speed data' for planning. Also the value of the data and of
the method be lessened.

Determination of general Location

26d. Illustration of Aprlicotion of ITethod

Specifications - Travel from A to B or B to A in
one hour; decign to be based on using standard /2

ton pickup or light arewith capacity load. Eleva-
tion 3,000 feet.

Three rosible routes, each of which is satis-
factory from tne ssndpoint of protection or other
puriose to be servo.

Total lengta 18 miles, all side-hill, rather
uniform slope, average grade about 5 for half the
distance, about 8 for nuarte.r, and l0 for civarter.

Total length 21 mi:Les; aimple turnpike 1/3
of distane, 3 grade; sidhill for balance, with
grade averaging

Contour road; 24 miles .sidehill; 1/2 tangent
or no control of speed by curvature; 1/4 - curves
50' radius; 1/8 curves 70' radius; 1/8 curves 100'
radius; grade average Curves open and blind
in about equal distances.

Speeds
Width control

Simple turnpike 32 mph
Sidehill 25 ph

C arms tur:3 control

50' dius 16 mph open 15 blind
70' 18 ' " 1?

100' " 20 " " 18
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rde control

Elapsed time

-231-

Control

Poute 1

Speed

Travel
Time in
Minutes

Side tifl, 5. grade Width 25 22

8 " 25 11

lO ' Grade (penn) 22 12

Opeosing travel -
d venicles -
lost tine 12

Total time required

Rout 2

Simple turnpike 3 grade Grade 30 14

Sidehill 7 grade 3rado
(do7n) 25 34

Opposing travel -
6 vehicles -
lost time 12

Total time required 60

Route 3

"Straigiat" sidohill 7idth 25 29

3 dahill-5O' radius Alignrrmnt l5 23

70' l7 11

" 100' " " 19 10

Opposing trvei -
6 vehicles -
lost time 12

Total time required 85

Up
3 30 30

29 29

29 28

7 28 25

8 28 25

l0 24 22



C 2

With either location 1 or 2 the elapsed time is
pithing the required 60 minutes. Location 3 does not comply
wi h the specifications arid vdll rot be conaidred herin.
If consideration were to be given it would he notod that
widening the road nould cut do:in the travel time appreciably
hut the biggest opportunity lies in reducina the length of
road through incroasiur the grade.

Estimated Annual Costs

Route 1:

Const. cost per mile

9 miles on 5 grade - 1000
4 " " 8 " - 2000
4- "l0 " - 2500

Total construction cast - 33,?5O
Maintenance cost par mi.- 25

Total annual cost 33750 x .02 + 18 x 25 = 1125

Route 2:

Const. cost per mile

7 miles of simple turnpike - 1500
14. " s idehill

r, grade - 2200

Total constructi on cost OIl ,300

Maintenance cost per mile 20
Total annual cost = 41300 i .02 + 21 x 20 = l246

Conclusion as to nenrcral rout; - Route l - with less
distance but steeper grad9cLts - is the best.

25?. Dotailed Loc0tion.

The doscriptiba used in deciditlC upon the general
locetion th vcry boond. nany opportunities are found to
exist in connection wita the d:ta led location (1) to cut the
construction end annual cost of sections throurh chanving ele-
ments of stondard hut without effectina travel tine; (2) to
reduce tho travel time or to increase tha safety or comfort
without increasing the cost.



268. Example 1.

The general description is that for half th road lengths,

the road is on sidehill and the grade averages 5%. In the detailed

locatibu, opportunities are found as follows:

Assuming that grade controls the speed, it is evident
that any one of these three opportuhities would meet
the requirements of travel time. Theselected combi-
nation would be that which costs the least.
But with the sidehill section, width and. not grade con-
trols in this instance. Accordingly the maximum speed
for these three opportunities would be 25 mph for a
10' road width and 28 mph for a 12' road width. The
data would then be
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The decision on general location was based on the travel
time for this 9 mile section bcing 22 minutes. Therefore, any one
of the above 6 combinations would meet the requirement. The time
to be gained by using the 12' width would be very slight nd this
width would not be approved unless (1) due to equipment used, con-
struction method adopted or for some other reason, the annual cost
with the 12' width will not exceed that with the 10' or (2) the
total road cost would be less through providing the 12' width at this
section and then utilizing the gained travel-time at some other p1ace

10' Width

Speed Time

12' Width

Speed Time
(1) 25 22 28 20

(2) 25 10 28 9

25 12 28 12

(3) 25 2 26 2

25 5 28 4

25 1O 28 9

25 5 28 4

Diet. Grade Speed Elapsed Time

(1) 9 iies 29 1t

(2) 4 8 28 9

C 2 32
18

(3) 9% 26 2
'V 7% 28 5

4 'V 4% 30 8

2 'V 3% 32
19



269. Example 2.

Within the 4-1/2 mile section with an average grade
of 8%, some short draws are involved. The general grade
through this short section is 7, and the back slope is 1/2:1.
The ouestion arises whether (1) to use horizontal curves,
(2) to cut across with sustained grade or (3) to cut across
but with up and down grades.

If horizontal curves are utilized, the radius
will not exceed 60 feet. Table 201 shows that for such radii
the speed on blind and open curves with 1/2'! to 1' banking,
can well be assumed as the same. The following combination
would seem best.

Some time is lost in reducing speed on approaching
the curves and in accelerating after leaving the curves.
With o many burves and such short tangent sections within
such a short ovra1l distance, te 1600' sections is a "Slow
section" and it can well be assumed that the 25 m.p.h. speed
ordinarily possible on sidehill' sections of this width will
ho reduced to an average of 20 m.p.h. The travel time for
the 600' distance will therefore be 1/2 minute.

On the 50' radius curves, the speed on the curves
will he 15 m.p.h. and the travel time will ha 1/2 minute.

The speed on the 60' radius curve will be 16 m.p.h.;
the travel time is too short to be worthy f inclusion.

The total travel time will then be about 1 minute,
assuming 'that alignment rather than gradient controls the
speed. Table 203 shows this to be true.

With a sustained 77 grade and alignment not
controlling speed, the total length is 800', the travel speed
26 m.p.h., and the travel time 1/3 minute.
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Alignment No. Length

50' radius curves 6 600

60' " " 1 200

Tangent so fatS as speed
is concerned 4 800

1600



(.3) Withone dip in sustained grade, the overall
length is rractically 800'. The up pitch is'l2 aid 200'
long. If this grade was sustained, the speed on. the grade
would be 20m.p.h. However, Table 204 shows that zdth an
approach speed of 25 rn.p.h. - this probably will be exceed-
ed - the up pitch can be negotiated without shift of gear.
While the averane speed will be less than the approach speed
and also less than the normal speed on 7% grade, the up
pitch is so short: that the travel time for the 800' length
can well be taken as the same as for the 7% sustained.

The overall distance in this example is so short
and the possible savings in travel time so little that the
use of the horizontal curves would be acceptable provided

Such would not constitute a danger spot on the
road - this arises frequently when the general
speed standard along the entire road is de-
cidedly above that on a short section.

The annual dost including drainage is less than
on the straighter alignment.

If the cost is the same or less, the location with
the straighter alignment is decidedly preferable. As between
(2) and (3), (2) is undoubtedly the highest standard of
practice and would be approved whenever the. annual cost of
(2) is the same or less than (3). If more, (3) would
ordinarily he favored. However, even if (2) cost more, it
might be approved if clear that (3) would constitute a danger
point to traffic through its effect on travel speed. In this
particular case, this would not be so as the reduction of from
some 30 ITJ.p.h. to about 20 m.p.h. even in such a short
distance would not be particularly objectionable.

But while the possible savings in travel time are
very small in this short stretch of less than 1/2 mile, there
may be many of such cases rather concentrated in location.
Where this occurs the individual time losses due to "contour
road" location frequently add up to labge amounts and justify
the substitution of the better alignment.

270. Example 3: Sidehill construction; some rather sharp
curves running from 50' radius down to 40; grade not controll-
ing 1/2:1 backslope.

Table 201 shows the speed on open and blind curves,
with various bankings and for different radii.
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Assumina that the speed on approach to the curve does
not exôeed 22 m.p.h., that traffic and other conditions nermit
the use of ":l banking and that an 18 m.p.h. speed curve is
acceptable from the standpoint of designing for travel time,
the followjur of the available alternatives seem most worthy of
further consideration.

adius Width Banking

45 10
50 10
40 12 2":l'
45 12

Assuming that no other considerations prevent decision
being based solely on coast, the 45-10 would appear the best. How-
ever the 40-12 may be better.

On the blind curves, Tab1 201 shows that the bank
slope appreciably affects the speed. Assuming that a speed of
16 mph on tho curve is acceptable, the following alternatives
are available and worthy of further consideration:

The steepness of ground slope will laracly determine
whichis the most favorable combination.

271. Ixample 4. Steen sidehill construction. Speed on
curve - 12' wide - is 16 mph. Sp3ed on approach to curve is
controlled by width only.

Table 202 shos that a 9' width will give speed of
25 mph and a 12' width, 28 mph. Assuming that a 20 reduction
in approach speed is the maximum permissible on account of
safety, nothing is gained by providing more than a 10' width on
the approach section.
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Radius Width Bank-slope

45 10 1":l'
50 10 3/4":l'
40 12 1":l'
45 12
50 12 l/2":l'



272. Ixample 5. The description o "genel route" shows that
for 4 miles the grades average 8 and that sidehill location is
proposed. More careful study shows that in one stretch of about 2
miles, it is possible to depart from this location, climb to a ridge
top and join the other location in about 3 miies.

Two ouestions are involved (1) will the ridge top location
be satisfactory from the travel-time standpoint: (2) what is the
relati.re cost of the two locations:

Relation of annual Relation of travel
cost ridge top sec- time on ridge top Tentative
tion to side-hill section to that on conclusion

beat ion s idehill

E4ther route satisfactory

Take sidehill location
unless loss in time can
be made up with less
total cost through pro-
viding at some other sec-
tion, a fester road than
would otherwise be pro-
vided.

Take ridge top location.
Also see if cost of other
sections cannot be re-
duced by utilizing the
time savings on the ridge-
top section.

Take sidehill location

Take sidehill location un-
less evident that through
lowering the speed stand-
ard of some other section
of the road savines in
cost exceed the increase
in cost through using the
ri9ge top location.

Take ridge top location.

Same as (3)

Same as (2)

4 a arne same

5 more more

a more lass

less same

less less

9 lass more.
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niThe above shows that logical first action is to estimate

approximately the cost of each route. The relative cost will

show whether further considera on nf either route should be

given. If so, he eatiated traeel time will be needed..

In long sections like this and where there will be
many different combinations of th elements of construction
standard, care must be exercised to avoid going into too great
detail. To a very large exent, satisfactory results can be
scured through (1) noting the number of different combinations
and. the length of each (2) a record and computation as on the
next page.

Notes on tabulation

S. T. means simple tumipike or comparable section.
S. H. means sidhill.

The speed used for steep pitches is somewhat greater
than in tables due to short length of pitch and. to effect of
approach speed.

Vhere grade is controlling, use speed on down grades
since usually soeewhat less than on up grades.

Wherø aaerage length of section of case is short or
the number of short radius curves is many, use somewhat lower
than speed given in tables.

Assume short radius curves are banked l":l'.

Underline the element that controls the speed, i.e.,
where the resulting speed is the least. Use U.C. where evident
that the element is not controlling and it is therefore un-
necessaryto consider in determining the speed or travel time.

Amount of opposing travel will normally be the same.
An estimate of time lost will usually be unnecessary in corapar-
ing the two locations. If made the loss will probably be greater
on the essentially sidehill contour locetion.

In this particular instance, the computed travel time
is.greator on the ridge top location. This is due primarily to

(1) the increased total length, (2) the amount of horizontal
curvature and (3) the assumed distance and grade to get up to
and back down from the ridge top. This illustration of applica-

tion of method should not be considered as evidencing that side-
hill location is always the better. Very frequently the
contrary is true.
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LengthSpeod:
of : per : in :

cases: cases: mph :

:Nuntheri Estimated
travel
time

Width :Section: Alignment G±'ade: Total:

Eidge Top Loeiofl
12-16 S.T. N.C. N.C. 7000 10 700 30 2.6

S.T. 40' rad. N.C. 200 2 100 16 .1
12-16
12-16
12-16
12-16
10

12

S.T.
S.T.
S.T.
S.H.
S.H.

500

1Q00
2000
3000
'200

4

5

4

6

2

125
200
500
500
100

17

20
l5

21
15

.3

.6

1.5
1.6
.2

45-60'rad. N.C.
60-100 N.C.

N.C. 18

N.C. 12

40' rad. 8

12 S.H. 500 125 16 440-60' rad. 8

12 S,It. 500 2 250 19 .360-100 " 10

Total - - - 14900 - - - 7.6

Sidehill Location

10 S.H. N.C. 8 8000 20 400 25 3.8

12 S.H. 40' red. 5 400 4 100 15 .3

12 S.H. 45-60' rad. 6 R00 6 133 16 .6

12 S.H. 60-100' " 7 1400 4 350 19 .8

10600 5.3Total - - -



The preceding discussions have been based on the
ilise of the standard vehicle, i.e., 1/2 ton pickup with capa-
city load. They are equally applicable to light cars.
However, for l ton and heavier trucks, the speed may be
appreciably less than with the standard vehicle.

The effect of curvature is largely the same for
cars and trucks of varying-weights.

Width tends to bringdown the speed somewhat below
that of the light vehicles but tlie travel time is not
materially affected eXcept órt hoads where the major part is
of simple turnpike or videhill with width controlling' the
speed.

Grade however has a very decided effect and as shown
by Thble 203 the heavy-truck speed is less than that for light
trucks and cars for all gradiente and for both plus' and minus.
For the steeper gradients the reduction is large. For instance,
with an elevation of 9000', and a plus grnde of l5t, the light
car and ton truck speed is 10 mph, the la and 2 ton truck
speed is about 7 mph, and the 3 ton speed 5 mph. On the domi
grad), the correspondina speeds are - 14., 6 and 6 mph.

In the seletion and decision on the elements of
standard, careful investigation must be made of the effect of
gradie et if trucks heavier than the standard vehicle are to be
used. The effect on speed of inferior traction ma,r necessitate
the se of lesser gradients than would ha satisfactory for the
standard vehicle. The data in the tabultions are based on
averags o:od traction and nlondod vehicles. With somewhat in-
ferior traction, it will may be possible for a car or light
truck to negotiate a step grade at less than the speed given
in the tables. The heavier truck however may be unable to pull
the grade at all.
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SiCION III

SuRVEYS

Introduction and Scope of Section

The service that a. rood will render depends primarily upon
the location end the standards adopted. The route, alignment, grade,

width, surface, drainage structures, and degree of permanence antici-
pated for the location have a direct bearing. upon the serviee.rendered
and the unit transportation cost. Therefore, each of these related

subjects must be considered in locating and designing the truck trail.

ANJLYSIS OF LOCATION

The location survey problem is dvidd irto the followin&:
subjects:

(a) Selection of standard
çh) Reconnaissance and selection of route

Location survey, including preliminary lines
Staking for construction.

SELECTION OF STEDJD

A truck trail of siLirle location and standard may serve
the present and. future requireoents adequately. The other extreme

is where for both present and future travel the 1oction of the
satisfactory road is a technical highway engineer's problem. Each

case should be considered separately. However, as specified in

Regulation 6, Section 1, of the Regulations feD theForest Highway
and Forest Deveiopnent funds, the Bureau of Public Roads should be
requested to make a reconnaissance survey of a road that nay ulti-
mately constitute a part of an important public highwiiy In

interpreting this regulation, special consideration should he
given to the roads where the amount of future public trave1will
be heavy for Forest roads and where a high speed i s required for
adequate service.

The reconnaissance survey amde by the Bureau of Public
Roads will be in sufficient detail to define the general location
of the future road and to establish the important control points.
If decido.d to handle by the stage construction method the loca-
tion made by the Forest Service should follow that indicute by

the Bureau of Public Roads survey, making such departures in
width, elignment, grude,and in location of sections as appear
advisable.
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REC0NNAI3SACE AND SgLECTION OF ROUTN

304. The imotance of through reconnaissance cannot be overempha
sized. The soundness of the location depends largely on the ability and
the initiative of the locator. His aesi7ri.ment is of major importance.
Poor location may greatly increase costruction and maintenance costs as
well as decrease the service..valunf....the project.

Of primary imnortanco is a through investigation of all feasi-
ble routes before deciding on the final location. To select the proper
route it is necessary that the locator have a clear understanding of all
construction and drainage problems encountered on the various prospective
locations.

The selected route should be that which provides the required
service at the least annual expense.

LbCA'I0N STJPgY

305. The most important factors influencingiocatiohae:

1. Purpose oi truck trail
2. Aesthetics of location
3. Standards

(a) Grade
(h) Alignment
(c) Width

4. Physical conditions
Type of soil
Clearing
Txcavation

5. Drainage
6. Location and data of bridge sites
7. Ownership of land.

Purpose. of Truck Trail

306. The purpose for which a project is huiitshouldba kept con-
stntly in mind. For example, if h truck trail is to serve timber
utilization, all feasible timber sales should he accessibl to the

truck trail; or if the urolect is for recreationists, items of secia1
recreational valu should he accessible.

Aesthetics of Location

307. The locator shohld try t fit the road into its surround-
ings aild conserve the reóreational and aesthetic value. Gbod loca-

tion:, deign and finish gire a road the stamp of quality fOr which
we shduld strive. (See Construction. Section for treatment or roadside

strips).

The ability of a locator is not determined by his compre-
hension of the individual factors but by his success in iicorporating
the several factors into the location.
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standards

308. Since modern vehic1es.cvi ueotiate heavy grades, adi-
nt is thu locator's most effective means of reducing costs except
for such as timber utilization truck tsils. By escending and
descending, the locator is affordedan opportunity:

To avoid rock, heayy clearing or other heavy
or expensive work

To improve a1iirnent or to eliminate curves
To place the location on desirable soil
To shorten the distance between controi points
by an amount that more than compensates for
the decrease in speed occasioned by the heavy
grade

5.. To imppove the natimal drainage.

All Forest Service, locators should be acutely grade
conscious. Instead of adhering to a continous or arbitrary grade,
the location should utilize the possibliit:e.a offered by changes in
grade.

309. The locator is evpected to secime the best location possi-
ble with a reasonable cost of construction. Minimum standards of
curvature are set up as a guide. But wherever the expenditure is
justified and the service to be rendered requires, he should use the
minimum number of curves, and the lorirest radius curves permitted
by the topography and consistent with construction cost.

Vbrtical curves should be used to insure an adequate
"sliaht distance" in goins. over tops or hue and to ease out sudden
changes in grade.

Width of road must also be considered in selecting a
location. On steep slopes the yardase increases as the square of
the width.

Phys ical Conditions

310. The locator should be uidod. by the following principles
iu dealing with soil, clearing and excavetion problems:.

Southern exposure should begiven preference.

Sites where snow drifts last late in the season
should always be avoided if practicable.

If practicable the location should he kept away
from spongy or bogy ground. Frequently land satis-
factory for summer conditions is not at all appropriate
during the wet season. This always must be kept in
mind whoa working along creek beds and adjacent to
meadows and parks. Creeping ground is an unsuitable
location.
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4. Sidehill location slightly ae the toe of the
sopeor moderate slopes in common mterial is decidedly
preferable to location on adjacent. bench or flats
However, such locations should not be used to the extent
of making the alignment unduly sinous. Sidehill lo-
cations may some times .eltminate the necessity of gravel
surfacing and usually provide better natural drainage.

5. Where gradient aermits utilizing the tops of
ridges the following, conditions will determine whether
it will he preferable to keep on toni

Steep rocky or broken sideslope may make
it necessary to follow the ridge top

To secure proper alignment or for fire
break and patol purposes it will usually
be desirable to shLft te location from

side to bide of the ride.).

Where the top is wid tlet and difficult
to drain, the location sbnuld he to one
side near the break in slope

Where the ridge consiets of good mineral
soil end is easily drained, the most
economical location will usually be on
top.

6. Very steep slopes and hard rock should be avoided.
The use of undulating grade usually makes this possible.

7. If a route parallels a stream, the grade line
should be well above high water level, and the fill
section protected against wash.

8. Where it does not interfere unduly with the service
value of the truck trail, large trees, clumps of trees and
other heavy clearing should be avoided. This can often be

done by shifting the center line slightly to one side,,a
change in gradient, or by locating long radius curves.

Trees standing in the position marked 'y" in
Fig. 401 should be constantly in the locaor's mental
vision when working through timber.
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312.

follows:

9. Sxpnsivo fills shou.td he avoided i practicable
to foihew eortour0 oi to iotat t derfassion with
a vertical curve. No definite rule can be established.
The extent tb which alignment nd speed can be sacri-
ficed to follow contours must be termined by the
required service of the truck trail.

The locator must be relied upon to get the best
practicable location after first consideration to the
cost and purpose of 'the road.

.1O. With the exception of rock, excavated material
when placed in a fill shrinks during settlement. No

definite amount of shrinkage can be rescribed. For a

general figure, 10 percent my be used. Shrinkage has

been considered in compiling the sldpe tables.

11. sock expands from 40 to 60 per cent depending
upon the size of fragments. A working average of 50
per cent is a safe figure to use, Eowever, if the fill

is a mixture of rock and earth, the percentage of
expansion is diminished.

rainage

311. Drainage is one of the most important problems in connec-
tion with location, design and construction. To obtain economic and
efficient drainage, the locator must take every opportunity to provide
built-in drainage such as dips, grade breaks and outsiopes. Without
adeiate drainage no road can furnish the required service. Tothe
extent a road fails to render the required service the original
investment is wasted.

The locator should coiis-tantly hear in mind that the main
objective of his location is to secure the required road service at
the least "annual cost," that is, the sum of the annual charge for
maintenanc and the annual charge for depreciation. The locator must

be familiar with paragraphs on drainage in the Construction Section
of the Handbook. These paragraphs cover the subject from both the
survey and the construction viewpoint.

Location and Data of Bridge Sites

The most important considerations of the locator are as

1. To provide good approaches to the bridge, i.e.,
tangents or long radius curves. On shallow streams a
channel change may be more economical than providing
approaches for the existing channel.
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. To examine the footing conditions at the bridge
site before final adoption of the site, Poor footing
conditions may result in increased cost.

3. Tof fit the structure and its approaches to the
stream, This consideration incorrorates locating the
structure to afford it maximum protection from channel
currents, ice flows and drift.

The locator should bear in mind that bridges are expensive
and their cost will often. permit doing considerable heavy work o

avoid a crossing A bridge is a perpetual maintenance liability and
should be resorted to only after thorough consideration of the possi-
bilities of eliminating the crossing.

313. On the more iwDortant projects where thebridgeabutments
are to be designed or an appropriate typ selected from standard
plans, a survey of the bridge site should bC made. Ths should
include the following:

The maxirnim high and low water elevation obtained
from the best iniornation possible

Plan and profile of the rood for a distance of
ebout 500 feet on each side of bridge site.

Topographic survey of the bridge site with
2 foot contours including a sufficient distance each
side of the center line to give the necessary design
data.

Complete data on foundation conditions should be
secured. If necessary, test pits should be dug to a
sufficient depth to determine the bearing capacity of
the foundation material. Ordinarily driving a bar into
the stream bed will be sufficient to determine the
distance to a good foundation.

A topographic map should be prepared for each bridge site
showing the center line of the road and the contours at the bridge
site. The map scale should show the bridge site in adequate detail,
probably 10 ft. to the inch.

Ownership of Land

314. Whenever pessible, all questions in regard to the desired
location of the road across private property should be settled on
the ground and signatures obtained to a proper deed. granting the
rights-of-way during the execution of the survey. All right-of-way
questions should be settled before any construction work is started.
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Ordinarily rights-of-way wlll he Drovidod by the localauthority with-

out ost to the Federal Government and only in exceptional cases will

forest road funds be used for this purpose. To avoid the delays inci-

dent t. a title examination by the Attorney General, title will ordi-

nerily be vete& in the iocEl county or State overninent.

Iter tho location has been determined on the ground, a careful

traverse of such portion of the final line as involves right-of-Way

matters should be isade. All ties and other information should be

secured which are necessary for the accurte plotting of the located

linc in reiatio.n to the rororty lines.

STAKING- lOB CONSTRUCTION

Extent of Design on FortSepvice Work

Usually the auantitIes involvCd are small and the problem

of design so smpl teat it cconirjhed from a irentl picture S

the location rrogr n Dci wncn required is usu'Ily i' an

elementary form requiring only a plan and profile. Such readily

compiled plan-profiles afford an ouportunity for materially impov&

ing alignment and taking maximum advantage of grade.

Map Records

The road and trail funds may be expended ony for such

surveys and maps as are required to tie he located road to land

corners or other land markers, in order that it may be accurately

located on the Forest map. However, the locator should secure data

incident to the location that will contribute to the general map

crection program on the Forest.

Notekeepi

31?. See Engineering Field Tables for sample pages of survey

and cross-section notes.

Thuck Trail Survey Methods

318. The importance of adequate surveys and careful planning

for construction cannot be ovaremohasized. The simplest methods

giving the desired results are the ones to use, but this in no

wise af±ects the importance of adeate survey and planning.

Methods of relatively high technical nature will rarely

be necessary.



The two survey methods, recognized by the Forest Service,
are classified by the instruments used.

The Abney, compass and tape.

Transit, level and stdia (or tape) or transit
and tape (or stadla) using transit as level.
Thismthod is not described in this handbook.

Method A is decidedly more practicable and better adapted
for truck-trail surveys These instrunientb are capable of giving
sufficiently accurate data end can be handled much faster by the
average locator. Method B is justifie only in exceptional cases.

Description of Method A -

319. On side hill locations:- On side hill locations, grade
rather tnan alirarent ordnarilj i, tne governing factor in locat-
ing. Decision should be made on the ruling grade between the
point at the lower eloqt1oi end tiat at the hher elevation
For example, assume that a ridge top is to be coinectêd with a
valley with a grade of 8%.

Situation 1. On class of road and with topographic con-
ditions that will give acceptable alignment from a contour location:

Locate grade line with Abney level from the ridge top
to floor of valley. lIne 8% except where sharp curves
occur, where lesser amount should be used to compensate
for curvature. (See Par. 240).

Stake the curves.

Situation 2. Topography so irregular that a grade con-
tour line wbuld not give the required alignment. Assume a ruling
grade of s%.

Run a preliminary grade contour line from the ridge
top as in Situation 1, using less than ruling grade to
give some leeway in grade changes. Assume that the

locator uses 7%. Measure side slope of ground at each
stake.

Pun a compass end tape traverse between located grade
points, Thcating features such as heavy rock work,
springs, marshes, heavy clearing, etc., near enough to
the line to affect the final location. On particularly
difficult sections it may be necessary to locate contours.
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ot a map of the line showing:
Location of each grade stake
Side slope at each grade stake
Location of heavy rock work, springs,
morshs, heavy clearing, etc
Contours if. necessary.

Draw a proposed location line approximately along the
grade line.

The amount of cut or fill at any point, on the location
line can be determined from the side slope and the scaled
distance between the preliminary grade line and the bce-
'tion line. Some cutting and filling can be avoided by
using undulating grdes

Locate the curves on the map. Show the radii, central
angle, and external distance to aid. in running in curves

on the ground.

After staking the final center line on the ground It may

need some adjustment. If the paper plan is carried into the
field, shifts in location can be plotted end the effect of

such changes on the lignnent wil.]. be readily seen. F±nel

decision on the location cin then be made with confidence,

Staking Curves

For definitions of common terms applied to curves see appendix.

onera1 Principles

320. In truck-trail location the. curve selected and used should be

that 'which fits the topography with a minimum of excavation and provides

the service required of the road. Longer radius curves will be required

for truQks and trailers than for ordinary traffic. The curves should be

desigied for the normal traffic speed expected on the truck trail.

The Standards Section gives the permissible radius for each

"service class." These radii should be used. only when necessary to

avoid unjustifiable expenditures.

A road or truck 'trail may be said. to consist of a series of

straight lines, called tangents, connected by curves, In highway

practice, the simple circularcurve is the one ordinarily used.
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a general rule long tangents should be joined by long radius
'curves. Sharp changes from tangents to shor-radius curves or from a
curve of lonu radius to ore of short radius are undesirable. Wherever
practicable ieverse curves shouJd be joined together by a common tangent
of riot less than 50 foot lenih Elimination of the tangent is undesirab'e

In mounteihous regions the cost of construction will increase
very rapidly with increases1hthë radii ähd'th& curves will necessarily
have to be made as sharp as the Service requirements will permit, taking
into consideitioh the costs of construbtion.

The location and direction of all tangents should be critically
eeinined tb determine if a change would improve the alignment. Often the
direction cbn b changed or it can be offset to allow a much longer radius
curve at the end, with no increase in construction cost. A common error
in location to hold to a tangent as long as possible and then introduce
a sharp curve when it would have cost no more to have gone back on the
tangent and made a long radius curve.

Methods

321. The five methods ecpla1ned herein do riot contemplate the use
of a transit The ticles and diagrams i cJ.uded are for purposes of
illuètration only and'cro novas complete ussimilar tables to be found
in the Engineering FmJd T"be

From Cenerôf Curve. Curves of1lss than 100' radii can
readily be laid out by simply ocating the center of the curve and
describing an arc with tans or etring (See Fig 30i) This method
may not be satisfactory whore the topography is exceedingly rough.

Methods of Externals. On Fig. 305, page 318, assume that
B represents the extension of a straight section of the 1ine, At P1

the line makes a turn to the right in the direction of C. The angle
is measured with a compass' or transit. In the' first example, it is
32° and in the second,UO2°. This englbfs b4üal to th central: angle
formed by the radii d*n perpendicular to thb tangents from both ends
of the curve, i a , from PC nd PT to the contr 0

To connect the two tangents with a curve, proceed as follows:

Stand at PIand:es.timata the distanco'to where the rond
should be; say it is 15 feet for the 32°: hngle This is the external
distance, shown as PI-G on Fig. 305.

From Fig. 302pao 315, the radius for a 32° central angle
and 16 feet external diâtance is found to be 400 feet. (16 feet is
close enough to 15 feet so that the oven 400 ft. radius can be used
without throwing the position of the road too far off).
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Find tangent,di.stance from Fig. 303, page 16. In this case,

tangent distance is ll feet.

Measure 115 feet from Fl toward A and. set PC.

nsure 115 ftct from ±i toward C and. set FT.

Measure 16 fact from p toward G and set, stake at G. Three

points on the curve are now located, the beginning,. middle and end.

For 'the example with.e 102° contral.angle. (Fig. 305) the
pioper external dimtance is estimated to he 60 feet; The above method

determines that a curve of 100 foot radius, 59 foot external distance
end 123.5 foot tangent distaico,.,fits.tho. ease.

WLp a cer,. is too .o to construct from the three points

PC, G and PT, itrmeditc naints such cc I 'd J (Fig. 305) should

be staked.. These can be iound by. using the diagram for "Middle,
Ordinates" (Ig 304 end 306) The hord FC-x is neorad. In the

second. example this is 86 feet.

In Fl: 304 ti-ic 1ngth of the middle ordinate for a

foot radius curve and a chord.longth of 6 feet is 9.8 feet. The

middle point F on the chord PC-G is found by measuring one-half of
the chord length, "or 43 feet from either PC or . Then I is 9.8

feet from F at right angles to the chord. The point 3 is located in

a similar manner.

This fixes 'five points on. the curve, and ordinarily these
will be enough for construCtion purposes. In cases of an extremely

long curve, dints between I and G, etc., can be obtained by measur-
itg the chord distance IG and finding the middle ordinate for this

distance.

3. Method of Middle Ordinates. This method is suitable

for use by an inexperienced engineer or a man with no technical
enginering training. The only instruments, needed are a tape

(preferably 100 feet long) and a "good eye."

Te problem is to select the proper radium of curve to
connect two,,ta.nen.ts. In some cases the selection may be limited

to the minirmu radius for the project. If so, the curve must be

fitted to the ground so' the excavation will be the least possible.
Usually, however, the curve radius best fitting the ground must be

estimated. '

Assume a 60 foot radius is selected for the first trial.
Stakes will be set every 25 feet. Fifty feet is the chord length.
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ilefer tc Table 301, page 319, and Fig. 306, page 320.

Find the middle ordinate distance for a 60 foot radius,
50 foot chord, frbm Table 301 or from th graph, Fig. 304. Middle

ordinate is found to be 5.4 feet.

Extend tangent AB (See Fig. 306) 1/2 the chord length
(25 ft.) to. Y.

From Y macsure 5.4 fet to locate C. Set stake at C.

Locate K, 5.4 feet from C and 25 feet from B.
Frqrn B stretch tape through K to D.
Mesue 5.4 feet from D to locat L, which is 25 feet

from C.
From C stretch tape through L to E. Set stake at E.

Proceed s above until the entire curve is .aid out

If this first trial results in a curve which does not
intersect the line 3 approximately at a tangent, another trial
should be made by shifting the beginning of the curve toward A or Y
or by changing the radius. It is not essential that the end of the
curve be made ebsol to1y tangb'lt to the straignt road. whidh it inter-
sects as at J, for rtancc. An approximte tangency cii be rumedie.d

by moving the point J sufficiently to make a smooth curve. If the

error is more than a few feet the curve should be re-run.

When the mid-ordinate is 6 feet or less, measuring the
middle ordinate .istance separately at each curve point can be
eliminated by cutting a stick to the length of the middle ordinate.
Hold one end at the curve point and stretch the chord across the
opposite end.

4. Method of Tangent Offsets. This method also lends it-

self to use by non-technical men; a tape is the only instrument
needed.

In Fig. 307, page 321, a curve is represented by BFGfNPQ.
The comments on the selection of the proper radius of curve in
using the middle ordinate method apply to this method also.

Assume that the locator decides to try a curve with a
90 foot radius, setting stakes every 20 feet on the curve. Table

302, page 322, shows that for "Radius of Curve" 90 end "Curve
Length in Feet' 20, the tangent length is 19.8 feet, and. the tan-
gent offset 2.2 feet. The tangent B is extended 19.8 feet to C

and. 2.2 feet measured at right aigle to line AC to F. Table 302

shows that for a 40 foot ctirve length, 38.7 is tangent length and

8.8 feet the offset. The locator measures 387 feat from B to D

and at right angles 8,8 feet to 0-. In similar manner further

points on the curve are determined.
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The offset for N with, a 90 foot radius would be 33.3 feet.
'If difficult to 'make such along offset measurement it is desirable
to start ngain. If this starting point be 3 it is first necessary

to establisb a 'tangent.; this is done by measuring 2.2 feet from.
G to H from G. The line H3 is tangent to the curve at J. This tan-

gent extended to K, L and M, from which are established N,. , and Q,

may be establisried iii the mariner described for F, G, and 3.

5. Parabolic Method. This method is very simple, requir-

ing no tables or equipment other than a tape, hanmier and. stakes,
For central angles of about 450 and less tne resulting curve almost
coincides with the true arc of a circle. With tIis method it is not

necessary to measure any angles (See Fig 308, page 323, for illus-

tration of procedure).. '

322. Swjtchbaeks end Curves with Lar'e Central ngle

Location.

Switchbaeks ore undesirable, their' use " hoüld. ;b.e avoide

wherever practicable and the increase in cost by some other location
is not excessive. Switchbacks involve the moving of large quantities

of material The are required, however, in cases wheic the Dhysical

characteristics Jiiiut the loctio'a rather de±initely arid here the

difference in elevatioi between two points is such that the maximum
allowable brade is not sufficient to meetthe required rise in the
distance obtainable.

In general, to find the points between which the witchbacks

should be constructed, a grade line on the maximum grade should be run
down hill from the hiher control point to a point here the topography

of the country lends itself to tbo copetruction of a switdilback. Favor-

able topography for a switchback is any section of light side slope or
where the two logs of the switchback can be placed on ground of approxi-
mately the safe elevation. The 'locator then reverwes his direction and

continues on the down grade. Usually he can. sight through his Abney,

set on the maximum allowable grade, and determine whether he can get
down without additional switchbacks.

Method of Staking.

On smooth uniform slopes, switchbacks can be satisfactorily
located and stoked by the average slope method. Fig. 309, page 324,

illustrates this method and gives the working data for various radius
curves on 4% grades. The tables on Fig. 309 will give approximately
10% more cut than fill to allow for shrinkage and to make th fill

section about two feet wider than the cut. The field procedure to be

followed in conjunction with the switchback diagram and tables is as
follows:
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The 6% grade lines which ihterse6t at he P1 form
-hase lines from which. the switchbck is laid out. Regardless
df the cpnrooeh grade at either end of the svritchbncii, enough
6% grade line must be run i-i above cnd below "P1" to form this
base.

Procedure:.- Determine the average Slope of the
ground hy several Abnel readings taken over the area covered
by the proposed .awi.tc.hback. Sele6t one; .of the - foir switch-
backs and f±om the. table find. the distances J B opposite
the average ground slope. Measure A along the hillsid on a
line which bisects the intersecting grdo lines. (See Par.
3l for method of hisectiign angle). -Then measure B up

-hill and ae right angles to bisecting lines (measure hen-
zonally, not along the slope of the ground) to "0", the.
center of the curve. (See Per. 332 foinethod.of laying
right angle with a tape).

Having located "0" the center of the curve, the
right angle line should b.c nroduced up. and clown the hill to
locate the "PQ" and. Describe a half cicle setting stakes
at the "Pc" and "PT1". of the curve and at intervals of about
25 feet around the curve. From the "PG" and prf! .of the curve
lay off the distance C to intersect the grade lines at the
beginning and end of the switchbacks, points SI end 32. Note
that the ditncc between Si and 32 is twice the curve redius.

(c) Plotting Profile of Switchbsck

Having hetermined the proposed location of the switch-
back on the ground, a line of levels may then bq inttiated at
Sl and the elevation of each stake secured. center cut or
fill cn then be determined by plotting on profile naper or
by computation. The side cut and fill stakes can be located b
the use of slope tables or by the method of Par. 325. From
these data any necessary shifting of the inital linus to
balance cut and fill or otherwis3 effect CCOflOflhlCs, will be
apparent.
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Method of staking:
Produce tangents to P.1.

Measure angle and decide
on redis of curve.
Find "tangent distnce"
from Fig. 303, page 316.
Find "length of external"
f rem Fig. 302, page 315.
From P1 measure along
each tangent the '"tangent
distonce setting, points

PC and PT.
From 21, lay off external
distance (E) midway
between:the two tangents,
stting point G.

FIGURE 305

D1AGRM FOR STAKING CURVES BY METHOD OF EXTERNALS
(See Par. 321 - Method 2)

M - determine the amount of offset from Fig. 307.
"R" is known and chord is measured
on ground.

rz_t.J -

This gives three points on the curve; A, G and C. If additional

point's are required:'- Measure the chord length from PC to G and find

prom Fig. 304, page 317, the "middle ordinate" for that chord length

end

From mid point of chord and at right angles to it lay off middle

ordinate (M), which gives points I and 3 on curve. This gives five

points on curve.

If further points are necessary chord lengths from PC to I,

I to G, C to J and 3 to PT can be measured and M for each chord found

from Fig. 304.



TABLE 301

Table_of Middle Ordinates

Radius
of

curve
in

feet

Chord Length in Feet

:20:25:30:40:50:60:70

Middle Ordinate in'Feet

:8o9o10Q

40 0.3 0,7 1.3 2.0 2.9 5.3 8.9 1.5 20.6 40.P

50 0. 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.3 4,2 6.7 10.0 14.2 20.0 28.2 50.0

60 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.9 3.5 5.4 8.0 11,2 15.3 20.5 26.8

70 0.4 0.7 1.] 1.6 2,9 4.6 6,8 9,4 12.6 16.4 21.0

80 0.6 '1.0 1.4 2.6 4.0 5.8 8.1 10.7 13.8 17.6

90 0,6 0.9 1.3 2.3 3.5 '5.1 7.1 9.4 12.1 15.2

100 0.8 1.1 2.0 3.2 4.6 '6.4 8.3 10.8 13.4

120 0.6 1.0 1.7 2.6 3.8 5.4 6.9 9.0 10.9

150 ' 0,8 1.3 22 30 4.1 5.4 6.9 8.6

00 0.6 LO 1.6 2.3 3.1 '4.0 5.2 6.4

0,5 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.5 3.2 4.1 5.1

0.4 0.7 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.7 3.4 4,2

350- ' 0.6 0.9 1.3 1.8 2.3 3.0 3.6

400 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.5 2.0 2.5 3i

500 0.7 0.9 1.2 '1,6 2.0 2.5'
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TABLE 302

TABLE OF TANGENT LGTHS JND TABGENT OFFSETS

CHORD LENGTH IN FT

9.8 1.6 18.6 6.4 22.0 - 25.2 13.8 2.2 22.9 29.9 32.8
9.9 1.2 19.2 4.9 23.4 7.6 23.7 10.7 33.7 18.4 38.0 27.4 39.9 37.1

10.0 1.0 19.5 3.9 24.0 6.2 28.3 8.7 35.8 15.2 42.0 23.0 46.6 31.9 49.3 41.5

10.0
10.0
10.'O
10.0
10..0

0.8
10.7

0.6
0.6
0.5

J9.6
197
19.8
19.8
19.9

3.3
2.8
2.5

.2.2
2.0

24.3
24.5
24.6
24.7
24.8

5.2
4.5
3.9
3.5
3.2

28 8
29. 0
29.2
29.4
29.6

7.3
6.4
5.6
5.0
4.5

37..1
37.9
38.4
30.7
38.9

12.8
11.0
9.8
8.8
7.9

44.4
45.8
46.6
4-7.5
48.0

19.6
17.3
15.1
13.7
12.2

50.52?.6
52.8 24.0
54.5 21.5
55.7 19.3
56.5 17.5

55.2
58 7
61.3
63.0
64 4

36.4
32.0
28.7
26.0
23.5

58.3
63.7
67.3
69.8
71.8

45.9
40.8
36.8
33.3
30.3

59.?
69.3
75.9
80.6
84.2

65.7
60.0
5.8
50.3
46.0

10.0 0.4 19.9
20.0
20.0
20.0

.1.?
1.3

.1.0
0.9

24.8
24.8
25.0
25.0

2.5
2.2
1.5
1.2

29.7
29.9
29.9
29.9

3.7
3.0
2.2
1.8

39.2
39.5
39.8
39.9

6.6
5.3
4.0
3.2

p6.5
49.1
49.5
49.7

10.3
8.3
6.2
5.0

57.6
58.
59.0
59.4

14.7
11.8
8.9
7.2

66.1
1..0
68 6
69.1

19.8
76.2
12.1

9..?

74.2
20.8
77.9
78.7

25.7
92.8
15.6
12.?

88.8
32.1
95.9
97.3

39.3
32.1
24.5
19.7

30.0 1.5 39.9 2.7 49.8 .2 59.6 6.0 693 8.1 79.1 10.6 98.1 16.5
30.0 1.3 40.0 2.3 49.8 3.6 59.7 5.2 69.6 7.0 79.3 9.1 98.6 14.3
30.0
30.0

1.1
0.9

40.0
40.0

2.0
1.6

49.9
49.9

3.1
2.5

59.8
59.9

4.5
3.6

69.7
69.7

6.1
4.9

79.5
79.6

8.0
6.4

99.0
99.4

12.4
10.0
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ii. Establish P.1.
Set stakes at a, b, c, d, e,
The istances between these
Sight between c and g to est
equidistant between C and. G.
curve.

Measure the external aj--E
Offset stakes d, c, b, f, g,
respectiyely. The amount of

dd' & hh? 1/16 E
cc' & gg' 1/4 E
bb' & f' 9/16 E

When the tangent distance PC to F.I.is 1es than 200 feet
points d, b, f, & h may be omitted if desired, leaciiir only c & g
midway between PC-PI and Fl and PT, respectively. Poi4ts c & g
should then be offset a distance of 1/4 Etô ct& g', respectively.

-323-

(For curvs of less than 450 central angle results dre ufficio ntly .close
to e circular curve).

f, g, h, nd i in ord.er named.
etches to be equal.
eblish j which should be approximately
Point 3 is now the midpoint of ther

arid. h to d', e', b', f', g'., and h',

offset will be as follows;
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Slope Staking

323. Purpose. Slope stakes are required for three main purposes:

I. To indicate how far into the bank it is necessary
to excavate in order to get the desired width.

To guide the construction men in making the

initial cut, in drilling holes for blasting, in
determining the limits of clearing, etc.

To mark the toes and to indicate the height of

through fills.

Where Required

Grade and cut stakes should be set on sidehill "contour"

surveys on slopes exceeding 20%. On flatter slopes, grade stakes

only should be set. All through cut and fill sections should have

center line and two cut or fill stakes. Ordinarily stakes should

be on 100 ft. intervals. Stakes may be set closer than 100 ft. on

sharp curves, over broken rough torography, etc., if needed. The

extent to which slope stakes should be used in low standard con-

struction depends upon their value to the job. Slope stakes are

usually unnecessary where the standard is low and trailbuilders

are in use.

Procedure of Setting

24. When required, center line or grade line stakes and slope

stakes should be well marked and firmly set since a year or more

may elapse between the location survey and construction. (See

Fig. 311 for approved method of marking stakes). Slope stakes

should be sot directly opposite tho grade or center line stakes

and at right angles to the line. Stakes should be set on both

sides for turnpike or through fill sections and on uphill side for

sidehill location to give good alignment.

The slopo tables in the Forest Service Engineering Field

Tables indicate how to stoke sidehills to secure on given slopes

enough dirt from the cut section to make the fill with an allowance

for shrinkage. A slope table is easy to use and has excellent

possibilities for repid work in staking on sid.ohills where exca-

vated material is cast over.

-



Irom the "slope stake and area tablcs" thclope distdco
corresponding to the SIOP3 angle is found in column S. The elope
s+akes ore set at tht di$tane from the grade stoesrneosuniSg
along the slope of the ground. This distance is designated onthe
figare at the lower corrers of the slope stake aiid re tables
The stake S should be rfarked with tha depth of cu bhon in
column C opposite the nor cent slope under consideration. The
stNce my also be nirkd it t a slopE distnce, if to the ad-
vantage of th onsructdon xaen

Application of Slope Stake Tables

325. The errors resulting from use Of slope steke tables are
largely due to tue 1rrogularties of terrain, since the tables
assume uniform slopes.

The slope stka tabJes for througn cuts should be used
where there is a cut at coiterliiie.

The use of slope stake tables for side hill sections is
united to the following:

Sections on which a point at the grade of the
finished tbuck trail is available, and a balanced
section is desired.

Sections where the slopes are reasonably uni-
form.

Sections in matarial that shrinks, "sticks"
on side slopes and othei'wise conforms to the theo-
retical shrinkage, etc., considered in compiling
the tables.

As a general rule the excavated earth will not "stick' on
sidehill of over 35 degree (70%) slope. Excavated solid rock will
"stick" on slopes up to 40 degrees (84%) if handled. carefully.
use of rock walls to retain excavated material causes adjustments
to be made in widths of cut section to fit the pordicular case.
Variations in shrinkage of material will in som.o cases require the
use of tables for wider or narrower sections to cOcure a settled
roadway of the proper width.

The slope stake tables contained in the "Forest Servicie
Engineering Field Tables" imist be followed. If better tables are
found by any Region they should. be brought to the attention of the
Chief Engineer in order that they may be considered and if decided
better than the standard tables be suhetituted in the "Field Tables."
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Cross sectioning and s1opestaking may also be done with an
Abney level, rod and tape, without reference to slope stake tables.
This method is described in par. 326. It is particularly applicable
when staking from actual center line instead of grade line.

Setting cut and. fill slope stakes byAbney level, rod and tape.

326. The following procedure is graphically explained in
Fig. 310, page 325:

From profile notes, thecut or fill at center-
line stake is determined.

Abney, with level reading 0, is. set up at a
point where the Abney level or height of instrument
(H.i.) isat higher elevation than the highest po:int
in the cross section but near enough to read the rod
easily with the naked eye.

Rodman holds the rod on ground surface at center-
line.

With a proposed cut at center line, H.I. is rod-
reading plus the amount of cut; with a proposed fill,
H.I. is rod-reading minus the amount of fill.

Determine on the ground, at right angles to
center line on tangents and radially on curves, the
intersections of the cut and fill banks with the
ground surface, This is done as follows:

Intersection of cut bank with ground surface.

Top of cut slope is the point where the
distance from center line is equal, to half the
width of road plus the depth of cut ultinlied
by the cut slope.

Intersection of fill slope with ground surface.

The toe of the fill is the point where'the
distance from center line is equal to half the
width of road, plus the depth of fill multiplied'
by the fill slope.

Staking Turnouts

327. Turnouts should be measured and staked in order to provide
the proper width and length of turnout, and to avoid unnecessary
excavating and expense. Slope stakes. should be placed opposite each
end of tile maximum width section and each end of the turnout. Full
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advantage of natural features must be taken in piecing turnouts. These
may occur at draws, ectio of light side slope, etc,

Staking Turnarounds

328. Thrnarounds should be provided at maximum intervals as. speci-
fied for the sever1 service standards. Turnarounds will -ordinarily be
provided in saddles, on flats or other topographic features whore they
can be provided by simply clearing and smoothing up.

In those cases where turnnroundsnmst be provided on a side-
hill section they should be staked by laying out two circular curves
which for:i a Y, the main stem of the Y being approximately at right
angles to the road. The curves should have a radius of about 40 feet.
Economical design will usually involve using in fill the material,
excavated from the stems to provide th curves.

Methods of Measuring Side Slopes

329. Where required side slopes to thu right and left of the center
line should be measured in per cent cud recor3d in the notebook. The

side slope is taken by one of three mhede, the insrunient man being
at the grade stake in each case:

The rodmon on the hill directly above holds the
rod upright on the oprroximate point for the s3ope stake.
The instrument mn sights the level on the rod e eye

height and reads nd records the percentage of slope.

The instrument man estimates the eye height of
some object on the hill above. Ho measures the per-
centage o slomu by sighting the level at the object
and recoids the reading.

. The instrument man places the rod edge down on
the ground parallel to the slope and gets the slope
by laying upon it an Abnoy level and adjusting the arc
of the Abney until the bubble shows level. He then
reads and records the p&rcentage of the slope.

Marking Stakes

330. See Fig. 311, page 331, for acceptable method for marking
grade, center line, sldpe and other stakes,

Method of Bisecting an ngle

331. This method is primarily used.in determining the direction
of the 'base line" when laying out switch backs. It is, however,

equally epplicabl to any intersecting lines.

Figure 312, page 332, illustrates and describes the method.
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ethod of Laying outa Right An Je

Fig. 313g 332, illutatès a field method of deteirniining

a right an8;lo with a tape.

Perpetuation of Public Land Corners

The wilful destruction of the corners of the public land sur-

veys is prohibited by Section 57 of the Renal Code of the United States

(35 Stat., 1088) and whoever shall wilfully. dastroy, deface, change, or

remove to another place any sectioi± corner, quarter-section corner, or

meander post, or any government line of survey, or shall wilfully cut

down any witness tree or any tree blazed to mark the line of a govern-

ment survey, or shall wilfully defae, c.apge or remove any monument or

bench iiark of any government survey, shall be fined not more than 250

.or-imprisonednot more than six months, or both.

In the construction nf roads it often becomes necessary either

to bury or remove a corner from its original position, and insuch cases

the General Land Office has delegated ruthority and issued instructions

to different Federal and State Highway org.aiizations to execute this work

in a manner that will pernetuote the original sosition of a corner, end

will also be in accord with its adopted methods.

Under date of Mrch 1, 1919, the Comriissioner of the General

Land Office gave his approval to the following method

"Corners to be witnessed by 4 monuments so that original point

can be located by intersection alone.

"Monuments to be of iron aire of 1 inch or more in diameter

and at least 30 inches long driven, so that top is about

3 inches above ground surface. Guard stakes with descrip-

tion of corner on one side and distance and angle on the

other side to be driven at witness monuments.

"The following disposition is to be made of the original corner:

"When the corner is in fill, cover copner and record in notes

depth of fill at that point.

"When corner is in cut, reset corner from witness monuments,

placing some at least 12 inches below, road surface, end

:record depth in notes.

"Notes, accompanied by sketch, are to be filed in the office

of the County Clerk and Recorder nd a copy of same to be

sent to the office of the Public Land Survey."

The location surveyor should preferably secure the approval

ol' the District Cadastral Engineer of the General Land Office before

moving or destroying the position of a corner.



Station o center line, stakes should read

towerd the pointed end as shown. The nunbered

side should face the beginning of the line, i.e.,

the zero end,

"4K/N& S4X

PC 6t32

.

Slope stakes or cut aiid fill stakes should be
narked F for fill, C fdr cut. The top number is the

amouit of cut dr fill arid the bottom number is the
distance out f'om the center line. They should be

driven in with the marked side facing the center

line.
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FIGURE 3/

To bisect an angle measure CA equal
to: CB end place stake at X, half way

between A and B. OX is the bisecting
line.

//(L1/? j/J
ength of sides to form right

angle with sides a or b.

12 0
3' 4'

9 12 l

20 25

21 28 35

2? 3(3 45

33 44 45

39 52 65



FIGURE 314

AI3NEY TNVEL - BUBBLE USTNT

Select two trees or other objects about 100 feet apart on

nearly level ground, as X and Y in figure. Set a mark a at X;

then move to Y. Set the index arm of the Abney to 0 and sight

a from Y; move the Abnay up and down at Y until some point b is

found which apparently is on a level ljflC through a. Mark point b.

Now move to N and sight h. hove the. Abney up and down at N

until some point c is found which apparently is on a level line

through b. Mark point c Set a oint d midway between a and c.

Line db is level. Adjust the level bubble until (with the index

arm readiig zero) the buble will show lwel when the instrument

is sighted from d to b.

As a final test, read ur and down between two definite

objects on c steep slope (30 to 4 perecont). If both readings

are identical, the instrument is in good adjustment.
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JOB ANAGflVIET

SECTION IV

CONSTRUCTION

400. The most important function of the man direct1 in charge
of a construction job is the planning of his work. Successful
planning is facilitated by breaking the job down into áctivties.
An average job consists of the following activities;

Clearing, brush disposal, and clean-up.
Excavation; (common and rock).
Drainage.
Einishing.

Such division of the job should be made by each con-
structiori man. He should then select from the eq.uipment avail-
able, the best suited to handle te several actintes he

foreman cn then dctermuie the roost ecoiomic size of his crew

lien in charge of construction projects should plan the
work wo weeks ahead. Successful planning reaüires close study
of the location. The construction superintendent must keep him-
self currently informed of the location ahead.

Construction men should save survey stakes *here prac-
ticdble for future reference. No standard practice is set up
but experience dictates that backslore stakes should be off
set at least 3 to 5 feet, measured along the slope of the
ground.

CLEARING

Forestry in Road._Construction

401. The point of view of the forester as well as that of
the construction man will govern clearing of timber Crow the
right-of-way. Clearing, from the forester's point of view,
means to protect and develop the forestry
of the location as far as compatible with the mechanical
requirements of construction. Such requirements must always
be kept in proper place. This will naturally follow, if it
is borne in mind that truck trails are built for sane rates
of travel in fire control, administrative, and utilization
activities, and for use by recreationists. With this
principle always governing, a forest project can be made to
C it in as a part of its surroundings instead of violating
them.
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Viere to Clear

Limit clearing of trees to those which are an obstacle
to construction or maintenance and to those which become severely
damaged during construction or the burning of debris. Where
the earth is loose, trees which stand nearer than 3 feet to the
upper line of the back slope should be cut; this is especially
applicable to trees which, having several main roots cut, iriay
slide into the road, (See Fig. 401). Dead or otherwise
weakened trees that may fall across the road, should be removed
during construction.

The trees to be removed should be carefully determined
and clearly marked by some one competent to judge whether re-
moval is necessary. This is partiöularly important on a sidehill
section,

Cut all stumps low, consistent with forestry practice.
Stumps with tops nearer than one foot to the completed grade
line should be blasted or pulled.

Clearing for Sunlight

A wider clearing may sometimes be necessary in order that
the sunlight may keep the tread dry or hasten the melting of
snow banks. The need must be clear. The extra width should be
only on the sunny side. In very tall timber, it will be im-
practicable to make a clearing wide enough o get anything
like full mid-day sunlight on a truck trail running east and
west. If doubtful, the decision should be postponed until the
truck trail has been in use over winter.

The cost of clearing for sunlight, and the value of tim-
ber wasted, should almays be weighed against the cost of sur-
facing or additional drainage. Frequently,, surfacing or
draining, or a combination of both, is cheaper. If clearing
fails to accomplish the desired results, the truck trail must
be surfaced later.

Clearing for Visibility

Adequate thinning to provide a safe degree of visibility
on curves is very important on all truck trails. Where prac-
ticuble, secure visibility for 200 feet on the inside of curves
on medium or high service projects. Wholesale clearing of
mature timber to improve visibility on curves, is never neces-
sary. Selective thinnings, trimming off lower limbs, and
cutting brush are all that is required. Visibility secured by
thinning may be cheaper than constructing numerous turnouts.
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Line of
Back Slope

Section in Fill

(e) Minimum Clearing

Cut and fell tree. Leave stumps of trees so located.
Remove both tree and stump.
Cut and fell trees so stumps will be 12"or more below grade lins.
Do not pull or remove stumps so located.
Leave trees found in this position to demonstrate the forester's point
of view in road construction. Standing trees must be at least 3 feet
from edge of fill shoulder or cut-slope stake.

Circular E-l57, dated October 28,1935.- "The width of right-of-way can
be selected within the range of 66 feet, the same as given in Lands
Regulations for class 3 roads. The minimum allowable clearing to be
the distance shown above "Minimum Clearing".

All brush that will fall over into road from snow, rain,etc., should be
cut back of slope-stake a distance equal to height of brush.
Where considered advisable by the Regional Forester, particularly from the
standpoints of erosion, appearance or stability, the top of cut slope bank
may be rounded off on approximately a 5 foot radius curve.

Note: Distance necessary to be cleared above the grade line on slopes where
cut is 3 feet or more, will range about two times wider than the
clearing necessary below the grade line. This difference becomes grad-
ually less as percentage of slopes decreases.

FIG. 40!
PAGE 402



Time for Clearing

The clearing of a right-of-way must be coordinated with
fire conditions. If required that the brush be piled and
burned, it may be necessary to do the clearing during the
season preceding the beginning of construction; however, such
division of the job usually results in higher costs and should
be resorted to only when clearly necessary.

Under average conditions, the best time from the road
cost standpoint' is in connection with the other activities of
the construction job.

Methods of Clearing

Those responsible for clearing operations must carefully
weigh the relative merits of the various methods. No definite
riles can be prescribed. The size, type, and density of tim-
ber; the roadside-strip policy; and fire conditions in any
locality may supersede economic considerations in the selec-
tion of a method, At all times, study the clearing methods as
applied to the individual job, and avoid allowing the impres-
sive features of mechanical set-ups to obscure the actual unit
costs of such operations.

The following have been found to be economical under
various topographical and cover conditions:

Pushing over all small or medium trees with front
bumper (Diamond Box or R-1 type).

Drawbar pull with tag line choker or chains for
individual scattered trees that are either inaccessible or tuo
large to be pushed over.

Single drum attached to tractor. The cable can
reacif trees or stumps that cannot be reached by drawbar pull
and can exert a pull two to three times greater than the draw-
bar. This method is good for large individual trees and stumps.

Double drums attached to tractor. " This method
should be used in thick heavy stands of larger sized timber
and stumps that cannot be avoided, The quick return of rigging,
chokers, etc., by the haulback drum is the feature of this
method. Do not let the power of the rig obscure the high
costs of each set-up.

In pulling over large trees by any of the above methods,
the leverage is secured, by placing the choker as high up in
the tree as practicable.
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5 Tractor and truilbuilder method. On side cuts, stumps
up to 20 inches, and even larger con be unddiiined and disposed
of at less cost than blasting.

The trailbuilder cahbeused, in conlion with other
methods, on most all other types of clearing and is particularly
valuable in butting and pushing down-trnber into iiCS for burn-
ing. An occasional saw cut :in a luige down log will expedite the
progress of the trailbuilder in clearing work.

In clearing a right-of-way covered with down-timber, send
one or two saw or chopping gangs ahead of the truilbuilder to cut
off all logs so that the troilbuilder can swing them around easi-
ly, chopping all those which are axe-sized and leaving the larger
ones f or the saw gang. Do not attempt to break them off with the
trailbuilder for they will bunch up and. impede the progress of the
work. Sawor chopthetrees into sections of such length that the
trailbuild.er operator can eoiily thove thorn. to suitable places for
disposal. Sectionsoverl6 feet long are awkward to handle and
often cause expensive delays.

6. Explosives are rofitably used in three ways on clear-

ing operations: (See Section V).

(a) Trees or stumps that cannot he ulled withthe
equipment on hand. If the trees are not felled, take advantage of
the "lean" of the tree when placing the loud. P1-ien trees are very

large, use two or three separate loads under tile base and fire
them simultaneously with a blasting machine. Trees with a large
tap root and a strongly developed root system, such as western
pine, are so difficult to throw that it is usually cheaper to fell
the tree, split the stumps with a shot than pull the pieces ut

with mecinery. Conversoly, tees with moderate tap roots or a
spreading root system, such as overmoture hemlock and white fir,
can usually he blasted out cheaper than the tree can be felled and
the stump blasted later. In dense stands of timber it is usually
impracticable to blast standing trees. They should always be fall-
ed, and the tump blasted.

(h) Trees or stumps thot are more economically handled
by machiner afttr suiittin&or loosenin them with explosives.
The exact size of trees and. the growing conditions that justify
blasting before rerovai with machinery, is a matter for determina-
tion on the individual job. The following procedure will apply to
average conditions;

On side slopes too steep for easy maneuvering of tractors
and in dense stands, cut all trees over 6 inches in diemeter,

Cut all trees close to the ground where stumps will be one
foot or more below grade. This will suite blasting a large number
of stumps, Shoot the remaining stumps hard enough to split them.
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Do not shoot them out clean; such oction wastes powder as the
split stump is easily token out by the trailbulder ot the time
grading is done.

(.c) Cuttiz or ronkin "down snags" with a "fast"
dynomite. There the road traverses old burns or other extensive
down snag areas it will somotimes be economical to cut snags
with dynamite rather than to saw them, Typo A - Class or
Type B, Class la, lb or. ic, 40 to 60o explosives from the Forest
Service Acceptable List are usually most effective for the log
cutting. The tractor trajlbi1der will push most down snags out;
cuttthg byepiosives can be deferred until themachineis act-
ualli stuck-

Brush ahTimber.Disposal

407. The minimum emount of roadside treatrent shall be as fol-
lows (Te term "cleaiiag limits" as used herein means the edges
of the cleared strip as shown in Figure 401.)

(a) ON ALL PROJECTS EXCEPT THOSE CLASSIFIED UNDER
(B) AND (C), the following seven rules will govexn brush and tim-
ber disposal and roadside cleanup.

Ll stumps. should b.c cut low to conform to good
forestry practice.

Small, low vines or plants that tendto protect
the soil from erosion should not be cut or removed.

All slash, logs and debris resulting from
clearing and construction operations must be burned or systemat-
ically removed to outside. the cleariflg limits. Slash, logs and
other organic debris must not be covered into any portion of the
road fill.

Snags outside the clearing limits which may fall
across the road and obstruct travel should he felled and disposed
of u provided in Rules 3 and 5.

Unless excaptions dredproved by the Regional
Forester, all unsightly nas, logs, slash and debris outside the
clearing limits, but within the ioimediate field of visionof the
driver of an automobile, shall be hurred, scattered, removed or
otherwise treated so as to render them inconspicuous and unobject-
ionahle.

Trees, logs, slash and debris hall not be thrown
into' live streams.

Borrow pits shall be left, in such condition as to

minimize erosion and ppomote revegetation. Borrow pits will be
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located out of sight of theroad. if practicable without wholly un-
reaonab10 cost If exceptions are permitted, the borro pit must
be left inc satisfactory condition from the tandpoint of appehr-
ance1

ON PRO3ECTS VIRERE PUBLIC TRAVEL IS PRIMARILY LOCAL
IN CHARACTER Al RECREATIONAL USE IS RELATIVELY LIMITED, the above
rules will g°vern with modifications as indicated below:

RU1C 1 - Applies

ule 2 - Applies

Rule 3.- All slash, logs, and. debris resulting from
clearing and construction operations must be burned or systematical-
ly removed to outside the clearing limits. Logs too large to he
thus disposed of may he neatly piled or placed as inconspicuously
as practicable along the clearing limits. Slash, logs and other or-
ganic debris must not be covered into any portion cf the road fill.

Rule 4 - Snags outside the clearing limits which
may fall across the road rind, obstruct travel should be felled, and
any portion coming within the clearing limits disposed of us provided
in Rule 3.

Rule 5 - Does not apply.

Rule 6 - Applies

Rule 7 - Borrow pits shall be left in such condi-
tion as to minimize erosion and promote revegution, and as sight-
ly as practicable.

PROTECTS PRThhRILY FOR FIRE COPJTROL WHERE LITTLE OR
NO PUBLIC TRAVEL WILL OCCUR. The rules given under (a) will govern
with modifications as indicated below:

Rule 1 - Applies

Rule 2 - Applies

Rule 3 - Slash, logs and other organic debris must
not be covered into any portion of the rood fill. Disposal of slash,

logs and debris shall he made us directed by the Regional Forester
and in keeping with the benefits to be derived;

Rule 4 Snags outside the clearing limits which
may fall ecros the road and obstruct travel should be felled and
disposed of as provided inRule 3.

Rule 5 - Does net apply.

Rule 6 - Applies

Rule 7 - Borrow pits shall he left in such ondi

tion as to minimiZe erosion.



4O8a The requirements of wildlife for shelter and cover
should not be ignored. The, above instructions do not contem-
plate removal' of smalJ: tiaber reproduction or ctber cover to
the extent that all shelter for arae vjll he eliminated along
the edges of the right-of-way. Consideration in specific cases
may lead to the conclusion that small patches of brush which
might otherwise be removed should be left for protection of
birds or ;afliiOEtiS.

ROCK EXCJWATION

Sizing up the 3ob

409. ifl all cases where an appreciable cjuantity of rock is
to be moved the plans for each section should be definitely
determined:

Detomine the possibilities of t'seera shooting"
handling the rock with a trailbuilder, tractor, ripper or other
method.

Bet ernine the amount of "break'! obtainable back of
the holes. 'Then drill a line of holes, a'Jistance equal to the
assured break, away from the backsiope stakes. The depth of
these holes will depend on the total depth of cut at the back-
slope. If total depth of cut is within the economic depth of
drilling, it is usually desirable to put these holes down to
approximately 6 inches below grade. If cut is over the depth
capacity of the drill, the backelope will have to be "benched"
of f.

If the material will "stick" on the side slope and
it is economical to hold it, shoot so OS to brpak it up without
"kicking'! it too far over.

Do not "peck away" at rock work; find cut how much
powder is reQuired to loosen the material well down to grade,
then put clown enough holes to acconodate the powder. Vhen this
is done return trips for the compressor outfit will usually be
unnecessary.

Coordinate the drilling and skooting with the
equipment and method to be used in handling thenaterial.

Stripping Rock.

410. If ovorurden is heavy, weigh the relative economy
of cleaning for individual holes and cleaning the entire upper
half of the cross section of the road. The individual hole

method is usually much more economical.
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Dig a foot trail along the g±ade 1ine To uncover the rock
for toe holes, dig trer1ohe about 18 inches wide along the grade line
t right arig1e to the center line. To reach the rock for back holes,

start the trench high enough up the slopes, 3 to 6 feet or more depend-
ing on the slope of the ground, to uncover the rock. Run the trench in
level to the rock at the point where the down hole is to he. Dig the'
trench oXily wide enough for a man to stand in to operate a jackhaimier.

On jobs where drilling must be done by hand,' it will be
necessary in thost cases to strip off all the dirt. This will expose
crevices end low spots in which to start the drilling. Also hand
drilling requires more space for each driller.

Stripping overburden on winter jobs may require shooting.
In this case a slOw propulsive powder is best, similar to Type A -
Class 7; Type H Class 2, 20 and 30%; Type B - Class 1a, 1b, 1d of

the Forest 'Service Acceptable List of Explosives. Sink the holes
vertically through the frost or better yet, use slab shots run in
agaihst the under side of the crust.

Drillin Operations

411. Drilling demands close study by the official in charge.
He should check the operation against the following check list and
against supplemental lists of his own:

Is the rock work holding up progress on the job?

2, Would the work be speeded up if the air and drilling
set-up were óhanged?

If topography is such as to make difficult keeping the
compressors close enough to the'drilling, would it not pay to have a
pipe line and probably an auxiliary receiver, or a compressor mounted
on a crawler tractor?

Is there adequate air, volume and pressure at the
tools?

Are the bits giving maximum footage or would smeller
gage-changes, better tempering, use of detachable bite or an air
sharpener give more economical footage?

Is the air hammer of proper weight for the rock being
drilled? Ordinarily a light fast-hitting hammer is best for soft
rock such as sandstones and a heavy-hitting hemmer for hard rock.

Is the "blowing" or cleaning of drill holes being
properly done? Do not cushion the hummer blows by leaving loose
mat oric.1 in the bottom of the hole.
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8., Is tiiie being lost by freezing of the ai± inth line
or at the toolc9 Would it pa to equip with "T n g s" or nti-
freeze?

.Is there ndeqsate.1ubrjcatjon for the hemmer?

Location Oepth of Holes

412. Impropr location, sacing or ddpthof drill holes are
the most frquent causes of poorly broken material. Too often
spacrg of holes is Cetereiin 0 the existence of . good pece to
drill rther than by relative distance to -doining aoles,

Economic1 s1ootin. and thaiougl bre k go can onl be
obtained through correct lopth ad placonent of rinl lobs uhich
have been properly loaded with the correct enount of Ouitable ex-
plosives and fired. Even heavy shooting sometimes fails to break
up a hard or tough material rroperly unless the charges have been
both placed and spaced correctly.

(a) Dori nal can lif+crs - In arillirg rock sections
on slopes over 50%, usa d5wn holes and lifters alternately1 Put in
down holes about 2 feet below grade and space them from one-half
to three-fourths of their depth apart. If rock shittars freely,
space the holes farther aPart and if the rock is hard or touch,
space them closer together. The kind of material kill govern the
spacing.

Lifters are put in half-way between dowh holan to
break out -th tos r ccntr Strt t o nl slope
them down so.that the buck end of the drill hole will be about
2 feet below grade and even with the row of dodn holes.

In shallow rock cuts it is soaetire chaper to drill
deeper below grade than is advisable in the deeper cuts. This
vill peruit a wiaer SD cng so r auce the arilling cos
The teai cy is too clos. s ci'g of the holes

In deeper cuts of tough, blocky or non-unifonn rock,
through breakage cannot oadily be accomplishes. if the holes tire
sp ice too f r ap irt In such nat r l, p c lng of o v r 10 to
12 feet il1 usnl1 rquir tTn. nil1ii o secoiwiry holes to
about one-half the depth of the cut staggered between the main
holes. These secondary holes, as well as any supplementary charges
in th stein of the irajn hol, cre teen fir e sraultneousay ntn
the main, charges.
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(b) General rules for spacing. The spacing of drill

holes both from the face and from each other should be propor-
tioned to the depth of cut at that point, except that only in the

most exceptional cases where it is impracticable to drill the

holes at least 4 feet deep, need the spacing of rows ever be less
than 3 feet, For most rock the spacing between holes need never
be less than 4 feet provided he total depth of the hole is not
less than 4 feet arid penetrates at least a foot and a half below

the level to which the material must be removed.

No definite rules cr formulas will fit all drilling con-

ditions. The spacing betweenthe holes in a row along the back
slope should average about th±ee-fourths of the total depth. Where

adjacent improvements prevent heavy shooting, closer spacing is

of course necessary.

Compressors

413. Volumetric efficiency is approximately 65% to 75% for
Single Stage Compressors at sea level; i.e., the Single Stage
"240" Compressor delivers 160 Cu. ft. of actual air per minute.

The two stage compressor delivery is practically con-
stant reg.zirdless of elevation, the dro.p being about 2% for 5,000

feet above sea level.

The single and two stage compressors of today, (1935),

are rated at actual delivepy of free air per minute at sea level.

At l00 gauge pressure the delivery of free air for various size

compressors at various elevations is as shown in Table 401.

TABLE 4Ol

-4a9-

FREE AIR fliLIVERY OF COL/IPRES0RS

Cubic feet per minute at various elevations

Sea Level 3,000' 000' 9.90' 100'

Two stage compressors
105 104.2 103.5 102.6 0l.7

160 158.3 156.7 155.0 153.3

210 207.8 205.6 203.5 201.3

315 311.8 308.7 305.6 302.2

Single stage compressors
105 99.5 94.1 88.6 83.2

160 151.4 142.8 134.2 120.6

210 201.5 '133 184.6 176.2

315 302.5 290. 2774 2M,8



The air consumption sI jackhommers varies as to slake,model and. wear. hhen neceosa' consult the';srnufacturer of yourpnrticu1ar heimier for the required air consumption.' Their ct-logues usually give the air required for the most efficient 'work-ing spees..

Table 402 gives the pressure drop in pounds 'for each100 foot length of various size pipe at either 80 or 100 lbs.
pressure. Inowig the pressure required uttools, Table 402 cmhe used in computj.n the pressure required at receiver'to give thedesired pressure at tools. This provides the receiver pressureagainst, which the compressor will havC to vdrk. The next step isto thite.rjjju.e the sizc of cOmpressor reuired. in sClectjng thesize (pistoi disp1acent) required, keep in mind that displr.ce_merit is a theoretical volu.rie of air and th:t this voluLe is neveractu11y deliv.rod. Tyres of valves, pressar tiat machine worksagniss-t, lubricatjoi, aiston rings, etc., used on machines of
difforeit manufacturers influence the ercenteg r lntiou betweendisolacursejit and free air delivered.

TAPLE .402

C0I10R1SSPD IR TFSi'iISSI0T

Pressure Drop in Pounds per 100 feet for V rious Size Pines
Dlivary of
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free air jameter of Pipe Inches
per minute

Cu. ft. 1" 1::" ' : !:" : '2" 2y" : 3"

t 80 lbs. Gauge Pressure
70 1.7 . .2 .05
80 2.2 , .5 .2 .06
90 .6 .3 .07

100 .8 ' '.4 ''"''.09'
150
200

1.8 .8 , .2
1.4 .4

.08

.120 , . '' .6 .2 ' .07300 . ' '

' '
-

'. ' ' '

' '.8 .3' .1350 1.1 ,4

t 100 lbs. G'uge Pressure
70 l.4 .3 .1
80 1.8 .. .2 .05
90 .6 .2 .06

100 .6 .3 .07
150 1.5 .6 .2 .06
200 1.L. .3 .1
250 .5 .2 .06
30b
35O

.7

.9
.3
.4

.08
,1J_



The pressure drop in long lengthd is directly propor-
tdonel to the above, i.e., 500 feet of pipe would be five times
the above, etc.

Globe valves tees and elbows reduce the pressure
along air lines. Their use should be confined to the minimum.

Air Delivery Linus

414. Defore starting his shift, the driller should make
certain that the compressed air line is in condition to function
properly. The points to watch are:

That the valve from the air line to the drill is
fully open.

That there are no undersize connections in the
line to restrict the flow 01 air -to the drill. See Table 402.

That the air line to the drill is blown out to
eliminate any moisture thu-b na have collected in it. Do not
connect the hose to -the bottom of a tree manifold where moisture
may collect.

(4) That all pipe lines and hose connections are kept
in good repair. A vast amount of compressed air is wusted through
leaks which are so smell individually that they are likely to be
considered unimportant, Pipe lines, hose and valves should be
inspected regul' ny for leakage. Large leaks cun be detected by
the sourtd of escaping air or by tile rush of air ae.inst tile hand.
Smaller leaks can be found with the aid of a lighted candle, or by
coating the joints with soapy water, Each thread in the pipe line
should be painted with graphite and oil before hooking it up.
This not only stops leaks but makes it easier to connect end dis-
connect the pipe.

That the compressor is kept as close to the drills
as possible. Long pipe lines should be avoided. t 80 pounds
gauge the loss in pressure duo to friction in 1,000 feet of 2
inch diameter pipe line carrying 300 cu. ft. free air per minute
is about 8 pounds. (See rIwile 402).

That if drills show a tondencr to freeze up in cold
weather, a coil is put in the pipe line and a fire built under it.
This coil is LInde with two 2-inch return bends, one union and two
pieces of 2-inch pipe 2 feet long,. Then several hammers are
operated on one line, a Tanner gas outfit can be installed to pro-
vent freezing.
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Drills

415. Lubrication of Air Drills.

The drill should be well oiled. The inportance of
lubrication cnnot be overeaphusized. Due to running at such higi:
speeds, the surfaces of rubbing parts will soon burn if used dry.

Line oilers should be furnished and used with all
cocipressor outfits. TheT should be placed in the ui hose line
not wore than 12 feat away Croci the haraeier end filled with oil
every half day. This oil is picked up with the air arid carried
under treosure to all parts of the drill that require iubrication.
If special oil is not available, US SA 30 truck oil. SA 20
IlOy be usEd during cold weather.

The line oiler aunt be kept in adjustaient; if a
drill is receiving sufficient lubrication, oil will appear on the
drill steal shanks. If too nuch, an excessive i::ount of oil will
show on the huwnei' chucks ad run down the sides of the steel.

TTh.en a line oiler is not used, the oil plug in the
side of the heai ar should be filled every two hours of operation.

416. CleeeiinE cud 7ightening Air Drills

(a) Drills should be thoroughly cleaned after every
40 to 8 hours of operation. To do this, they should be dis-
riantied, the parts cleaned with gasoline and then oiled and all
connections tightened as they 'crc reassentled.

(h) The drill parts iust be cleaned thorougaly whefl
reassewbld. Do not try to usseaole the drill along a dusty road
where wind or working equipuien-t any cause dust to settle on the
cleaned parts.

41?. Efficiency in Drilling.

Do not crowd the drill. A little experience will
serve to deternihe the :iriount of pressure to put upon the drill
to obtaiu haxL.iuia efficiency. Too auch pressure slows the drill
speed as icucie us insufficient pressune.

Best results can b obtained by applying pressure
throuch the handles and by using beta hands. Do not throw one leg
over the hunCle, or use a antul bar or piece of wood to obtoin
leverage in nprlying preusures us tb ey lead to verring th pres-
sure on the drill and have a tendency to hold the drill off line
with the drill steel. The drill will do its best work if the con-
tact between the piston face end the drill steel shank face is an
large as possible. This will result only when the irill is kept
in line with the drill steel so that direct blows will be struck.



(c) Keep the drill steady. If it is allowed to jump
around it will ruth the hammer and the drill steel.

(a) Be sure that the hole in the drill steel is open.
Asair is directed through the hole from tine to time to remove
cuttings, obstructions in the steel interfere with the blowing
capacity.

(e) Blow the holes frequently to remove the cuttings
and thereby prevent binding of the bit. There is an attachment
on the drill which permits passing the entire flow of aix
through the drill steel for this purpose. In ground that is
slightly moist, there is a. tendency for the drill cuttings to
accumulate just above the bit and to become packed against the
sides of the hole through theaction of the rotating steel. To

avoid sticking in such ground, remove the steel frequently while
rotating.

Drill Steel

418. Before a drill operator starts work, he should have
close at hand an adequate supply of drill steels of proper
lengths with wel1-sha.rpE.ned 'sits of the correct size. Time
will be saved, by sorting the etools and sreguting thou into
groups. If the drill operator becomes systematic in arranging
the steels he can select the correct length and gage change with
out confusion or delay.

Irregular bits and shanks must he avoided. The
repeated use of a dull hit and the resulting accumulation of
shocks to the piston lead to premature failure of the drill.
Dull bits are a leading cause of drill steel breakage.

It is known that thepractice of using each steel until
its full depth has been reached is far more common than that of
changing the steel when it has become dulled to such extent that
the rate of penetration is materially reduced. Changing drills
corsumes about 7 to 12 per cent of the lost tine. However, soiae

operators consume twice ac much tjl.iC in changing steel os others,
and in certain kinds of reck the unskilled operator often consumes
excessive tine in extractine stuck steel. Other lost time factors
thet can be avoided are:

(a) Low air pressure at drills
eb) Too soft or too hard steel

Poorly sharpened or gauged steel
Requiring the oaora.tor to bring, up his OWII steel.

419. Reconditioning:- The principal purpose uf properly
forged steel is to insure effective cutdng action, and in pre-
venting undue wear within the drill itself. The experienced black-
smith watches every stop i his wonk and learns to modify details
of the treatment acc.rding to the perfomance of the steel.



Lt requires two heats for forging arid tempering, and the
wo operations should never be performed with one haat. After itis forgd, the eteel should be laid sine on urj ground and allowed

to cool before being reheated or temnering. For forging steels,used in average rock, a heat of about 1,900 degrees F is satisfac-tory. This produces a light jeliow color. Drill steel is toolsteel and, for forging, should be heated slowly and uniformly.
As the color will vary to the eye according to whether the day isbright or dull, it is best to udge all c'mors in d daik corner of
the shp where the U gilt will be fairly uniform at all times.
Heating below l,d.00 degrees. or hove 2,100 is to be avoided.
42O Tempering:- Bits must hove sufficient hardness to give
them ruaximuxe cutting ability but mUSt not be so hard as to become
brittle and subject to easy fracture. For general use, they shouldbe filed hard. For tempering, bits should he heated to about l450degrees F. or to a cherr', red. The bit should be 1erdened by plac-
ing it in water and allowing it to remain there until COOl, Thewater should be as pure aS possible end in regions where the normal
water supply is alkaline, rain water should he used. Care must betaken to see that no hardening cracks develop.

Shanks are not required to be so hard as bits, and it is of
vital importance that at no time they be herd enough to damage thedrill piston, All shanks should be teripared in oil. A shank
tempered in anter will be too hard and, upon being struck by the
piston, will spall off at the edges, With subsequent use, it will
in turn damage the piston end eventually cause its failure. Shanksshould 'be heated for a distonce of from 7 to 9 inches from the end
to a temperature of about 1,500 degrees F. and should then be
quenched in oil, Oil used, should have no objectionable odors, iiñd
should not thicken materially or doconpose with use. If shanks are
too hard, look for water which collects in the hottoid of the tank
and drain the water off. Before being sent out of the shop, all
shank ends should he ground true. Small pedestal type grinders or
hand wheels nay be used for these urpOses,

421, Detachable bits and steel. Detacheble bits should be
furnished on small rodk jobs or in isolated locations. These bitsare screwe on to drill shafts of suitable length. The ue of these
will often mean considerable saving; (1) by eliminating costs of
steel transportation to and from the job, (2) by eliniino,tng the
need for a drill sharpener on mnalJ, jobs where they could not be
used to maximum efficiency, (3) by eliminating the need for extra
compressor capacity to run a sharpener and forge. Hence, practica-
bility of detachable drill bit use depends on the volume of drilling
to be done at any locution.
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Bits: when new have one-eighth inch changes in gauge.
dou reLroi nd tfla change will be o ie-sixte ath inch- Tti bits c on
be furnished incontaihers which cn be used on the work, and, as
shipping boxes, in returning thesi to a central regrinding plant
where regrinding is not done on the job.

Blasting of Rock

422, See Section V and the Forest Service Acceptable List for
information an explosives. That Section gives siethodsof use to
reduce the hazard to a minimum, All construction mon will be held
rtsponsible for the applic tio1 of ltc' 1 t ode

Due to the individual characteristics of blasting jobs,
no definite procedure cm o st t d. The 11oing r of imuortunce

From the Forest Srvice Acceptable List detemine the
explosive characteristics that will work the particular rock most
economically.

The most imnortent original characteristic to consider
is the type of action necessary. high explosives, such as 60%,
Type A, Class 6 or Type D, Class Ia, ib, Ic, give the best shattering
effect. Low explosives such as 20% or 30%, Type A, Class 2 or Type B,
Class la, ib, give the boot loosening or propulsive effect. Other
characteristics to consider are ioisture and freezing resistance, SOil-
sitiveness propogItion, and density required. Factors influencing
selection as to moisture or freezing resistance are apparent. Density
is important because :f its direct influence on the size and shape of
drill holere.quired.

Determine the quantity of explosives necessary to
accomplish a given purpose; i.e., the sticks or pounds necessary ocr
cubic yard or other unit of rock or dirt.

Fire all churges with a blasting machine. The use of
o bl stirg i caine ri ni iiz s iisfirs, ely s gr( tr efficiency fr ai
the explosive and is safer.

Safety rules end precautions. Definitely arponge for
S ci ety iF a ures bcnevor od whF r. v i ewplc VF S rr u d bee
Sction V f r S f ty rules

Handling rock after blasting

423. This activity also requires individual consideration.
The following hove general epplicetima:



-1. Break up bouider that cannot be moved by the con-structicn equipment. Such breaking an with explosives is accom-nlished either (a) by ?Piocthoiiflgv, that is, drilling supnlcuen-
tel ho.es in the 1. idividual houldeps and loading them with a small
charge of powder or (h) by "raudcap'-in", that is , layin a "fu't"explosive on the surface of the boulder and covering it with mud,clay, or some other soil.

lIen in ebarpe of a rock ob should carefully consider thereletjve corioa-- of biockholjn and mudcapoing. Tobhe 503 in the
fxnlosivo Section shos the auurtijv of 40 straight nitro-glycer-in dynite required to satisfnctori break up boulders of vari-ous sizes.

If it is at all feasible to g;t power drilling Iruiprodntto the boulder, it will be more occnomicel in most uu3ry CaSe, toblockl boulders of 5 it. diameter and over.

ifl all truëktraij mcd excavation the bm3t practice isto save the fior rjater1 for the roadbed bauc or surface if the
materiel is fine enough. The best eduipment devuloped to data forthis type of constructiiu is tio "Rock-pickor." A trailbuildr re-moves both the corscd fioo material fr ro the reck cuts which
often nuceosittes the costly haulingoin of material to build csuitable wearing ourfac..

The "Rockpjcim r" picds out, cide csts, or LOVOS the largerrock in the s me manner es aa rdinery treilbui1or, leaving thefiner Laterjal for base course cr a ucaring surfce en the rood-bed. Tuis lmpiemL at reduc s to Oiiniaiuri tfle costly hauling in .fsurfacing material. It wm developed in Rgins Orn; and Six.

The "R-ckpicker" can ho installed os a tractor troilbujid-
or by r piecing the mouldbcar f the truilbailder .ith the rock-picker. The change cmi be nude in a f w minutes. Th. cost ofrock-picker is aPprnxivat1y 20C.0C md should he' standard pieceat equipment on all reck 'nicer, ting projects.

Pl cing with tractor and hoist. This equipment has itsUtility a gutting large bouLders froi and into nomally inaccessi-ble plec m. Tb tractor eçnipped with hoists can finn be maneuv-ered irt a sitios whoa. a sr. ieht line pull fmm the h ist will
enable the operator t dtnooit the reeks at ida d mired lrceti'n.Or, if this is not feucible, a enatch blL ck or a snatch block ndflying bick will nrmt p1 cin of h ulders uidar aimnet any
orating c;nditjens. construction lanai, how;ver, should beer in
mind that arranging fr haulback 'f the 1mG, and hitching to indi-
vidual boulders reuuires cmlsiderahl3 clan-power and time f' r setup.
The trailbuilder mothod should alenys be corisiderncL before deciding
to use the troctor ana dru:as.



Placing of boulders with tractor using a chain or
cable from -the drowbar. This method has its application on loca-
tions ahereaneuvering of the tractoris possible. Thetractor
may be used to mOve the boulders by ILeans of a direct drawbar
hitch or the line may be takenath-rough a shatchbiock.

Placing with drag line huaket. This netaod requires
either a tractor equipped with duiis or a drum and engilie mounted
on a separate skid or trailer platform. It will seldom he an econ-
caicel method unless the quantities to be moved at each setup are
large.

Placing with power shovel. Uhere quantities are large
the power shovel is an efficient means of side costing rock. If

the materiel rLust be endheuled, the shovel can be used to load ma-
terial on tractor wagons, tucks, or other transporting vehicles.

Removal of rock t,eiow grade line

The purpose is to leove a unifom wearing surf-ace that can
be iaiintained by rmchipery.

The economical time for removing rock below grade line is
during construction. Time and money are lost by bringing equip-
ment back to do the work at a loter date.

EARTH XCVmTIOiT AhD GPADING

Job Management

It is difficult to overstate the importance of the con-
struction man thoroughly sizing up his job and assigning the avail-
chic equipment to the various activities in such a manner as to
prosecute the entire job with the least delay.

SidehLtl Excavation

42t3. On side slopes of 30 percent, or less, the tractor grader
should be put on as the initial construction unit. In making
initial cuts around a side hill with the tractor grader, the mold-
ho rd should be st at an angle of approximately lb to 30 degrees
with the center line of the grader, keen the ;:iatorial rolling side-
ways. Then set the front end of -the reoldboard well below the rear
or "heel end", which will give the noldhoard a distinct turner
plow action.

After one or -two trips are u de Vvjth the tractor grader on
a light slope, the bench is of sufficient width to pemit effective
use of the ripper. The grade shoild be thoroughly ripped before
supplemental trips with the gr.der are made. In some cases, it is
desirable to remove two of the standards from the ripper when rip-
ping a grade during the process of construction, Using three
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standards raaterially lessens the -er.ount of debris that the ripper
picks up end reduc s th nu.iber of diping oprQiot1s for the rip-
pr In prcticlly ll iaterals, thre teth rip ung to acpth

of proxii itely 8 inches 1Vb thoruux brca g of tne cxc iated

ciaterial between the teeth.

Construction :.ien should keep in riind that tiuo taken out
for rippirg is 1 t.r es s by the ncrcascd tffcctivanESs of

cb tr ictor grd r trip

427. The trailbuilder should be used onit on sections where its
services are required. VJhen it has opened up a section to a suf-

ficient width to periait sotiofrictory operatipn of the tractor-rip-
pci and gra1cr, th se units crc iore fficint sidi costers tflcfl

the trailbuilder.



Do rot be deceived by the relative rapidity of notion
of the tractor traitbuilder as compared to the siow but constant
operation of tractor graders in side casting uateriaJ. on steep
side.hill sedtions. Repeated tests have verified the conclusion
that after a traiJbullder has opened up a side hill section to a
widt1 sufficient to perflit effective operation with a tractor,
riprer and grader, the itter combination as a side casting unit
far excels a tractor trailbuilder.

Use of the tractor grader should be carefully syichro-
nized with the progress of the trailbuilder. Do xiot attempt to
keep the giading york too close to the tractor trailbuilder.
This results in unnecessary turning of the tractor grader.

The trailbuilder is generally the nost economic tool
for providing extra widths on turnouts and curvee.

During construction there are usually some extra widths
to he found at the mouth of sanil draws or ulong low side hill
sections. A eiativolv small amount of extra work by the tractor
treilbuilder at these places provides an adequ te turnout.

Where the locutions of turnouts are marked in advance of
construction the extra Width can be provide. as the excavation
progresses along the ri'ht-of-wey.

Uhen the turnouts have not been definitely located, it
is usually found none economical to defer th; construction of
turnouts until the tractor erader. outfit has practically con-
pletc d. the ro.d to the required width.

Ta trailbuilder is a very efficint too]. f or making
fills or other endhaul up to a distance of approximately 100 feet.
liowver the construction nun should consider at all tines the
relative value to the project of having the truilbuilder engage
on ndhaul or using it in opening up additional steep sidehill
sections.

428 Power shovels are econonicul tools for side casting
provided. there is a considerable mileage of heavy work in the
SaLle 1ocalitT. Lven then, the use of the trailbuilder should
he consider.d.

had Haul

429. The type of recuired service to be rendered by the
truck trail determines whether the endIauling ef etenia1 to
through fills or to grade equalizing points is justified.
Endhauiing should rror]uce a ssvirg in drainage, eliminate
objectionable curvature, prevent decided changes in travel
speed, or provide a wearing surface over rock sections, cordu-
roy, swampy soils, etc.
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hen fills are, included in the road desian, it is advisa-
bl for Ithe construction man or the iocator to i ak the limits of
the fill on the ground an.d to indicate definitely the point or
'points from which the borrow will be made. Borrow shou1d usually
be made along the roadway whee the operation will improve the
slicument w vsibiliy Borrov pits sioud cc 'ade as inconspicu-
ous as possible.

iith the improved methods of endhaul now available, the
]ocotor or cons-xu"tion nn snoulci alas ieigi tre relative costs
of tills aganst trestles or aall structures ell constructed
fill is a peinanent irproveient, hile he riaintanance of trestles
or small structures is a perpetual burden.

430. The tractQr-scraper is a most efficient endhaul tool.
Since tractors are necessary on many other construction activities,
the on1rciirect investment for eadhauling is that for scrapers.
however, rost trictor-screpr Out_its d'C jore efticient if upple-
reented by a iipp'r for loosenu the iratrial
431 The tractor-trailbuilder for short hauls, up toapproxi-
mately 100 feet, is often the most economical tool for building
wull fills It maneuvers ecsly in rsricted nlaccs and is
capable of eacavuting as well as transporting material.

The drag line bucket or scraper requires power from
either a trctor equippee with boist or n ongn and hoist mounted
on skids or a trailer. It is economical where large quantities
are to be nioved. from a. ngie set-up.

Turnpike

Theconstruction of turnpike sectiors is the simplest
and cheapest class of gradiag. In turnriking, the material for
the roadbed is takenifrora both sides. There are three reasons
for turnpiking.

Toprovide dreinego where water is likely to
collect and saturate the subgrade.

To secure a satisfactory surface over rock, or
other surface irregularities that require a cushion.

To turn up mineral soil, which retards the growth
of veetation and affords a more stable wearing surface.

If none of these purposes are served, turnpiking is a
waste of money and, should not he done. On some soils flat truck
trails ore entirely satisfactory. Iii such cases nothing is
gsined and frequehtly the good natural tread is spoiled by throw-
ing up a turnpike.
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PLhere drainage is not important, there is no ppint in
building up a high roadbed with deep ditches on both sides. The
grading up shold be restricted to that necessary to obtain a
good smooth surface that can be satisfactorily maintained. On a
simple turnpike with a low crown, travel can and will use the en-
tire width from ditch to ditch. Do not build a deep ditch with a
steep, pronouncd shoulder that will prevent the use of the entire
roadway.

Finishing

From the standpoint of reduced travel time the money spent
in providing a wearing surface is usually the most productive road
expenditure.

Ripping is an essential part of the finishing operation and
should never be omitted.

Rocks, roots, stumps, etc., should he removed to a suffi-
cient depth below grade to provide a wearing surface of reasonably
uniform consistency that can he maintained with power machinery.
Thorough ripping will generally cause the finished section to com-
pact evenly and produce a surface free from holes.

If the material being worked is rocky or if a great many
roots are in the roadbed, put all standards in the ripper and rip
to a depth of a few inches before racking the finishing rounds with
the grader. This procedure results iii more uniform compaction,
smoother wearing surface, and a decrease in maintenance cost.

The outside of curves should be elevated in the process of
ripping and grading. The service that a road will render may be
raised appreciably at no added cost by well directed ripping and
grading around curves during the finishing and shaping process.

In the finishing of cut slopes, where soil conditions are
favorable, the rounding off of the top of the cut slope to prevent
the loose top soil from sloughing into the roadbed is recommended.

To assist the early revegetation of cut slopes on certain
soils and avoid excessive erosion on others, the recommendations of
the Forest Lxperiment Station as when to or not to round off the
top of the cut slopes should be followed.

DRPJNAGE

Importance

Of first importance is realization that the annual cost of
any improvement is composed of maintenance charges plus a percen-
tage of the construction investment. For comparison in planning
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he pxoject, . low initial cost L1USt be thoroughly investigated
as to length ol life and freupncj of replacement The addition-
al first cost of the drainage 'provided should be bilanced against
resulting redutions in future maintenance chdrges

Ir dd2tion to reducing future reintenance, proper drain-
age increases the service rendered by the road.

The comon drainage problems may be divided into three
types:

Surface drainage
Cross drainage
SubsurfacO drainage

SURFACE DIIlGE

436. Inadequate provision for the disposition of water coming
onto the surface of a truck trail is the cause of great damage
such as wheel rut wash, and a general washing auU.iT of side-hill
fills, through-fills, and of the finer materials in the roadbed.

iTheel rut wash is the I:lost serious single cause of damage
to mountain roads. In some kinds of soil it is impracticable to
maintain such a perfectly snped roadbed that water will be de-
flected pronptly from the surface to the side Or off the road.
Ivan if well shaped and all ruts eliminated before a period of
storms, travel while the rood surface I s wet will form ruts for
the water to follow unless the surface is hard and firm. The
primary concern is to prevent scouring and deepening of ruts by
water following theai for long, distances.

Methods of handling surface drainage are suggested:

1. Out slope. Where soils are not easily eroded the most
practicable means of diverting surface drainage from the road has
been found to he out sloping of the roadbed. It is believed that
a more gerLeral use of outsioping on low service truck trails,
where the material is other than clay, should now be used than
has been the practice in the past.

Crown roads are one-half outelope. Outsloping settled
roedhuds from the outside wheeltrack and rer:oving obstacles that
will cause the surface water to collect is good practice in soils
where erosive action is not serious.

Outsloping is a hindrance to travel, cuts down safe travel
speed, and is particularly objectionable if the road surface is
liable to become slippery during period. of use, On high service
track trails and. other places where the disadvantages of outsiope
outweigh ita advantstges it should not be u,sed,
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2, OTado Breaks. The grade line nay be broken into short
sections of level grodes or even adverse grades. The frequency of
such breaks should be based on the VOlUme of drainage water and
the ability of the soil to resist erosion. Such flattened sections
should be placed at points that permit out sloping. The out sloped
sections act as intercepting barriers to surface w tar end as sptll-
nays.

Dj. (See Figure 402). The road surface'iiay be provi-
ded with dips having an overall length of not less than bO feet.
1her needed the dip shoad be i.nstcllod so that it will have a
slope of approximately 8%. To prevent erosion of the fill slope
not r from tuG discharge nd should he handled aver a rock fill or
riprep. If dips are built with machine equipment the length nay be
greater than P ift:z feet. The added lahgth cases the suddenness of.
the vcrttcil curvature.

Inslupe and cross drama. Inslopiag nay be used tie pre-
vent erosion or as. a safety precaution on slippery soils. Culverts
or other suirblc and underground cross drainage lso must be pro-
vided. Ah inleped rood necessitates th islstccTLl;ctian of sane typo
of culvert. Ejnce these structures enstitute en added investment
in the construction f th rcd i-md materiallyincrease the annual
uaintOnunce chc.rge, insloping shauld ho used pnly when soil or
other cc ndi.tians will ii-t-, pemit t'he use of' a natural or "built in"
type of drainog. Proper attention to banking curves will assist
in disposal 'f surfce wctter

0'cai ton cuiverts are necessary on ri-c ds subject to
heavy daenc :Lro: whol rut wash. The spacing will depend on soil
formation and gr do of the road. The rut watr sn-uld ha diverted
before t accuncu] eta-s in up ruciabl quantities. Uhere open top
culverts are used on tic nyu grc des a culvert shuld he placed imme-
diately above each through fill. Install such culverts at grade
on firm sections of road. This usuolly nocessitatos installing
culverts after the grade has sottld. lJht re the culvrt discharges
upon other than.rcckfill, wash must he prevented b; protecting the
fill bank. Sm Figures 40, 404, and 405 for typical open top Cul-

vert types and ractnod of installation.

a. Interci-inting ditches above the rco d should he used
where the run-off would carry large quantities of eroded material.
It is good drainage practice to keep large quantities of water fri-mi
nccunulting in the roadside hitch. Intercepting ditches con ften
be cc:nstrupte(JtO iei4 the accuniuluted. run-off Pr u the hillside
directly' to; the nearst nattura. water course or culvert. This will
result. tn much liss erusioriaf.cut hniks end less maintenance of
titchea.

r; Vuter bars. Earth, or pole, ceer bars nay be installed
on lightly used projects only in oxceptienl cases i-cud on heavior
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used projects only in the event of an exceptionally difficult
run-off problen at certain seasons of the year. Always in the
latter case, and. usually in any case water bars are periaittcd
only as a tex.aporary expedient to prtact the project thirin an
OJlerCeflCy.

CROSS DRAINAGE

43?. Adequate provision iiust be uade to care for water which
Liay flcw across the truck trail either froa live streams or fron
the ditch alLngside,
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OPEN TOP BOX CULVERT
WITH ANGLE IRON COVERING

43

BILL OF MATERIALS
HARDWARE

Spreader-Zpcs. Ix4 Sec. of wafer pipe
Nails - lIb. 7O cross ties
Nails a lbs. 6O 18- lO
Washers -4-I/4.'
Angle Iron- pc. 2'I.'x a'Iz 4!.5 k
Strap Iron- I pc 3/'x4 I6 long

FIGURE
PAGE 424

6preader-Sec. ofpipe fx4j 2Vii4nqk
I. 4 3+ 4. RbadJè,n

6,av./ ci- fine roth &(ick/?7/ /nJf/
soil to pi-even/ ru/s.
END WEW "A

16'
I446 strip I '

Iron. 'it
I'31 I I

I 34- 4+ 34 Mole fa'-,0d ,j,

Washer-PA 7ONails
CROSS TIE SPPEADER

NOTE - Offset on apper
side of endciv'ch wa#ep,,,f/,,

k lZ
END WFW "8

4oreader-Pic4ôoe7 25Anqk

7"Fni - - - 3o°
Backfill of fine Slope.

rock oI-gro'Ye/ "-
in thin so/I

Where necessarx f/h
slope mast be protected
by pipe or stone r,,o-rop.

METHOD OF INSTALLATIO

LUMBER
Bottom Plank I pc 3"xlr-16 - 48 I6.
$ide Planks I pc. rxlV-16' - 48E&

Total 96 EB.
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I #Poc# Surfcc
2*'

Strap

OPEN TOP CULVERT
RAIL TYPE

PL4P/ OP 5TRAP

INSTALLATION
I
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The following types of structure are ordinarily used for
cross drainage:

. Bridges
Fords or dips
Culverts

Galvanized iron corrugated metal pipe
Paved invert corrugated metal pipe

e. Galvanized iron multi-plate types
Multi-plate arch on stone or

concrete footings
Standard corrugated arch types on

stone or concrete footings
Precast concrete pipe
Cast iron pipe

SIZE OF DREINAQE STRUCTURES

438. The three available methods of estimating the required
size of drainage structures are:

Measurement of channel, and observa-
tion of high water marks.

Use of runoff tables. (This involves a
measurement of the drainage area).

(a) Adequacy of other openings over some com-
parable stream.

Run-off tables when deired, should be obtained from the
Regional Engineer.

When cloudbursts are common, the drainage should be ade-
quate to take care of the run-off. If such occur only at long
intervals, it will not be practicable in all cases to provide
adequate drainage. Instead, it will probably be more economical
to provide only for the maximum ordinary precipitation and to
repair the damage resulting from occasional floOds. When this
practice is followed, the parties responsible for the location
and design of the road should make adequate provision for
accommodating excess run-off with the minimum damage to the road

Cross Drainage Dips

439. The most important factor in the successful installation
of dips in established water courses is to place a cut-off wall
deep enough to insure stopping the flow under the dip. The dip
finds a wide application in sections subject to cloudburst run-off,
melting snow, or other periodic heavy run-off. This type of dip
crossing meets a drainage problem that may not be successfully met
with trestles and all sizes of pipe. A low place in the wall
should be left to carry the flow. See Fig. 406.



The practice of placing one or more pipes in the dip to
cnrry the rdinary stream flow has given satisfactory results.
Under severe run-off conditions, a concrQte slab may be necessary,
This should be the full width of he road and of sufficient length

to protect the sidewalls.

Culvert Materials

440. Timber, round or sawed. The use of wood having a life
underground of less than 10 years is seldom justified. The cost

of replacement in a few years must be weighed against the greater
initial cost of metal culverts. In all cases, only the roost

durab].etimber available should be used. V'here round or. split

timbers are used, do not skimp on size; use "big sticks."

441, Stone. In localities where goodsizod durable flat. rocks
can be obtained readily for cover rock to span between walls,

stone culverts are economical. Rock that will disintegrate
rapidly should net be used. herc suitable covr rocks are not
availalbe, walls roay he laid up from local native stone and
concrete, metal or even durable wood covers used. Metal cul-

verts are usually more economical where good stone is not
available.

Metal. Galvanized corrugot.d iron pipe is widely used,
Such culverts properly installed have a long life and are pre-

ferable to other types in that metal culvorts can be lengthened

easily if the roadbed is widened. To facilitate handling extra
long lengths, pipes can be secured in two sections and spliced
together on the job. In placing an order, it is often advis-
able to include some short sections (2', 4', 6' lengths) and
necessary cerxcting bands for use in lengthening culvorts,
Federal Specification Q.,Q-C-80o should be used for the purchase

of metal culverts.

442-A Bituminous Coated Culverts. Metal culverts with lower

half coated, also called paved invert culverts, should be
considered for use for carrying small, live streams whore the
grade of the culvert is :ver 8%. Specifications are enclosed

in "Specifications for Road Equipment and Supplies", which is
on file in each Regicnal Office.

Cast Iron and Concrete. whore cast iron and precast
concrete culverts can be installed at approximately the some
cost as other types, they should receive consideration. If

carefully installed to prevent breakage, their life is in-
definite.
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Installip Culverts other t1snOen Tops

444. The selected site should be the best aiilable from the
following standpoints:

Economy of excavating for installation.

Utilization of natural watercourse to improve
efficiency of inlet and outlet.

tability of material at both iilet and outlet.
Poor material at tie inlet results in added maintenance and in
decreased efficiency of the culvert. At the outlet it results
in erosion.

No deviation from the natural water course, except
for urgent reasons, and if ued shouldnot permit the formation
of new erosion channels. If necessary, a paved channel should
be provided.

No discharge on a fiJi. section; if necessary to direct
water from a natural channel, the discharge should be on native rock
or on a prepared rok or other type of spillway so that new channels
in native soil will not develop.

Installation on sharp curves except where natural
stream beds are crossed should be avoided.

Relation to Grade of Road

445. Pipe culvorts shall have a cover of at least one-half the
diameter and not less than one foot at any one point.

Reinforced concrete and timber cu,lverts may be placed in
such relation to grade as economy of design and installation dic-
tate. Direct impact loads from wheels increase the required
strength of culvert tops; safety and possibly saving of material
may be secured by placing the culvert well below grade,

Corrugated culverts should be installed with the same
gradients as the streams, if possible. Gradients less than 3%.
will promote filling in the culvert, and gradients over 8% may
cause excessive scouring, Nhere gradients exceeding 8% cannot be
avoided in "live streams" only, the abrasive resistant type is
preferable. Decided breaks in gradient of stream adjacent to the
culvert, either above or below it, always causes deposition of
suspended matter and should be avoided,



Lnlets and Inlet Ditches

446 Se Figure 40?.

l Each end of a culvert should be not less than ij

feet beyond the shoulder of the road. This is a minimum require-

ment; greater projection may increase the safety of travel and

prolong the life of the culvert through protection against demage

by vehicles.

The inlet of culvert should be connected to the
road ditch by a leadin ditch not less than 10 feet in length and

with a uniform grade of not less thars3%. The ditch should be

regular in shape, free from abrupt changes in direction and paved

where necessary.

If inlets must be located in unstable material

suitable catch basins, walls or rip-rapped banks should be provided.

Outlets must discharge clear of the fill section.

Spill troughs or extra length culverts will be necessary on some

locations.

SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE

44?. The sub-surface drainge probleirs i'to overcome the con-

dition caused by marshes, seepage, rising water table of the sur-

rounding around, saturated hillsides, or capillarity acting through

finely divided soil particles. It is poor practice to attempt to

make a satisfactory roadbed on wet ground by surfacing alone; good.

drainage always comes first.

First cut off the source of the water. Deep intercepting

ditches should be dug between it and the road. Frequently an inter-

cepting ditch at some distance from the road. will entirely cut off

the water. Bank seepage on sidehill sections may necessitate a

deep ditch on the inside of the road. In loose soil, rock walls

should be used to protect the ditch from sloughing or caving.

Sometimes it is advisable to construct a blind drain by covering

the ditch with slobs of rock.

On flat marshy ground, care must be taken to give the

ditches adequate depth and fall to carry the water away as rapidly

as necessary. In soft ground it is sometimes advisable to leave

a berm or unexcavated strip of ground from 3 to 5 feet de between

the fill and the drain ditch. This berm keeps the ditch water

farther away from the truck trail and prevents the fill from slid-

ing into the ditch. Use the material excavated from the ditch to

build the fill if suited. to that use; if not, waste it end borrow

or haul in better material, rock or gravel.
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In sdthe cases gead drainage cannot be obtained without
prohibitive cost. VThen these occur a practicable solution is the
use of buried corduroy. Good corduroy - the only kind it ever
pays to build - is expensive and its cost should be weighed
against the cost of adequate drainage with rock or gravel fill.
If corduroy is used, it should be completely buried. Another
method which may prove satisfactory where the soil is always wet
is a brush mattress of good depth and well interwoven.

Perforated iron pi.pe make excellent subdrains and its
use should be considered if an appreciable amount of subdrainage
is to be undertaken. (See Fig. 408 for typical installation).

LLS AND CRIBBING

RETAINING WALLS

448. General:- The force that a retaining wall must resist
is "the horizontal thrust." This force will depend on the weight,
angle or repose and kind of material retained. The weight of any
equipment or structure resting on the fill must also be considered.
(See Fig. 409 for typical retaining wall sections),

The pressure to which the retaining wall is subjected
is directly proportional to the height of the retained material.
Live loads imposed on a back fill section or material filled
higher than the wall are designated as surcharge.

449. Types of RetaIning Walls

Dry masonry
Wet masonry
Mass concrete in which little, if any, reinforcing
steel is used and in which it is permissible to
drop large boulders.
Reinforced concrete.

Dry masonry and mass concrete walls may be treated
safely under the 50% base rule. Reinforced concrete walls should
generally be designed by the Regional Engineer or his designated
representative.

450. Safe Dimensions of Walls

For practical purposes in ell average conditions, a
safe retaining well is obtained by incorporating the structural
features listed below and in:'providing a base width equal to 50%
of the height This rule provides for normal live toads, up to
15 tons, rind gives a safe wail for actual surcharges up to 6 ft.
abo-e the height of the wall. (See Fig, 409 for dimensions of a
standard wall).
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Be sure that:

At least one-fourth of the front end rear face of
the wall is composed of headers of a length not less than two OLild
a half times the thickness.

All headers are laid witl-i their greatest dimensions
extending into and never parallel to the wall except at corners in
which case alternating headers should cross.

The front and rear face are well tied together with
good, big header stones. Under no conditions should a face course
he laid up of any kind of rock and the space behind it filled with
small rocks and dirt eis the well goes up.

Projecting points that prevent stability of the
wall are removed from the top and bottom of ream rocks.

A minimum thickness of 12 inches at the top of wall
is provided.

The outer face of wall has a batter, or a slope in-
ward, of at least 3 inches to each foot of height. The inner wall
can be vertical if necessary, The width of base, width at top and
butter of front face detomaines the batter of rear face,

Joints in walls are broken, or stugered at least
6 incnes. In other words, a joint should be 6 inches or more
horizontally from the adjacent Joint in the next course.

Drainage far the back-fill is provided by porous
material, or a pipe through the wall.

Hand Laid Fills

Vlhere rock is plentiful, it is occasionally desirable
to secure the necessary width of roadbed by laying up a rock fill
on the outer side of the omhankiaecnt. If good-sized angular rocks
arc available, a fill con ho laid up on a 1:1 slope in much less
time than required to build a rock well. It is only necessary to
slide the rock roughly into place, being careful to allow plenty
of slope. If the face is steeper than 3/4:1 with anything but
very large angular rocks, it is probable that a standard reck
wall should he used.

CR1 BBING

Types of Crihbij

The most coremen type of cribbing in use by tile Forest
Service is timber, However, on many jobs it would be economical
to use precast concrete, galvanized metal, cr creosoted timber.
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Illustrating a il1 constructed wall. Note large stcmes
in the bottom courses, the way the rocks overlap to effect a
bond between courses, end adequate headers placed with long-
eat dimension perpendicular to wall.

A poorly laid rock wall. Note poor arrangexent of rocks
and use of logs in construction. Abaence of bond is very
apparent.

FIGURE 410
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imher Cribbing

453. Use only the most durable timber available eventhough
necessary to go a considerable distance. It is very doubtful if
placing second-growth pine or fir in such structures is ever
justified. All logs must he peeled. See Fig. 411.

The following is essential in good cribbing:

The ends of the base log of the cribbing must have
a good bearing upon a stable foundation for at least 2 feet.
Preferably the base log should have such a foundation throughout
its entire length.

All tie logs should be well notched over the face
logs and inner course logs.

All tie logs on sidehill work should have a pitch
toward the hill of three inches per foot and should be extended
well into the bank and be joined in the rear with cross logs in
order to develop the greatest possible stability.

In soft ground the srace between logs should be
chinked with rocks or pieces of wood.

Fatter with the ratio of three inches per foot of
vertical height should he provided.

SURFACING

454. Importance

Not only have certain projects failed to give continu-
ous satisfactory service because of poor surface conditions but
there are many other miles which Would give satisfactory service
if surfaced inuspots or for sections of considerable length.

The length of the period inneach year that a truck
trail is rendered unserviceable because of poor surface should
be weighed against the relative importance of keeping it in good
condition for travel.

455. Materials for surfacing

For surfacing truck trails, lava, cinders, gravel,
disintegrated grante or other natural surfacing material can
be used. Schist, sandstone, and ordinary slate are poorly
adapted for wearing surfaces because of their softness, Their
use at times mny be necessary and the expenditire justified.
Theharder rocks, such as trap rock, limestone, granite, andes-
ite, etc., are more satisfactory surfacing materials.
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The rracticubility ofimproving sandy soils by adding
cloy or of bettering clay soils by adding sand should be fully
determined.

A method commonly used is to spread over the roadbed
a course of sand or clay, as the case may he, then scarify or
harrow it to a suitable depth. Traffic is depended upon to
compact the mixture. Frequent dragging or uorking with a grader
in the meantime is necessary. If the first rains show the mix-
ture to be not right, sand or cloy should he added untdl the
right condition is developed.

Then any doubt exists as to the suitability of the
available material for surfacing, it should be examined by a
competent engineer and tested if necessary. The Bureau of
Public Roads and most State Highway Departraents have testing
laboratories for such purposes.

Surfacing gravel is usually classified as follows:

Pit run op run of the bank. This is material
taken out of the pit and placed on the road without screening
or sorting other than the selection of portion of bank used.
Aggregatds larger than 3 stone should be raked to the side
of the truck trail.

Screened gravel.

3, Crushed rock or crushed gravel.

To make a good surface, the material should. have not
only adequate wearing qualities but should contain enough binder
to compact under travel. if the surfacing nateriol does not con-
tain enough binder, binding material should be added. Do not
add more than is needed; an excess will spoil the surface. The
best umtural binder i s clay.

456. Crushed Rock Surfacjn

Crushed rock surfacing should be inaccordance with
one of the following classes which are designated as Class A,
Class B, and Class C. The class of surfacing to be used will
depend on the importance and classification of the project in
the Forest Road System and, the volume and kind of traffic to
be carried. Class A surfacing should be used only on Class 3
Forest Highwys and the more important dcolopment projects
which may carry considerable volume of traffic or heavily
loaded vehicls, and which serve as truk line roads in the
Forest Road System.
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45? rad

The subgrade should be "trenched" to conform to the cross-
sections for the different widths and types of surfacing. The depth

of the trench shall be that resuired for the thickness of surfacing
to be placed, due allowance being made for settlement and thorough
compaction of the shoulders.

The subgrade shall be in such condition that it will drain
rapidly. rench drains should be constructed through the shoulders as
may be needed to drain the trench. The subgrade shall be prepared in

final condition for receiving surfacing material in advaxice of the
placing of the crushed rack, a distance equal to that required for
not less than two days' operation, Judent should dictate the
amount of finished subgrade at all times.

458. Cia :ses of Surfacing

Class A.

For double track truck trails (gradedwidth
20 to 22 feet), - Class A surfacing shall be
placed ina trench iE feet wide and in three
courses of stone consisting of base course 3 inches

thick of # stone, r:iiddle course 3 inches thick of

#2 stone, and top course 2" thick of #1 stone, or a
total unifomn thickness of 8 inches, loose measure-
ment.

For siflale track truck trails (graded width
13 to 15 feet). - Class A surfacing shall be placed
in a trench 9 feet vde and in three courses. The

total thickness shall be 8" at the outer edge and
4" at center, loose measurement. The base course

shall be of #3 stone of varying thickness with a
maximum of 3" at outer edge, the middle course,
shall be #2 stone of varying thickness with a
maximum of 2" loose at center and 3" loose at outer
edge and the top course hnil be 1 stone 2" loose

uniform thickness,

Class B

Class B surfacing shall be placed in two courses

consisting of a base course 2 to 3 inches thick

of #2 stone and a top course 2 inches thick of #1
stone, or a total thickness of 4 to 5 inches,

loose measurement.
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Class C

Class C surfacing shell consist of a. single course
of approximately 2 inches uniforsi depth by 8 ft.
wide of crusher run stone, the maximum size to be
not greater than that which will pass 1" circular
openings in a revolving screen.

The thickness of the surfacing materiel rany be increased

or the section modified when, in the judgment of the Regional

Engineer, subgrde conditions reqiire such changes.

Mter the shoulders have settled or been compacted they

should he brought to grade and 1 inch (loose) of l stone spread

over them evenly.

459. Size of Stone

#1 Stone

l stone shall consist of all material (including

stone dust) which will pass 3/4" circular openings
in a revolving screen,

#2 Stone

#2 stone shall be retained on 3/4" diameter open-
ings arid pass 1-1/2" diameter openings in a revolv-

ing screen.

#3 Stone

3 stone shell he retained on 1-1/2" diameter
openings and pass 3" diameter operins in a
revolving screen.

60. Placing the iateriol

Crushed stone should be evenly spread on the subgrade to

such a depth that it will have a thickness (loose measurement) as

specified shove and as shown on the typical sections. Stone should

be spread to the recuired thickness for each course directly from

the dumping devices. Shovels and rakes should be used to spread

each course evenly and bring it to the proper cross-section Each

bid of stone should he spread aver a pre-dotermined distance as

computed by the construction superintendent to provide the desired

thi ckno ss.

Beginning the day after it is laid and continuing each

day for three successive Clys thereafter, the newly laid surface
should be reshaped with a road machine weighing not less than 6000

pounds. Additional reshaping of the surface should be done after
settlement and at such times as the road superintendent deems such

operation necessary.
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There should be an interval of time between laying the
courses sufficient for the lower courses to be compacted with
some of the soil in the subgrade working up to fill the voids and
stabilizing the stone. The subgrade will have siie weak places
that will develop under traffic and the depressions will be filled
as the stone is bluded back md forth. This plan my require stock-
piling of l and possibly #2 stone to allow the lower courses to
get ahead, but the fine material in stockpiles can be utilized
later f or construction or possibly for maintenance.

Then tile subgrade is soft or iauddy and it is necessary
to proceed with the surfacing without waiting for it to dry out;
the suhgrade may be stabilized with a thin layer of #1 stone.

Quarrying

461. In workins' a cliff of rock for quarry purposes carefully
analyze the most effective spacing and location of holes and powder
charge to get the maximum shattering effect on the cliff. Seamy or
laminated deposits of rock may break up or shatter better by using
"coyote hole" method. Monolithic deposits usually work better by
drilling staggered holes withuir hammers. In working monolithic
deposits it usually deve1op that after a quarry site is opened up,the most economical stones are had by working the quarry floor down
rather than continuinE to work back on the cliff. This gives
greater shattering effeet from the powder end usually the stone in
such deposits shatters better at the lower strata than at the sur-
face strata.

Crushing

462. Do not attempt to handle stone from quarry to crusher
in wheel burrows. An important consideration is to reduce the
loading height of the stone in the quarry. The crusher and bins
should be so located as to facjljtat the loading and movement oftrucks. See Figure 413 for typical crusher set-up.

Tram cars should usually be of the end dump typo to
get low loading hei'ht, The dump of such cars can be accomplished
by a tipping rail plat!drm ut the crusher deck or by spread rails

Drag line buckets are an effective transporting medium
from quarry to crusher when blasting produces rock of a size that
con be taken by the crusher with little or no aMitionel breaking.
If necessary to "pop shoot", "bLockhole" or otherwise reduce inSize an apPreciable quantity of houders in the quarry, drag line
bucket installations are of questionable value.
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463 Bins. The imortant consideration in the layout of

bins is to obtanready discharge of material from bins and. to

have the bins accessible to the transoorting vehicles Discharge

of material is usually best accomplished, by a bottom gate dump

type bin. In handling damp or wet materials it may he necessary

to provide a bottom in the bin that SIOPOS to the discharge gate0

Usually such bottoms are more economically ppovided by construct-

ing a conventional flat bottom bin without decking and then put

in a false bottom on approximately a 100% siope The slope of

the bottom will depend on the material worked. (See Fl. 414 for

typical bin layout).

Unless considerable surfacing is anticipated in a

Region or locality, the cost of surfacing equinment and set up

can seldom be justified on a single job. It may he more eco-

nomical to contract the surfacing job or to rent surfacing

equipment. Henóe, before undertaking a surfacing job, carefully

consider the initial cost of quarrying and crushing equipment and

the high installation and operation costs of such heavy machinery.

Tables showin the theoretical quantities of material

required per station or mile for varieuo depths and widths of sur-

facing are in Field Tables. Such tables must be boscd on some

assumed average degree of compaction. This factor fluctuates to

such an extent that equally reliable results clay be obtained by

theoretical computation of the volume of stone per station or

mile and applying to these results a coefficient obtained by

experience or test with the specific materials used.
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SECTION V

EXPLOSIVES

GE.NEfiL DESCEIPTION OF EXPLOSIVES

Action of Eplosiver;

Commercial explosivss are sousa. or liquids that can
be instantaneously converted by friction, heat, shoce, sparks,
or other means into large volumes of gsa.. hiie the conversion

of eipiosies into gas is rrutth cuicker than converting water
into steo i± 1 es e ita.l simfir hen free or e\plodod,

the sjjnpr In. ig into notln.r for1i, lirgeli CS( OU, i v-ing

many times greater volume. This increased volume axerts both

a blow and a ireasure on the confining material. It is this

action that is sfCective in blast;s.

The presaure actr equally in all directions, but the

gas tends to escape through the th of Least resistance, or the

casiesL. way out. All explosives, in this respect, act in
exactly the same manner, and therefore, no matter vhat cpio5iVC
is uct, to sOing nd tairsan n'a.t e Co V' ci haly in ordc

to confine the gas so that it a ill he forced to aork upon the
material tc be blasted.

For nerforming this :ork, the Utestarmuct consicser the
choice of explosives, supplies £ or firing the axplLos Lves used,
methods of preparing bore holes, end methods of loaning and firm.

Only explosives. en the PT. S. Enroot Service tcceptablo

List of Eaplasives may be siected.

high Explosives

High explosives include aLL of the nynamites --- afro-
starch, ammonia, nitroglycerin and gelatin types. A LI el those

are detonating exulosives. That is, they are. fired by shock from

an intermediate agent called a detonator or blasting cap.

In selecting high explosives, many factors must he
taken into consideration. Some of the prn.cipal characteristics
are strength, velocity or shattering effect, eater resistance,
saflsltakrLty, t spr ture ±tc /15 ioa.t blit , ean firs-
sEtting b iit (n loive ngireis c ±1 lrc-ettira oilit,

I! Incendivity' )
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502. Bx this term is neant the newer or force d eloash by
the CXIJ105lye. The stre. ight, or n troglycerin, dynamites arc
rated en the percentage, by neight, of nitrcglycern which they
ecritciri. Thus a 40% straight dynamite contains 40% of nitro-
glycerin The 5tr th acv-cad o ui i 5
for the grading of all other dynamites. Thus. the .ercont strength
grading of any other kind cf dynamite SlOThS that it will release
as much force as äfl equivalent grace of the straight uynamite
wetght forvveigiit.

The relative energy contained in the diffornt strengths
of dynamite is grbatly mesu;:iciers toed by many users. The prevalent
opinion is that the actual energy developed by the different
strengths is in direct proportion to the percent merkings. This
is not true. For instance, L0% dynamite is less than teice as
strong 'as 20%, and 60% is less than three times as strong as the
20%. The simple ratio Uos not. hold because the :Lrgredients other
than nitroglycerin and. aimeonjum nitrate, which enter into the compo-
iton of dammit o c am c cxrecsaire t!ength ol tne Ovfl fl fl

mixed nith nitroglycerin.

Careful laboratory tests have been made which show the
energy in each particular strength of dynamite. The results of
those tests chow that 30% is 1.16 tines as strong am 20, that 40%
is 1.31 times as strong as 20% and that 60% is 1.50 times as strong
C) CL) 0.

Velocity

The rate of exploding or detonating is spoken of an
velocity, or sometimes as cuickneso, Some high explosives detonate
mci e cuacki r tram thcr, ad th r H ttLrinJ s_i cc sir d
grea ter. For this reasc:n the loner ercent grades are used for
stump blasting and loose rook formations and. the hiathe r percent
grades for hard rock, springing and mudc&ppiriy.

adter Resistance

High explos isres differ greatly in their power to resist
water ifl dry work this is of no iaisortance, hut when much water
is encountered, a ate:r-resistant explosive is rieceossey. If the
blasts are fired soon after loading, the use cf an explosive inter-
mediate as to water resistance is found satisfactory. Thus ammonia
dynamite can be usea sad isfactorily where water stands in the holes,
if the blast is fi rod iremed ietely after the holes are IL ceded; where-

as if the explosive is to be left underwater any length of time,
a gelatin or semi-gelatin dynamite must be used.
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Propagation Sensitiveness

505 Propagation sensitiveness is the properii which
causes an explosive to detonate hen subject to shock. The

aest for propagation sensitiveness is made by placang the two
halves of a 1 8" stIck in a roll or type of paper. The

tao halves are separatsa a few inches so that the roll will
be li" in ctime tar but will be longer than 8. The lining
paper in dynamite cases, or its equivaient should be used.
One half of the cartridge is detonated with a #6 cap. The

spacing between the two halves is varied to determine the
maximum distance at which the primed half will explode the
other half. This distance in inches is known as the propa-
gation sansitivenes. of the powder tested. In general, high
velocity expiosjves are more sen:itive than low velocity ex-
plosives. bxnlosive low in velocity and in sensitiveness
are not desirablo for use where fire hazard exists.

Temnerature of Freezing

Practically all commercial explosive3 are now low
freezing. They will not freeze under ordinary exposure to
such atmospheric temperatures as occur in this country.
These may or snay not be marked UL.F.U, hut in general, it
mar be said that explosives from reputable manufacturers
are non-freezing.

Icnitibilit: Index

Ignitibility index is the term used to indicate
the property of explosives which causes them to ignite, or
burn, when exposed to heat. Starinard tests of ignitiblilty
arc canauctee by the Bureau ot Mines, The explosive is
exposed. to a starivarc.i. flame. The inuex is tne mean of the
maximum time for three non-ignitions and the minimum time
for three ignitions divided into 100. Explosives with an
ignitibility index greater than 250 should not be used where
fire hazard exists. Different typos, or strengths within
the same type, may have a widely varying index arid there-
fore an explosive cannot be judged by tests of son.e other
brand of tIle same general type or by tests of anything
except the particular brand, type and strength in question.
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Incendivity (Fire-setting Abilit)

50°. Ai explosive having the least flash or fire-setting
ability is peculiarly adapted to Forest Service use during
extreme dry periods when the humidity is low. Tests are now
being made by the Bureau: of vIines' explosive engineers to
determine tha explosives best suited to Forest Service work
during the high fire hazara periods. Infle mmebi: litter should
not he used for stemming al any explosive. Until the selection
of the "special fire season explosives" is available, extreme
caution should be used in firing shotä during the hazardous
f ire periods.

Ace eptable List

509, The explosives usea on Forest Service work must be on
the Forest. Service List of Acceptable Explosives. (See Table 901
for recommended types of explosives).

This list of explosives has been prepared by the
Bureau of Mln for Forest Service use. The explosives are
enunerated are nocuiiarlv adaptod to our work. As other
exp1oive are tested and found suitable, or the explosive
manufacturers develop now explosives, or as existing brands
are changed o their manufacture discontinued, the lists will
be changed. It is mandatory that these explosives be used for
Forest Service work.
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Approved Types of Explosives
The Type A, Class 7; and Type B, Class 2b are free flowing ag explosives.

The types are selected from the Forest Service Acceptable List and are offered as a guide.

First Choice Second Choice
se

: Type : Class Grade : Type : Class

Quarry or solid A 4 40% A 2

rock drill holes, A 7 40% B
etc. B 1a1c2b

Wet holes A 4 40%
A 6 60%

Mudca.pping or A 2,4 60%
bulldozing B

1a1b
eo%

Hardpan,Cement A 2 20% A 2
Grav1 A 7 20-30% B 2b:

B 2 20%

Stump Shooting A 20%
Ordinary clay soils, B 1ab2b

20% B 1a1b2b

etc.

Stump Sheeting A 4 40%
Loose, sandy or B 1a1c 40%
Volcanic soils

Soil Erosion Control A 7 20%
Gully Bank Blasting B 2b 20%

TABLE 501

4

Do not use Gelatin for mudeapping, because when shot without proper confinement, its action
is relatively slow.

I Third Choice
Grade : Type : Class Grade

40% A 2 or 7 60%
40% B

1a 2b
60%

50%

40%
40%

40%
3 o%

30%
30%

30%
30%

20% 30%
20% 30%

1

A 24
1a1b



TRANSPORTING EXPLOSIVES

Regulations

510. Any person having occasion to handle or use explosives
should familiarize himself ith all Feaeral, State and local laws
and regulations arid comply vith them.

The Federal Act of March h, 1909, revised March 9, 1921,
provides in bections 232, 233, 23i.., 235 and 136 that it is a
criminal fct:

To carry or cause to be carried any explosives
(other than exceptions named) -in a train, boat, trolley orother
vehicle carrying passengers f-or hire; or

To deliver or cause to be delivered to a common
carrier for transportation any explosives under false or decep-
tive marking or description on the package, Involve or shipping
order; or

To violate or cause to he violated any regila-
tions of the Interstate Commerce Cemmisioni relatIng to the mark-
in5, shipping or handling of explosives.

A violation of any of the provislbns of this law
is punishable by fine of not more than $2,000 or by imprisonment
of not more than eighteen (18) montha or both; or i injury or

death results from such violation 'by fini of'nct more than
$10,000, or byimprisonment for not more than ten (10) years or
both.

Unloading Cars

511 In thL. cisc of a carlo a shipment, an inspection should
be made cr1 the arrival of the car to ascertain whether its con-
tents are in the proier condition. Occasionally, rough han:çtling

in transit may telescope cases or break the-rn open s that there

will be. loose explosive betveen cases or or the floor. If inspec-

tion reveals such, a condition -in a car of high explesives, the
orkmen who are to unload the car should be warred c avoid every

chance of friction against th loose exploive that might cause
an explosion ip. the car; As soon as a sufficiernt number of cases
ha... been renovec :rcr th cat t raie it fcaib1c, the loe ex-
plosive shouid'be carefully sept up, spiead orithe-ground at a
considerable distance from th cases of explsius, and burned,
taking care to light the explosive in such a not to be
burned by the flame.
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Cases containing explosives should alwdys be lifted
and set down carefully, never slid over one ather nor dropped
from one level to another.

Vehicle for Transporting

512 Tb0 vehicle reieeo to transport explosivcs from
the railroad to the magazine should he strong and substantial
and in good working order. A closed body is beet. If an open
bodied vehicL is used, the eiids and sides should ho high enough
to prevent packages of expiosivos from falling off, and the lo&d
should be covered with a fire--resistant tarpaulin. The floor
should be of wood, and any metal in the body likely to come in
contact with the cases -should be covered with wood.

A truck should never be overloaded with explosives,
nor should packages of e.xlosives be placed in such a position
that they may fall off.

Neither blasting caps nor electric blasting caps
should be transported in the same bed or body of the yehicle
with explosives, nor should metal tocs, carbide, oil, matches,
fire-arms, electric storage batteries, inflammable substances,
acids or oxidizing or corrosive compounds. Explosions have
occurred on vehicles transporting explosives with some of these
commodities.

Bale hooks; or other metal tools should. never be used
for loading or unloading explosives.

Rule for Driver of Truck

513. The truck for transporting explosives should be
driven by and in charge of a driver who is careful, capable,
reliable, able to read and write the English language, and not
addicted to the use of intoxicants or narcotics. He should
never smoke while on or near the truck, nor carry matches,
fire--arms or loaded cartriciges. He should be familiar with
road rules and also with the state laws and the local ordi-
nances and regulations governirigexalosives in the cities or
other municipalities in and through which it is necessary to
travel or pass, and should comply with them. He should have
the truck always under complete control and should never allow
it to coast down hill. Ho hould, of course, b familiar with
the proper manner of handling explosives.
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All trucks transporting OXpiOSiVOS must be equipped
with an adequate fire extinguisher. The extinguisher should be
ccessible at all times and tested frequently.

Unauthorized persons should never be permitted to ride
on trucks tranaportirig explosives.

hen transporting explosives, the truck should come to
a full stop before crossing any raiiroad tack and should not
attempt to cross the track until it is known that the way is
clear and that & train or engine is not approaching.

The truck eflgine should always he stopped when gasoline
is being put into, the gasoline tank.

A truck containing explosivee should never be left
without first stopping the motor arid securely setting the brakes.
then transporting explosives over the highways, it is anvisable
to avoid unnecessary stops. Stops for meals should be made at
some wayside restaurant and the truck should be left well away
from traffic'and parked vehicles. A truck containing explosives
should never be taken into a garage or repair shop.

Explosives should never be left anythere unless they
are placed in a magazine arid the magazine is locked, or are
delivered to some one authorized to receive them. In unloading,
packages of explo.sive should never be piled immediately back of
the exhaust, as a spark may start a fire and. cause an explosion.

it is safer to transport explosives in daylight. If
lights other than the truck lights are necessary, only an electric
flashlight or an electric lantern should be used.

STORING OF EXPLOSIVES

Importance of Proper Storage

514. The storage of explosives. has a much deeper relation
to safety in their use than is commonly realized. Improper
storage of explosives and detonators leads directly to:

Misfires
Incomplete detonation which leaves unexploded
dynamite ir the bore hole or thrown out among
the blasted material
Burning of charges in the bore holes.
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Even a small leak in a magazine roof may aLLow a
few cartridges of explosives to become wdt, and the use of
these cartridges may result in either misfire or incomplete
detonation. A dilapidated magazine, or a magazine with
floors close to wet ground or any condition of storage
which would expose aminonium nitrate xplcsives, or blasting

caps, to moistur is almost sure to result in one or both
of the above troubles.

Inadequate ventilation of magazines may also lead
to misfires or incomplete detonation. Unless air circulates
freely through a magazine the atmosphere may become hot aria
humid. Long exposure to such atmosphere has much the same
ultimate effect as dampnese upon ammonia explosives and blast-
ing caps. vith nitroglycerin explosives, it tends to cause a
separation of the nitroglycerin from the other ingredints,
or a leakinese, that makes the explosives much more sensitive
and hence dangerous to handle.

The handling of misfires end the existence of Un-
discevered misfires or of unexploded dynamite in the bottoms
of the holes or in the broken material, constitute some of the
chief sources of accident from explosives. For all of these

reasons it is imperative to prevent deterioration of explosives
and. detonators in storage. Dry, well ventilated and reasonably
cool magazines are essential to safety in the usc of explosives.

Storage Maeathe.s

Permanent magazines for storage of explosives in
quantity should be constructed from approved plans which can
be obteined. from explosive manufacturers. Also see the
TiStructuresit section of the Truck Trail Handbook. There no

State laws exist, it is recommended that tue location of
storage buildings be in accordance with the Amezican Table
of Distances. Some excerpts from this table follow:
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u:nt ity a Explosives
Inhabited
Builcing

Barricrded*
(Feet)

Public
Railways
Barricadcd*

(Feet)

Public
Highways

Barricaccecl*

(Feet)

*Barricaced, as here used, signifos that: the building con-
tiriing eploiTes s creenec. from thcr builaino, Iia-
cyc, or from eublic higny by cthcr ntuia1 or artifi-
cial barriers. then barriers ci net exist the distance
should be doubled.

518 Elcctrc e po or ctcnatcro shulc be stcrLc in
separate magazine not less than 100 fe t from the powder
magazine.

The wires of all electric caps should have their
cwurc nas tvritea togrthei to anevent ny posih1e electric
current, static or otherwise, from canoing a premature explosion.
Tne t iste eric s houil r )t bc uoteitca until verjthang as
reaey f or the final wiring, a short time before firing the round.

519. In storing powder nn going projects, dependence should
he nlac ad on such no turn]. barricades an heavy timber, ravines,
etc The rrra sura unairig sucn cchds shcsc he cequately
postca with ExpJoivo" si no For small 1untitis, a roit tble
magazine may be constructed cf two-inch plank or of shiplap
covered with heavy flat iron and mounted on skids or wheels. The
word ExPLCSIVES!t should be pointed sri all four sides and the top
of the structure.

A wooden box, with double hoara hinged lid, built
with hollow sides, the center to hole frrn erie to five boxes of
explosives, ha been func useful on the job. The hollow space of
the walls should be approximately 4 to 6 inches in width. For
safety and uniform temperature, f ill the space with sand or dry
soil. For convenience when moving, the soil may be clumped out ana
the walls re-filled at the new location, during cold or freezing
weather, replace the sail with sawdust. This will keep the ox-
plosive in a gooa handling condition. Do not bury small boxes or
other magazines in the drnp soil as moisture is detrimental to
most explosives.
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HANDLING EXPLOSIVES

Safe Cv First

Care should always be exercised in handling explo-
sives. Do not let familiarity breed contompt. Explod.iyes
are safe to handle when treated vith due regard for their
properties, btt they ar dangerous when abused. Careless--
ness and. rough handling are apt to cause explosions and
accidents.

Persons working sri E.C.W. projects will he held
responsible for strict compliance wIth "Rules icr Handling
Explosives," as laid down by -tha Director of Emergency
Conservation Work.

Onening Cases of Exlosives

The opening of dynamite bexe is an operation that
shoula be performed with due care. Dropping dynamite cases
to burst them open is both inefficient arid dangerous.
hether erie CaSe or a thousand cases are to be opened., safety
demands the use of woodaninols without any metal whatsoever
about them. Any kind of a metal tool - hammer, sledge, chisel,
pick or drill. stool may strike asnark from the nails ancL there-
by cause the dynamite to explode. while many dynamite cases
are opened evory year by means at metal tools without accident,
the hazard is always present, arid anyw orkman who uses a metal
tool for this purpose is exposing himself to possible injury
or death. booden tools do away with this hazard &nd are just
as effective. It takes a little forethought perhaps, to have
them at hanc, when needad, but the prevention of accidents is
worth some effort. Any wooden wedge and mallet will serve.

FREEZING AND THAING

Because most dynamites are toamy manufactured on a
low freezing formula, the hazaru of thawing them is largely
avoinea. However, if in cold weather the dynamite becomes
hard, it must be thawed. Otherwise, in handling, it may cx--
plode prematurely. It must be borne in mind that the thawing
of dynamite is a hazardous urdertaking. Always use a two-
compartment thawer, which can be procured from any marufacturer
of explosives. A thawer consists of a water-tight conpartmenit
for holding the dynamite, and. a receptable for hot water, which
surrounds the dynamite compartment. Under no circumstances
sould. the water he heated in the thawor, as there is danger
of firing nitroglycerin left in or on the wall of the thawer
from the warming of a previous quantity of dynamite which,
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when warm, exudes nitroglycerin readily. The water should he

heated in something other than the thawor, and should. be tested

by immersing one's hand in it. The temperature will probably

not be above 1260 F. if the immersed hand is not uncomfortable.

However, if the water is hot enough tc burn the hand, do- not

put the dynamite into the thawer. The nynamite compartment

must be kept dry and clean, and care should be exercised to

prevent the explosive coming in contact with water. Should

any of the ingredients of dynamite leak out into the thaer,

it should be thoroughly cleanea with a solution of sal soda.

The thawer should be kept away from stoves and fires at all

times.

Making Pr imers

523. Punch a hole from the center cf the end of the

cartridge in a slanting direction so that it will come out

at the side two or three inches from the end.. Insert the

ends of the double-over wires of the electric blasting cap

and loop these around the cartridge. Then punch another hole

in the top a little to one ido of the first, and straight

down. Insert the capsule in this last hole as far as possi-

ble and take up the slack on the wires. You now have a primer

where the wires do not cross each other at any point. The

capsule or detonator is lying nearly along the center line of

the cartridge and the primer hangs vertically, so that it is

possible to load it i's a vertical bore hol without its

lodging against the sides.

A second. method preferred by most explosive fore-

men is:- Punch a hole in the end of the cartridge approxi-

mately one-half inch deeper than the length c tha blasting

cap. About 3 inches from the end make a hole through the

cartridge. Pass the cap through this hole and imbed in the

hole in the end of the cartridge. Then pull the wires taut,

This- method is quick and will not chafe or bend the wiring.

The wires of electric blasting caps should never

be fastened around high explosive cartridges by half-hitching

them, as a strong pull is apt to break the wires or t. cut

the insulation. See Figure 502.

524. All of the recommended methods of priming are

based upon two principles:- First, placing the dotonato

so that its greatest force will be exc-rtod upon the charge

of explosive, not upon th- stemming or the walls of the bore

hole; and, second, protecting the cap from accidental deton-

ation arid the wires from injury. Painstaking application of

these principles will aia in reaucing premature shuts,

delayed shots, and misfires, and in securing maximum

execution from the explosive.
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Loading

525, Loadinc is the placidg of a charge of explosives in
bor h c or tUnrE 1, po c,.ai ' iuc. - p oh r o, vi

the stemming material.

As used in this handbook the word. "tamping" means the
act or work of ëlosint, a bore hole or covering up a shot and the
word "stemming" mans the material used.

526. In order to insure complete detonation of the expia-
ive, it is important that it be carefully lnaciecc and confinea

in a clean bore hole. The blaster shculo avoid smearing the.
nails of the bore hale with loose explosives. Contarniridtiorl of

the explosive with rock dust, earth or other fareigri matter tends
to lower its propagation sensitiveness

A careful examination cf a sprung hole should be made
before loading, to be sure that it is open., ann especially to
see that it has cooled off from the heat of the springing shot.
If this latter orecaution is neglected, hot rock in contact with the
charge may cause a premature explosion resulting in serious
accidents. Paricuiar care should be taken in sprung holes to
secure compact loaning and to eliminate air spaces.

flrst, try the hole with the tamping stick to see that
it is open and sufficiently neep arid iarfie. The required number
of cartridges should be shaped in, one at a time, arid pressed
into place with the tamping stick. The primer should be. placed

last or next to last.

Do not exert too much pressure in. loaning the explo-
sive charge or attempt to ram the cartridges into piece. This

may result in a premature explosion. Utmost care should be
used in loading the primer cartridge. Care shuid be token to
avoid leaving air spaces around the charge

Explosive w-rappers houldnot he taken off the car
cartridge as the wrapper ingredients actually help in the
explosion. In loaning, the cartridge wrappers should he slit
so that the c trtracge will epero., fining the spcce rp;ea
for tne loa ann not allow large air pockets to occur. If, for
any reason, cartridge shells, bags, liners or packing material
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cannot be mixed. with the exp:Losive, they should he carefully
collected arid burned in a suitable location where no fire
hazard exists. Thevrappers are poisonous aria stock will
lick them for the "salty taste." Under rio conditions should
these wrappers be left where stock can get at them.

The first few inches of stemming should be pressed
only lightly to avoid jarring the cap. The rest of the stem--
ming should be packed in firmly, using the wooden tamping
stick Taie e- r to avoia lo inir the cri of the e-lectr.c
blasting cap wires in the hole.

Good confinement is often difficult in loose, br
shattered soil and. rock; unde which conditions fire-setting
i possitle bone of tre chrga, f irure-d o.th soil rartclLs
or on becoming separated from the main charge along cracks,
may burn instead of detonating, and fire to surrounding
carbonaceous material.

where it is impossible to make a clean bore hole
and firmly pack the explosive, special precautions should be
taken to remove combustible idattor from the danger zone before
making the blast.

Stemming, except for gopher holes and tunnels,
should be free from stone and grit. For large holes where
the weight of the stemming gives the confinement, dry, free-
running sand is good. For other work, a moist, easily packed
sand, clay or loam is best. Stemming is probably the most
dangerous single feature connected with the use of explosives
in setting fires. Be sure the stemming is non-combustible.

Vhen a large amount of water covers a charge of
high explosives in a vertical or downward pointing hole,
further stemninig is sometimes omitted, as the water give-s
fairly good confinement.

Gooa tamping is one of the prime essentials of
successful blasting.
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hIRING, TESTING AND FIRING ELECTRIC BLASTING CIRCUITS

Electric Blasting Equipitent

529 See Figure 501.

(a) Detonators

Electric blasting caps, or detonators, are fired or
exploded by an electric current produced by a blasting machine
or Other source. The electric current passes through a Line
resistance wire in the cap, boating it to a high temperature
which sets off the sensitive explosive compound. Detonators
are desienated as No. 6 or No. .

(B) Connecting wire

This wire is No, 20 gauge and is furnished for us
in splicing electric blasting caps when they are too short to
reach between holes.

Leading hire

Leading wire is usea to carry the current from the
blasting machine or power circuit to the electric blasting
cap wires in the bore holes and return. No. gauge wire is
recommended and ordinarily used for this purpose.

Blasting Siachines

Blasting machines are used to generate current for
firing blasts by electricity. Two general types of blasting
machines are largely used One, a wooden case, containing a
small generator or dynamo, is operated by a downward thrust
of the rack bar. The aecond type is known as a pocket blasting
nchine ana is oJ,erctea b '. twist of the hra, usan . s1ecaal
key. hith either machine, success of the shot often depends
upon holairig th rck bu or t%ibt etion hanctle aoi n until the
dynamo quits turning.

( ) Galvanometer or Circuit Tester

This is ni-i Instrument used by blasters to test indi-
vidual electric blasting caçs; to determine whether or not a
blasting circuit is closed ana in the prper condition for the
blast; to inaicate the existence of leaks or short circuits and
the approximate resistance of a circuit.
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(f) Rheostat

This instrument is used for testing the efficien-

cy of blasting machines. It will tell the nuriber of detonators

the current generated in the blasting machine will fire.

The internal construction of the rheostat is an
arrangement of coils of high-resistance wire of a certain length

%lth the canaing pots t cuth cna ttche to at nas, anc the

intervening bmnnng posts attachea to it at interneaiate points.

The entire length of the resistance wire in the rheostat has a

resistance sufficient to represent a test )f one hundred 30-foot

electric caps, with a factor of safety to allow for the leading

ccniat1ng wire aru all connections in the hlastan circuit

The resistdnce wire between binding posts is so arranged that

Liastirig machine tests can be made in multiples of five.

Connecting Jires between Detonators

530. Connections between detonator wires, or betveen ae-

tonator wires ond connecting wires, must all be carefully made.

First, scrap the hare ends of the wires with a knife blade, and

then join them with a long twist, (generally known as the
hestern Union twist).

Such a twist shoula he made tightly to keep the

resistance in the joint down to a minimum. A quick method of

connecting detonator wires consists of placing them sice by

side, bending the ends to form a short crank and winding them

together by turning this crank. This gives a quick, tight

cormection which becomes tighter if pulled. This connection

extends at right angles to the wire but if necessary to tape

the joint, this can be along side one of the insulatoc wires

and the whole taped the same as any other joint. If there is

no hare end to the connecting wire, skin off about two inches

of the insulation. Never, under any circumstances, loop wires

together.

Series Connections

Phen using a blasting machine, all rounds must be

wired in series. This is done by ccnncting one wire from
each hole to a wire from the adjoining hole, arid so on to the

end, when the two free wires are connected to the leading wire.

See Figure 502.
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Loop connection. Do not use this splice

Another type of' poor connection

C

"Western Union" connection. J.waya use this
splice with wires of the same size

C,'

A poor connection with wires of different sizes

A good splice with wires of different size

SI[oe A is sure to give trouble nd with pres-
ence of & little dirt on the wirea may beooae
practically equivalent to a break. in the circuit.
Splice B, while better than A, is poor and is

sure to add matsrially to the resistance of the
circuit.
Splice C, known as the Western Union splice, i

idea]. and should be used where and whenever pos-
sible.
Western Union splices are difficult to aake with

two wires Of unequal size. Twisting the wires as
in D will make a splice easily pulled apart. A
good splice for wires of different size is shown
in, B.

I
Series connection. "Lead-back" method

Series connection. "Loop-over" method

Series cennection. Two lines of holes

1
Series connection. Three lines of holes

FIG. 502

A method of priming
with electrio biesting
cap for cartridges

Make pr1.nera with
eectric blasting
caps so that the

wires do not cross.
This method preferred.



Corneeting detonator Vir,s to Lcotnp Jirs

In mokirig :t.Js connection the ends of the wires must
be c te ion rr tue I n oi ' nriectang u es ti5htly
around the end of tue load in wire, at out on inch from tha on..
Then t enc tt e rid of tne lear ng ire oc C sharpl rAe Lkc
turn or two of tht, dctonatur wire around: the loop. This last
loop is simply to make a stronger connection to withst: rid any
acc ent1 ul1 n the lcaaan ware that nu ht teaj the corirac-
tion loose. (Figure 502).

Connectiny beading Wire e to Blasting Machine'

The connection of the leading wires 'to the older
type of blasting machine is made by loosening the nuts on the
to Linain pst, nsertin the en )f e Ic ein eres into
the two small h1c in the bind ma posts eae ti,:htenmnrr the nuts
down on the wires. With some of the newer tyoes of pocket blast-
ing machines which have spring posts, all that 'is necessary is
to slip the wires betweun the two sections of the posts.

then usina a duplex legd ire the 'line should be
tested areLluentl'155 tr sire snaetijnes breaks within the insu-
lation. Breaks in the single lead sire are easily founu.



Protection of Bare Joints in :Lring

The naked joints in the wires of a blasting circuit
must aiwnys be protected arainst short eirciny, especially
through water. This is done in several ways. iihen connections
lie on moist ground, they may be held up by supporting them on
stones, blocks or sticks, so that only the insulated parts of
the wires touch the ground and supports. The joints may be
insulated with tape. TAhile not generally needed where the joints
cai be bela off toe giounid, ths topnirr of the loints is strongly
recommended where the joints are covered by tamping, where they
cannot be held, out of the woter on props, arid where blasting must.
be done during a rain storm.

Care of Leading Wires

The oroper care of leadina wire is simple. After
being used it should he coii.ed arìdL hung up out of the way; under
no cercu'n tnne sir uTc it i crggc raI the uounc Le'cng
wire reels are very convenient and their use greatly rolongs
the life of the wire. There are two ways to coil and uncoil a
length of wire. If two or three coils are ser,arated when
droppea n the prouna rw thL are pu lou, et in r sua'ol ut
straight. More often it will klnk

To pay out a wire proparly make one end fast; teke
the coil in an upright position with the wire leading from the
bottom of the coil one pay out by rotating the coil away from
the point at which the end is made fast. It will be more con-
venjent to handle the coil if the onerator can walk backward,
paying the wire out as he goes.



To recoil a length of wire, it is impDrtant that the
first turn be ticci, otherwj it is almost imoassiblo and very
inc on ni. nt t K soil rh t 1l i-t fter was be cilfi-
culttounv.jnd.

Frequent irisnction ci' the aia, wire sho'ils be
made for the purpose of locating breaks in the ihiulation. If
breaks in the insulation are discoisr they shoula se
rmieaiatJy, thus nro]onging tk-c Uf of the 'or ana 'revcnt-
ing possible misfires.

..

Testing a Blasting Circuit .: 1

After the.round has. ben.wied,. the circit should he
te-te. with ialvancrneter to be sure there no brcdks in the
line A very accurate w y is to test th ires fron ech loaced
shot or, by using a small back line, test ach shot airdcL to the
main round to he sure none of the tonator wires were broken
during the loading.

Care of Biastinc Machines

Do riot allow the blastjnr7 machine to remain uncovered
over night or to remain out in wet or damp aoather. Care in
h nalin is c nais es if gç ç. esult frum firm: tnc rouna or
to be expected.

The bcrmrigs na gsx sIisul b lightly ciba
occasionally. Use a little c'raphite on the commutator, which
is the small coppercovered waeel on the end of the armature
shaft. See that the two slots cut in the copper part of the
commutator are clean, arid ith no particle of metal or anything
else in them which might cause a chart circuit, Keep the copper
brushes clean and see that they. hear firmly on the comautator.
Keep the circuit-breaking contacts clean and. bright.

A blatig machine should be kept in a tight clean
box and removed only when it is to be used, When a blasting.
machine is riot in use, store it in a dry end comparatively cool
place; not in a leaky tool box or n the open Test the machine
occasionally, with a rheostat.,
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Firing

Do not fire until you are sure that all charges are
properly loaded arid stemmed arid that all persons, animals and
nichinery are at a safe distance from thr shots. Helpers
shouid be stationed, on each side of shots to warn anyone who
may be approaching s a safety precaution, instruct the Crevv
as to the meaning of the shoutea ire" wcrn1ng, and tne number
of tames the word wali be shouted before firing Stump fragmentc'
and rock are somimes thrown a considerable distance. One man
only should be allowed to fire a round of explosives. This man
should always be the last to leave the danger zone.

Blasting machines with 50 sho.t capacity should he used
where shots are numerous. Smallermachines can be used to good
advantage for springing and where from one to ten shots arc to be
fired in a round.

After the line has been tested, work the rack bar up
and down vigorously 4 or 5 times to warm up the thagneto. Then
hook the blasting machine on to the line and plunge the bar to
the bottom of the mahjne to make the cQntact. Hold the rack
bar down until the magneto stops turning. .

If the blaster cannot get under safe cover he should
always face the blast with his back to the sun, as this gives him
the best chance to watch arid avoid any flying matter.

After a blast is fired, the blaster, before returning
to look over the result, should wait a sufficient length of time
to allow the falling material to drop, and for the smoke, fumes
and dust to be partially disiptod or blown away.

Make sure no fires have been started.

Handling Misfires

thile there is no perfectly safe method. for handling
a charge which has missed fire, it is usually entirely possible
to prevent a misfire, when using electric blasting caps, by test-
ing each electric blasting cap with a circuit tester before load-
ing, before tamping, and after tamping.

All misfires should be placed under the direction of
a careful and experienced workman, who should make his examina-
tIon in a slow, methodical manner before begin fling the work of
repriming
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540. Handling a misfire is far the most hazardous duty

any blaster in called upon to perform, and he should proceed

with every precaution for his own safc-ty and that of other men
on the job. Misfires are much easier to prevent than to cure.
Careful priming arid loading will reduce the chances of shots

failing to fire. When a misfire does occur the bluster should
be governed by conditions, and carefully investigate.

When electric blasting caps are used an one or

all of the holes fail, disconnect the wires from the, blasting
machine before going back to investigate the trouble.

Try your Galvanometer to see- i± the circuit is
complete; if not, search for broken wires and faulty connections.
Many so-called failures are the. result of connectiors in contact
with wet ground or other conductive material.

If poor connections are found, make the proper
repairs, re-connect the :Leadinig wires and operate the blasting

machine.

If the missed hole is tamped with water, make up
another primer, place it on top of the charge, and fire.

If the hole is tumped with oiid material, load

and fire another charge far enough away for drilling in safety,
but close enough to cause detonation by concussion or sensitivity.

When a second hole is drilled, place it So that the

two holes lie in a plane parallel to the face, or so that the
second hole is in front of the missed hole. Many accidents have
occurred from striking unexploded dynamite in the debris from

the blast0

With holes that have been sprung, it is not practica-
ble nor safe to drill another hole alongside of them to blast
out the charge.

541. There are many ways to remove stemming from a bore

hole. The safest and most practicable method is that of blow-
ing the stemniarig out with compressed air. There iS caanger,

however, of striking the explosive with the metal pipe, and
exploding the charge. The danger is somewhat decreased, but
not eliminated, by having the blow pipe tipped with copper or
brass. A safer method of using compressed air is to attach to
the air line a stiff rubber hose with a valve for regulating
the flow of air and push this hose into the bore hole.
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BLASTING SOLID ROCK

Amount ei x1oc. R 'uxo.

54.2. Because of thm diffdrent types of rock to be blasted
an conaitins enceunterce, it is imposshle to givE a et r ile
as to uontitie of explosives accessory to remove a given
quantity cf rock. The charge v;ili vary from 3/4. lb. to l lbs.
of dynamite for each cubic yaa of solid rock to be moved.

)I mct s1a1E s, nrc-pn ane rt1 ci ritgr teE
rocks, a loo-streagth, slow explosive is usually the IL')St COO-
nomicel to use. Toe A, Close 7 and Type 13, Class 2b, U. S.
Forest Service accei:tablo list ape recommended. Thoe explo-
sives should be primed vith a high strength primer.

For the first trial, only enoupio holes should be drillee
o no farce t ma' a P ir t t f t tha r Cing I J a iag ill
do in the given material. From this evidence, either the spacing
or the loading, or both, should be modified to conform to the
results of the trial.

Teble 532 shows spacing of drill holes one amounts of
explosives for the first trial shots in unfamiliar materials 'here
hard shooting is permissible. Also see paragraph 412 for spacing
of holes.
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An foCk cifficuit
to shatter

1'L.O

All mC;aium hrd
war thero r nartii
aisintegratrra rack
Tree cnttirl7.

Ordinary shole
hard ran, etc

Soft rock

TABLE 502

LEs . of ep1oiro
Spacing of per cu. y. of

drill burdan

nole : (xciu1vs at
Springing)

: to /4
thoir depth

part

I! t

- to 3/4 opth
a part

1 to i

2/8 to I

In et holes or damp ho1e that sill riot ha fixac

within sevaral hours use Gelatin Dynamite :r
Ammonia Semi--Gelatin.

524-

U. S.
Enrost Sarvice
ACptab1G List

Explor ivea

A 2-4-7 (or

B 1a1h'rb (0%

See Fiure 50$ far illustrations of blasting solid roCk.

A 3 40%
1 50%

2 6 60%

'f-ice. Class
2-4-

Grade

60%
B 6&7

1-
1b2h 60%

J\ 2-a--7 40%

B
la& 21) 40%

11 4-7 30%
D l°I2 30%

2-7 20%
1 h; i

L'

(60%



Suringirig

lo very tough haxd material, the holes should aLy
be sprung so as to form a cavity, or chomber, o sufficient size
to accommodate most of the charge at the bottom of the cr111 hole.
ane sarie is a10 true of- deep holes in the softer rocks, eecet
when the danger of losing the hole by snringing is too great.
To form the cavity in hare. rock may require the firing in cech
hole of several successive charges. A fast, high strength explo-
dye should be used for springing. Always el1ov the hole to cool
after springing. This xcv be hastened by blowirg the hole - ith

comoressed air.

Se.rs Ohoot jag

By taking aevntage of seams or crevices in nil cut-
cropping xock formations, it is possible to cut down the drill-
an;, ad in soinc c' o Lru,n t t or t fr 21 .FlO\ flP
Exploiv (Grade A aria A, Class 7 arid Pb) is beet for seam shoot-
ing as it runs into the small crevices easily, ann does very
effective work ahen confined with goud stemming. However, cc
not use a, free flow ing explosive for wet work, as it tko up
moistuis reaily.

If compressed air is avn liable, aro the seamg can be
donned wi tu a blowpipe, a loadang pipe will be fininG very
efficient for loacting free floun xplosiv. The air houid
be turned on with sufficient force to blow the explosive lack
into the small recesses, and with nit such force as may have a
tenciency to blow the explosive eut of the hole.

BLASTING BOULDEIS

Amount of Explosive Reouired

The amount of exnlo lye required for bias tied boulders
varies with the method, used. Block hc;ling rec1uires the least,
and mudcapping reeuir s the mart, sf the three common methods.

See iihie 503 for suggostec charges for bruider bLast---
ing.
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W/RFS

OF RO#4j
Z].evat ion of approximate loading
for cut work on highways. To give
the proper crown end sufficient
depth for the side ditches, the
holes away from the center are

drilled deeper.

Approximate method of loading for
side hill cut and fill. In earth or
clay the side of the cut should be
sloping to prevent caving. Another
short-hole in the top of the bank
will aid in making this elope

DIRECTION OF
CURrEN7-----

526

Location of a
flator hori-
zontal bore
hole in a
road cut

Location of a
deep, vertical
bore hole in
a road out

Approximate method of loading for
side hill cut where excavated ma-
terial is to be wasted or hauled
elsewhere. In earth, the aide of
the cut should be left sloping in-
stead of vertical, to prevent caving

FIG. 503

Lllockhole method for ledge blasting Snekehole method
for ledge blasting



BLASTING CAP
PAPER

MUD -.
DYNAMITE

CrGa-SeCtiofl of a mudcapped load

- SLiT CAZrRi.VcEJ

4JfrJPYAd
Locating a snakehole charge

Locating a blockhole charge

527

WIRES

Sounding rod
for examining
the size of
buried

boulders

HG. 504



TABLE 503

duggested Charsea fir Buulder Blasting

Thickness of : Cartrid:as of 1" x 8" One 4(
boulder apno- Mudcap : Snakiiole Llockhole

site charge Method Method. Method

1 feet 1-2 1

2 2-3. l-2
I 4-5 3-4

I, 6-8 5-7 1

The above figures are hosed on 40% L.F. straight nitroglycerin dyna-
mite.

See Figuros 503 anc. 504 for illustrations of blockhol-
ing, snakeholing and rnudcappiig.

BlockholThg

546. Blockholing consists o1 drilling a hole into the boulder
and charging it w4th a omall amount of ctynamite. It. is the best

met ioo fur brekirig vey hcra or vi lrge. ocuicers, espca llj
those of th "nigger-head" type that are d.ifficu]:.t to break by
other methods. The hole should usually be drilled about half-say
through the boulder, and may he an incI or larger in diameter.

The dxplosive is sometimes removed fros the shell and
packec firmly into the bottom ot the hole. Tampinig tne noic helps

the explosive to give the best breakage,

s the confinement is perfect in the proper loading,
any of the lower grace cynomites aial gays gaocc results,

Biocitholing is very effective in blasting out-cropping
leages that are too large to remove entirely.

3riakeholin

547. Snakeholing consists of digging a hole under but
immediately against the bctto: of a huuldcr, and placing the cnarge
of explosives in as compact shape as the size of the hole ill

permit. The explosive, being confined on the underncice by the
earth, can exert a powerful blo on the boulder and cjl1 roll it
out.. If a sufficient charge is used, the bulder nill be broken
into fragments. This is one of the easieat ondmust successful
methods of boulder blasting.
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Mud capaing

Lude piri is c- ow o t I i ifl

"hu1t a olit.cui g,' " oulticrap, ?nlcsterLng,
'ciOT±cIg." It is rnace possible by the fast, hattaring action
i tie iigner st entb c )O31iOS Ori rrtho ,f riuc cane ing
consists of removing the explosive from the shell and packinp
it in a compact eondcal heap on the boulder, arid, atter insert-
ing a primer, covering it with the wrappers and several inches
of thick, heavy crud. Vdrere there is a great deal of this iork,
t b d. nc, the OXJL5IVC as rt rerce 11 rui t e wrp er, but
whole or half cartricrgus, sometimes slit, are arranged as com-
pactly as possible at a given point on the boulder. The cap
i riserte an tue crc f crc t ic c 1 , Ot ti e i IC
charge ccvered iith reud.

The explosive should be plaed on the boulder at
the place there the rock would be strock with a hairLner, aere
it p iLlt to b c it in t i L y i a xc p on t .
or on the side. If the hotilaer is. oxrhcdcied in the ground, a
sriakehole shot to roll it out on the surface hou1d first be
made, becaucer the corfininp dirt makes it much harder to break,
with a mudcap shot. The mud covering hould be as thick as is
convenient to make it, but rrot less thar 5 or 6 inches, and
free from stones. The hlst un:L throo stones as though they
were bullets, Never lay a stone on top of th mud, far the
same reason.

BLASTING STUMPS

Organizing the Work

549. (a) Keep the clearing ahah of the stunpirire, and
the stumping far enough ahead of the grading, tnat neither
the LL in viCJ ru n ill ta. hcoa u v atina fr tuma
to be shot out.

(b) If rssThl'.;, distribute the explosive along the
ragnt-of- y Pie a .f iA-c t nrnr-ig cnp Toe sthn crc i

folloes the clearing cre, digging halc under the stumps to
b shot hi1 thc i ;rp i. ge 1oi o, ti e r n wito
one helper should make up a suppl of praisers for the loading

of the round. Pc riot make mjre primers than needed at tho time,
as a pricier is always dr.ngorous. The powder man will then, ith
his helper, load the stu.mp until noon or a knoan time, arid when
all is ready, tire the roune aS soon as the crews go aif tne 3ob.
Check for misfires and reshoot beforc. the crew returns for the
next shift. Follow the same arocociure in the afternoon.
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(c) During dry weather, leave a patrolman on the job
after shooting during the nocu hour, arid in tili; VOfl1(i
a:rie control any fires thot rci.;ht be started op shootino opera-
tiorlr3.

The proper Forest officer should. keep all easlos ive
ci w rnf orr cc am ira hagn ± ire ho z z a we .tb ci Ooi r urh sh t
as are necessary to avoid costly delays of equipments, etc.,
should be firea.

t the time the- stumps are shot, any surface houlaers
snculc lcu be lonovec. by hottan f nece..ory oee
545.

4.fl SOrIC cases, it. is osibie- to shoot out the entire
tree nithout cutting, but this is usually navisable only on
slopes under 25% ahere trees are Lrge arid scattering. To shoot
the tree out and pull it in the cior aith the tractor, is an
economical method of cleering ehuri properly dope, However, con-
ditiors must ho right to do a gooc. job. On steep sLones the tree
can be thrown clear f the right-of--way.

Amount of Explosive reiiren

550. The amount of explosive- neceesary will, of course,
vary with the types of soil and timber. Some species require
more explosive than others. In gravelly or loose soils, more
explosive is required than in moist compact soil. A slow pro-
pulsive explosive is recommended for stump shooting in most
soils. However, in loose oil a fast explosive with cutting
action is preferable.

More explosives are required in ary soil than in wet
soil. When five or more sticks are used, springing is usually
necessary. Large green stunips are mure easily shot i:iLh des--
tributed. charges.

Guard against waste of explosives. Do not shoot the
stump so hard that a deep hole is left, and most of the roadbed
material blown away with it. No stump should be shot harder
then just sufficient to shatter it so as to eanble the trail-
builder to push or pull it out. stumps up to 6 inches in
diameter can usually be pushed out by the trailbuilder without
shooting.

See Tables 504 aro 505.
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Diameter
stump : of Kind of Exp1oive
(1 ft. : l" x " U. S. F. S. Acceptable List
obove :cartridgee
çuncF) : Tyno Class Grade

16" 9-12)
.1811 10-14)
20" l2l6)
24" 1Lid) (A
30" 17-21) (B

36" 20-25)

TABLE 504

Amount and Kind of Explosive for Stui Blasting

6"

8" 4-5) (A ..27 20%
10" 5-6) (B 1
12" 6-h) (A 7 20-30 Ire I1ou
14" 8-ic) (B 20-30 Frei Flov

ia:ib2

For Cutting

40% - 60%
40% - 60%.
Stick or
Free Flowing

Us Ts & B Ci s 7 na
2b (Free F1oan Bg

Powoers) v.hCi lodang is ct difficuit The ehrre shoula be
piacca by ilr through pipe .onstructec fcr the purpose

So many factors enter into stump shooting thLt. any
precise table can be used only as a guiae for the first few
test shots. The table simply offers a starting point arid the
explosive foreman must use his swn judgment after a fe trial

shots.

The tdble was made for a meujum loam soil. Heavier
moist soils will take less and light dry soils wil toke more
exp1oivc If th stumps rs green, ocre cxplcsie will be
needed. If they are partly rotted, les.s explosive will usually
blast tharr out See Sturu Figure 53L3
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TJBLE 505

Amount of Explosive for' Stump Blasting

Tap-rooted Pine Stums - Charge Loaded in Tap Root
Diameter No. of 3*" x 8"

1 foot Cartridges of Explosives

above
ground Green stump Dead stump

Hard Wood Stumps - Moist Firm Soil

Old but Solid VThite Pime Stumpa - Moist Soil
Diameter of 1±" x 8": No.

3

4

5

6 up

6" 2 1

12" 3 3*
18" 5 2

24" 7 3

30" II 3*
36" 14 5

above
1 foot cartridges of Explosives

ground Heay Light

18" 2-3 3-4
24" 3-4 4-6
30" 5-6 6-10
36" 7-8 10-15
42" 10 - 12 15 up
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6" 2

4

18" 5-7
24" 7-10
30 10-13
36" 13 up

Diameter No. of 3*" x 8"
1 foot Cartridges of Explosives
above

ground Green stump Dead stump



Placing the Charge

551. Different classes of sturips have very different
roots. Some have heavy tap roots, others only lateral,
spreading roots, while scrr hae both kinds1 The loading
must suit the nature of the roots, and be p1acd to break
theii bldinthe soil. Soc F iguros 505 and 506:

If the stump has a tap root, the charge
must be plactd c11 urdor the center of th stump and
against the tap root.

If the stump is on level ground, place the
chargeunder the strongest par of the root structure.

If the stump is on a sidehull, a1vays place
the shot under the upper side of the stump so that the iim-
pact Of the hi11side will give more imtus to the shot.

(a) To shoot large stumps, over 30 inches 1n
diameter, it pays ±out in 2 or 3 light charges rather
than to put in one big charge that is costly to place, and
which may be much 1es effective.

(e) Do not spring the hole unless there is no
other possible chance to get a hos don under a stump.
Springing loosens the ground under the stamp, and much of
the effectiveness of the charge will be lost. Too heavy
springing may shoot all the dirt away and leave the stump
high md dry, but still tightly imbedded by the roots.

(f. Steit the hole with mineral soil to be sure
the charge doce not blbu out, Use a woodon stick or a pick
handle for tamping.
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CHAOP
Dynamite is
placed In hole
bored into the
tap-root

STE'IM/N&

wIefs

PZIJ'fZR-
4tTtIDciE

CHMGE

PR7MF
CARTEID6E

Locations of Charges
Above: Two charges are placed as
shown, ].ectrio blasting caps
are needed and a blasting machine
to explode dynamite.
Left: Single charge placed on one
side of tap-root.

Tools Required When Blasting Stumps
A

c-

EI-

-

11

A. Steel bar 2 inches In dIameter, 5 feet long, either
round or octagon and pointed. B. Red Top wood auger with
ball-bearing crank handle. C. Red Top wood auger 5 feet
long, and exten6ion section, with bit l or 2 inches in
diameter. D. T-punch bar 3 or 4 feet long, l inches in
diameter with 20-Inch handle. E. Soil auger 5 or 6 feet
long, bit ]. or 2 inches in diameter. Tamping stick to

pack explosives in place. FIG. 505
534



A charge of explosive blows out nearly a right angled cone,
as marked by the dotted line, If the stump is evenly rooted,
the charge should be placed under its center and at such a
depth that this cone will just include the body of the stump

and the largest roots, as above.

ELECTR1C
ZASTING CAP
W1PJ5

Ch'A&GES

If the stump has much larger roots on one side than on the
other, place the charge under the stronger side.

PAeJME& CATWOE

Place the charges under the strongest roots. 'mienever two
or xrre charges are used, they must be fired with elec4

blasting caps.

535
FIG. 506



552. Safety Rules for Handling, Storing, end Using Explosives

ExplosiveS should, be kept in a clean, coo.l,dry, and oll
ventilated place,

All storago of oxplosivos must be in accordance with Aor-
jean Table of Distances.

Always store cases of stick explosives with th: bottozi side
down. Do not allow tno cartridges to stand on end.

A complete record of explosives should be kept. This in-
cludes the amounts issued and to whom.

Always inspect a car in xich a shipment of explosives ar-
rives, to ascertain whether its contents are in good con-
dition. Ii' cesos arc found broken, remove sufficient good.
canoe and. swoop up the broken cases, remove to a safe dis-
tance and destroy them. by burning.

Do not oko while handling or tiansporting explosives.
Do not hand.lo explosives or make primers there there are
open fires, flames, lights, or any danger of sparks.

Eloctrid blasting cops of different manufacture should not
be used in the same round.

Only handle explosives and make, primers during dayliit
hours, if at all possible. If necessary to uso artificial
light, use only electricity.

Do not handle packages of explosives roughly as by rolling
or sliding than in a rough wanner or dropping a case to
o:)en it.

Do not leave explosives or blasting caps uncovorod, ex-
posed to the direct rays of the sun or whore children, un-
authorized persons, or animals hcvo access to thorn.

Do not make urirsers in a magazine winro explosives are
stored.

Do not carry blasting caps in your clothing. Make a sep-
arate damp proof container with uQdding to irovont sudden
shocks.

Metal tools must never be used to open canes of explosives,
because of the ever present danger of striking a spark from
the nails in the eases. Always use wooden wedges end mal-
lets.



Never use explosives that arc frozen, They must be thawed
out to prevont a premature explosion

Do not force a cartridge of hi explooiic, especially a
primer into a bore hole.

las use a v'ooden terpir stick ith no cposod "ietel
parts,

Loosa packing paper from elosivos must be collected end
destroyed. for tile aesthetic readside values and to prevent
stock from conSiiriing it for its salty taste.

Be sure that the 1cding and connecting wiros are not short
circuited through exposed wires, Avoid kinking the wires.

Do not tap or otherwise investigate electric blasting caps
or attempt to withdraw the wires,

Do not load or connect up shots for electric firing during
the approach or progress of a thunder storm, If charges
are already loaded and. connected, all persons should be
kept at a safe distance from then while the storm is in
progress. If necessary to lcavc over night, tuist the ends
of the load wire together, coil, and cover :ith dirt.

Be sure when springing to clleo tine for the sprung chamber
to cool before placing the next springing charge or load'ing.
J:ftor each springing shot, the chamber should be blown out
clean, The blowing out of the chamber viiU help to cool
the cavity.

Use every precaution known to insure a safe shot. Be sure
that all persons arc at a safe distance or under prepared
or natural cover,

Do not use explosives having different rates of detonation
in thu sane eliot or scrios of shots unless used only as a
primer.

Destroy loose or old explosives by burning. Care must be
exercised to prevent burns by sudden flares and be sure to
retire to a safo distance to minimize the chances of in-
jury by flying debri in the case of an explosion. Do not
burn more than 100 lbs. at one time.

AU vehicles used for transporting explosives should be in
first-class condition and. hdvo a warning sign, "EL0SIS -

0", pasted conspicuously front end. ioar. A closed
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body is best. If the body is riotol or has metal strips,
ctc0, a false linina of wood ould be made. Explosive
packages should act be piled hi1i.er than the false body
and each vehicle riust be equipped i1th an adequate, easi-
ly accessible, fire extinguisher.
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SECTION 17:1

i1A±NTEbE

Definition

Maintenance consists of all activities and work necessary
to keep a road up to the last standard attained by construction
or betterment work.

Policy (See Roads Section of Adrninistrativ Manual)

l existIng mileage upon the Truck Trail and Trail System
should he maintained dequato action must be taken to insure pro-

per maintenance of projects where the maintenance is financed from

Government funds. Maintenance of Forest roads by other agencies
should be closely inspected and watched to assure protection of the
Forest Service investment In construction To obtain the least an-

nual cost in maintenance, the truck trails must be finished to full
standard at the time of construction. Incompleted projects are

more expen3ive to mantain

Complete construction includes tbe following:

Clearing completed to a width which will not inter

fore w1th-theworkof t:riC raintenaflCe equipment.

(See figure 401.)
Grading cosipleted, including suro-elevation of
curves, and finished cut banks and fills.

Drainage finished, including completion of the
roadbed or surface drainage or built-in drainage.

'Erosion control measures such as planting of cut
banks and fill slopes must be completed.

Curves, in-slopes and outsiope finished.

The National Forest Manual defines the projects where the
financial burden properly may be borne by Forest road funds and
those o.n which the cost should be paid by the users. Many projects

originally falling in the first class will gradually be transferred
to the second class.

If desired by the local authority, the Forest Service may
handle nd supervise th actual maintenance work although such work

is finnnced in trnole or in rart by the former

Maintenance may be delegated to a local authority if it is
ecpipped for such work and. will handle it efficiently. The work

should be thoroughly inspected, preferably while in progress, so
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that if found. unsatisfactory, it cexi be brought to the immediate
attention of the local authority cordoti3d4

In many cases the limited annual allotment will necessi-
tate maintenance of long mileage with limited funds. Ordinarily

the funds are insufficient to permit patrol maintenance and it
will requi.re careful anaemnt to secure essential rEsa1tS it1'

periodic maintenance

Maintenance Plan

602. A careful studr of al] ryded nantcnanCO Nork should be
made in detail. The tudy ähould include all existing Fore3t
£oad. and truck trails and detrmiriation be made of the nroieets
tIat require maintenance derirg th carrnt year After arrang-

ing for the naintenarce 01 such ioads as i.al' be rreintained by

oth r ugencis, a car1ul slan shouid be nacL covering the axrount
and character of work u ich sholl be done bI the lorest Scrvice,
its aporoximate cost, fimo r ourtA, and tn neriod during w1ich

maintenance can cc done rnant efiicntly and economically Ar-

rangements should tien be rrade for financ1n overhead, crew or-

ganizatio', equlpncnt, priorit;, and ti e sciedule Comelete in-

truction covering all ohas of necessary Tork should be given
to those to be n charge of cnd responsible for the maintenance
operation.

Selection of Maintenance District

The selection ofadistrict should be governed by:

Natural boundaries.

Time of the yca when the maintenance should be
done. (Execution at the wrong time frequently
is worse than no work at all.)

Frequency of-maintenance work.

4- Soil conditions etising in the district

Crew Organization and E1uipment

A maintenance crew should be selected fo its ability to

make repc4rs where needed and to avoid doing maintenance work
whercit is notrequired. A competent, experieflced foreman or
crew leader should be in charge of eich r-nintnance crs. The

number of laborers in each crew should be determined by a care-
ful study of the maintenance work necessary in the district and
thp eqi4pment which willdo the work most efficiently.
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The type and character of the most1 ftive equipment

varies with different conditions. Available information and

cost data are as yt insufficIent to determine -the most uit-

able arrangement for each condition. However, from the studies

made in the field of truck trail maintenance work, the motor pa-

trol grader outfits have shown a cost of 25% to 50% less than

that with a tractor trailbuilder and grader outfit.

A combination rolling kitchen and sleeping quarters should

be provided for each outfit where it will be too far for the main-

tenance crow to travel from established camps, towns or homes to

the work. The rolling kitchen should, for convenience, be moved

each day with the advance of the maintenance work. Designs of

suitable portable sleeping and mess outfits to accommodate from

two to five men are available at the Washington Office.

It may be found necessary to increase the number of the

maintenance crew where the amount of work of cleaning culvertS,

cutting cit brush, ramoving fallen trees, end repii1ag walls is

greater than the ordinary crew can handle. This work, however,

can be done by a separate crew either in advance of or after the

grading operation. The following sot-u-as of maintenance equip-

ment for various typos of work have proved to be very efficient.

Twoman outfit:

One motor patrol grader
One rolling kitchen and sleeping quart ers

One dump truck

This outfit hag been found to be most economical on truck

trails where the slopes measured at riht angles to the road are

less than 30%; on truck trails having side slopes greater than

30%, this outfit will rove very efficient, provided slides are

not too large or numerous. The truck is used to tow the rolling

kitchen and sleeping quarters as well as to do the necessary haul-

ing of supplies and such hauling of materials as will be neces-

sary in the maintenance work along the truck trail.

Three-man outfit:

Where regulai construction equipment must be used to do

the maintenance work, the following listed outfit is recommended,

the trailbuilder to be used to remove slides, fill washouts, etc.:

One tractor and trailbuilder
One rolling kitchen nd sleeping quarters

One grader
One dump truck
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Five-man outfit:

Where it is necessary to accomplish the maintenance work
over a large district in a very short time, and whero motor pa-
trols a±e not available, it will be found advantageous to use a
I ive-mari crew and:

One tractor and tiailbuilder with grader
One tractor and grader
One dump truck
One rolling kitchen and sleeping quarters

On maintenance districts where the road slough and slides
are large and numerous, and special eciuiment is not provided a
tractor and trailbuilder is the best implement for the removal
of the larger slides. Very oftn this type of work can be accom-
plished by the three-man crew, provided that the hand work neces-
sary to clean out the culvorts, repair walls and remove brush and
trees is not too great, o a follo-uperewj for this work has
been arranged. Equipment for use where slough and slides are en-
countered should consist of:

One tractor and trailbuilder
One motor patrol grader
One dump truck
One rolling kitchen and sleeping quarters.

Where the majority of the truck trails are surfaced, the
outfit listed below is recommended for general use. In addition
to this equipment, a tractor operated crusher and extra dump
trucks should be added as needed to haul, crush and provide nec-
essary aggregate for re-surfacingand stock piling.

One motor patrol grader
One tractor and grader
One dump truck
One multiple blade drag

.A truck shovel is more mobile than a tractor and trail-
builder or a motor patrol grader arid is very useful in a mainten-
ance district having numerous slides and whehouts. The truck-
shovel can travel rapidly from plo.ce to place removing the larger
slides and replacing washed out fills. The truck trail can then
be shapedwith the less costly two-man motor patrol outfit.

A truckohovel will do the work of making fills, removing
slides far in advance ofother maintenance equipment. For this
reason the shovel should be used as a separate unit, It can with
careful planning do the slide and fill work of several mainten-
ance districts or where the work is not too heavy, and time allows,
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the work on several' Forests. This unit is also useful through-

out the year for loading trucks, bettermdnt "ork and the lighter

excavating job s.

A tiick for supplies and. where the vor1 is remote from

camos, etc., a cortable kitchen and. sleeping quarters should ac-

company tile shovel outfit,

The Dünip Truck with an underbody scraper attachment has

ben found to be a vry useful piece of finintenanco eaipment

for certain work. Sufficient data as to the best uses of this

oquinmeirt have notben obtained by the Washington Office and.

cannot, therefore, be recommended aa.'gonra1 piece of equip-

ment for all kinds of maintenance worka'.

Maintenance' Instruct ions

603. Tire' in'strucions should. include such portions of the fol-

lowing as arc applicable to the vork to be. done:

Open up all blocked or partially blocked culverts,

clear inlet and outlet ditches of all debris, repair headwalls,

check spill troughs of culverts in fill sections to soc that

they are properly functioning and protecting, the fill slope.

Remove culverts that are not working because of poor
installation or location and reset them properly where needed..

Note whore additional drainage is required and mark

location by stakes or otherwise. A culvert should not be replac-

ed. by one of higher' standard with maintenance funds; construction

funds should be used, Additional culverts should be financed.

from construction funds.

4, Eliminate ruts, build up shoulders, repair damage to

fill slopes; in general, reshape the road to conform to the cross

section to which originally constructed..

Remove slides and slide rock.

Fill holes or pockets in the roadbed. which catch and

hold water forming and holes. Add material where needed to com-

pensate for losses dwe to wear, erosion, or viind,

Drag reads to maintain a smooth surface after storms

and. whenever rutting condition requires smoothing of the surface,

8, Remove brush, and. fallen trees that interfere with

'traffic.

9. Repair walls and cribbing.
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install open top culverts diagonally across sus-

tamed grades where rapid run-off might cause damage.

All bridge structures should be examined at least

once a year. Minor repairs should be taken care of by main-

teiande. A record of bridge inspections made annually should

srv as a basis for estimating maintenance allotments and for

instructions to the foreman,

Repair and replace signswher9 necessary.

Repair surfacing where holes and 'avelling edges

have occurred

Rcpaint structures as needed in accordance with

the Regional standard color scheme.

lb. Stake work to be done on jobs and reference it to

male posts, points shown in road lo-'s or other prominent marics.

16. Turnouts should be graded to standard width.
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COST PING AND CONORETE

700. Accurate cost data should be obtained on a compara-
ble number of Forest Service projects to show the efficiency

of various similar jobs and to serve as a basis for estimating

now work. Cost recods on sections having various types of

soil, weather, etc., are valuable in determining the equipment

best suited to truck trails, or maintenance work. Detailed

cost data are not warranted on small low cost projects.

Expenditures on all construction and/or betterment

rojects will be kept on Accounts Form 19-h.

Expenditures for minor rand maintenance need not be

kept separately by arojects hut can be lumped together by funds.

A plan found quite satisfactory -to got project maintenance cost

with a minimum ci' bookkeeping is to use Accounts Form 21-I.

The certificate number and amount of each vouchor are entered

in the second and third columns, the other columns to the right

being used for individual projects. This saves any necessity

for transfers emong maintoiance sub-allotments.

The elements of cost will be those lihted in the

Forest Service timehook (Revised summer, 1932). These ele-

ments have been designedto break damn the cost of rading,

surfacing, or bridge jobs into the principal classes of work,

each element being subdivided into labor, equipment rental,

and materials.

The elements of cost have.beon. expanded to cover
details of surfacing and bridge work, otherwise they are
nearly the sane as the first nart of Form 880, "Standard

Timubool:." Clearing and bbing have been combined, but brush

disposal has been left soparat in order to differentiate

between the cost of removing brush and trees from the roadbed

excavation and the cost of cleaning up the right-of-way for

fire protection purposes aid/or to prOtect the inherent
scenic values. Data on the cost of "fills" is desired sepa-
rately from "excavation" to show just how much is being spent

on -endhaui work and whether or not the cost of making fills

as compared to side-hill location or other design is justified.

In order to have the cost data in the most usable

form, it is divided into labo±, equipment and. materials. The

cost of equinment might be the actual, cost of operation, repairs

and depreciation, but to have all cost reports for all regions in

comparable form, it is better to use a common rate for the use of

large equipment. This rate will cover operating expense, repairs

and depreciation. The equipment rental rates -to be used in getting

engineering costs used during any one fical year will be the ones

issued by the Forester's off ice annually prior to .Tuly 1.
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Forms 69 and 69a have been,'des.iged to give an analysis
of the various olomeits of cost'bn adifig, surfacing and bridge
jobs. These report form maybe used for finaiproject reports and
may also be used for prorEss or' cunilatiirO reports for any period
of time desired by the Region.

It is not difficult to work up the renorte in the fcri
shown on Forms 69 and 60a provided the base data, are accurately, kept
and the routing carefully followed by the time-keeper. All base
data, i.e., labor, use of equipment and materials used on thq job,
should be kept in the Forest Service timehook. Work sheets (Forms
68, 68a and 68b) have been prepared to facilitate assembling the
data on Forms..69 and 69a. First the . c,ost ,of the lobor for each
man during the report priod should be listed on tne approprate
"Work Sheet" and the totals posted on Forms 69 and 69a in the labor
column; next., the equipment.. rental for. each piece of. ".arge" equip-
mont would be posted. on .a Work Sheet

. and totals. entered. in the
column for equipment rental on Forms. 69,.or.69a.. If he c.ost of
materials ued an tue )ob is novn to him, the timo-keoper can
fill in the "Materials" column .on 69. or 69a and then get the totals.
Ho can also fill in the column for "work done.. units". and get the
"unit cost." , . . . . . .

The time-keeper, who niay be the foreman or some qualified
member of the road crew, kn.ow the timo for the men and the hours
used of all the equipment and can easi.ly.cornrlete 't:he,,.two columns
"labor" and "equipment .rontal' on 69 or 69a.. It is often difficult
to get the cost materials .on. the jpb and. it is not .always 'neces-
sary to include the materials cost. .on progress reports.. A complete
financial report is not needed from the road foremen.since the
Supervisors' offices will generally be responsible for allotment
control. The annual progress report and/or final: report will ordi-
narily be made up in the Supervisor's office and should include the
cost o materials used on the job.. .

The engineering cost report C one has been designed. to
tie in with the accounting Form 19-h Expenditure' Record for oads -
see sample enclosed with Circular E-958 of April 25, 1932. . The

total labor cost on 69 and 69, including the cost of labor for.
"Equipment Repairs" paid i'or from project. suballotment, can be
checked against "5alaries and omporary La.bar". on form 19-h, mak-
ing such allowance as necessary for salaries of monthly employess,
The only entry opposite Equipment Repairs wi1l'..e for Labor.
"Equipment Rental" on Forms 69 and 69a will include the rentals
based on depreciation plus operation and, p'lu. all repairs .of equip-
ment (large), Also the 858's (small). on Foj.irjl9h will be included
on the report 69 and 69a under the caption "Equipment Rental" and.
against the appropriate classifications.. The total for the column
Equipment Rental cannot be checked against any. column totals. on
19-h; comparable data are given in "Equipment Repairs and Operating
Expense," and. "Equipment Depreciation" (large) and (small).
"Materials". on Forms 69 and 69a should equal the sum of.colurnns.2,.
4and8.
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SMB0LS FOR CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS ON ROAD
CONSTRUCTION PPOJ'ECTS

GRADING- 3OES

0 - OVERHEAD and general items not strictly chargeable to other
ciassifictions. This is a general item with no. unit of measure-
ment and will b charged asa lump sum.

C - CTFABING-, brush disposal, grubbing, shooting or pulling stumps,
cleaning up adjacent to the roadway.' The unit of measurement will

be acres cleared.

E - EXCAVATION, Common - cast over or sidehill work, includes loose
rock. Th unit of measurement will be miles completed. (Use cubic

yards when iantity estimates are available).

E - EXCAVATION, Solid Rock - includes all rock excavation requiring
use of explosives, except x:aaterial for "FILLS." The unit of meausre-
ment will be miles completed. (Use cubic yards when quantity esti-
mates are available).

F - FILlS, from cut or borrow, includes cost of loosening material,
loadinr and trnsporting fill material, i.e., all endhaul work.
Th5 unit of measurement will he the lump sum except as required by
the responsible Forest Officer.

V - cULVERTS, and drainage structures under ten (10) foot span -
includes all intercepting or drain ditches. The unit of measure-
ment will be the lump sum, except as required by the responsible
Forest Officer.

G - GRADING, on sideslopes under 16%, turnpike sections, ditching
and finishing roadbed. The unit of measurement will be miles com-
pleted.

On surfacing jobs improvement of grade or roadway (width,
grade and. alignment) estimated cost not over 20.O0 per mile, but
not cutting the subgrade, Use "GRADING" classification, for improve-
ment or betternent of road costing over 250.O0 per mile.

S - SURFACING-, with selected material incidental to a grading job
but not an extensive, surfacing job ordinarily undertaken separately;
for latter use special classification. The unit of measurement
will be the lump sum except as required by the responsible Forest
Officer.



- RETAINING WALLS. The unit of meisurement will be lump sum ex-
cept as required by the responsible Forest Officer.

Z - GJARDRAILS, The unit of measurement will be linear "feet."

B - BRIDGES structures of ten (10) foot span or over, incidental
to a grading job; or.inari1y of local timber, ctimatedcóst less
than 500.00 For all steel and concrete bridges and, timber bridges
estimated to cost over 500.00, use special classification. The
unit ofmeasurement willbe lump sumexcept asrequired by the re-
sponsible Forest Officer.

Y - CALU'S - GFNERAL, buildings, tents - erection, maintenance, tear-
ing Uown id moving. A general item and will be charged as a lump
sum.

N - Meals, food supplies and cooks wages. Unit of measurement will
be number of meals.

SURFACING JOBS

A - CRUSHING PLANT - Moving, setting up and dismantling complete
plant - also maintenance of plant exclusive of oquipm9nt. This is
a general iten and will he charged as a lump sum.

J - STRIPPING - Removing all oveburdon or other undesirable
material. This is general item and will be charged as a lump
sum.

D - DRILLING AND BLASTING. The unit of eieasurement will be "cubic
yards.

K CRUSHING
- includes breaking stone, transportation to crusher,

crushing and loading into bins. The unit ,of measurement will be
"cubic yards".

H - HAULING. The unit of measurement will be "cubic yards." Give
average length of haul in progress and final report under "Remarks."

P - SUBGRADING, SPREADING AND FINISHING. The unit of measurement
will be miles completed.

BRIDGE JOBS - for steel and concrete bridges and timber bridges
estimated to cost over 500,0O

N - CAVATI0N - Includes cofferdams. A general item end will be
charged as a lump sum.

- BACKFILL and cleaning up job. Charge as a lump sum.
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T - PIERS ATiD ABTJTMJ1'TS, includes forms and hauling. The unit of
measurement will be "cubic yads."

U - SUPERSTRUCTU, includes hauling, erection of steel trusses,
girders, beams and/or stringers, and painting, but not timber
deckLng or concrete floor,. The unit of measurement will be
"linear feet."

X - FLOOR, includes wheel guard. and handrail except when latter is
furnishcd by the steel contractor' For timber decking the unit of
maaurwnent will be "lineir fast" of bridge, while for a concrete
floor it will be "cubic yards."

EUIPMiflT

ER - Equipment repair, includes labor and materials for all mainte-
nncc, repair and overhuing Ghargs is a lunin 1t1

Where unit of measurement is "miles" give distance to
the noaiest one-hundredth. (See table to convert feat into tenths
and hundredths of a mile).

701. 1. The foreman should keep a record of the powder, and
caps used on rock oxcaation or for clearing, so that they may be
taken into account in arriving et unit cost figures. Also a
record must be kept of the size and number of culverts installed.
Tha5 can be recorded in the timebook as shown on the sample pages.

At the end of the job, ihventory should be made of
all subsistenca supplies and construction materials, such as black-
smith coal, powder, iron, etc.

A progress report may be required. by the Regional
Forester to be submitted. riodically as designated by him,

4, 1Iork done on grading and surfacing rojects will
ordinarily be measured in miles and fraction of miles, although
whore measured quantities are available such as cubic yards for
excavation, it will be better to use these, than miles. On bridge
jobs the cost of piers and abutments should ordinarily be in
cubic yards, steel superstructure in cost pound and the cost
of floor in cubic yards for concroto. The fOrms lend themselves
to special cost studios where it is desired to make an accurate
cost analysis of any job or part of a job.

702, there desirable to classify excavated material either
in securing cost data or in estimating proposed work, it is prefer-
able to use the method of classification thet is followed in high-
way work in the locality. The method will he one of the following
three:
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(a) Unclassified - All yardue.is1urapod togethr
whether earth, loose rock or solid rock arid iogardloss of tile
character of the material.

(b) Two-way classification consisting of

1. Common excavation, whih includes everything
not solid.

Solid, which ordinarily nCiUdeS all rock
found in ledges.. or in masses over 1/2 cu.. yd.
in volume, to remove whieh.blasting is.
necessary.

(c) Three-way classification consisting of

Corumor, ic1udin all excavations that cpn he
done with ordinary earth-moving machinery. -
This is frei1ontly spocifod as including
ver1rthiac not clssed 3 loos or solid.

Loose rock, including material that cannot be
moved with ordinary earth-moving machinery but
hOc not m luir3 hi stng Usu rh; it h's to
be moved bi hand. Frpqucntly the size of rock
in this class is specified. as from 1 to 10
Cu. ft. or up to 1/2 cu. yd. In volume.

Solid rock. Usually specified, as rock found
in lodges or in masses over 1/2 cu. yd. in
volume, to remove which blasting is necessary.

703. Equipment onorating and cost records should be kent on
major equipment such as trucks, tractors, trailbuilders, graders,
riprers, compressors and other units, in accordance with the latest
instmictions, by circular letter from the Forester's office. Any
additional information for Regional use may be kept as desired.

The oquinment rental column of the road construction
report Forms 69 and 69a, includes the rental of major equipment
that is used on the job, and the cost of equipment (srvil) that
may be worn out or abandoned on the job as shown on the 858's.
This detail should be handled promutly in the interest of good
records and so as not to allow an accumulation of useless equip-
ment.
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CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS

70't. For cIeterminin the suitaM1ity of soils for subgrade,
surface, and concrete structures, t is sometires necessar; to
make soil classifications. This i a specialized field of
knowledge and it is not expected that many men in the Service
will saster more than tne fUndamental nrinciples It is, howovr,
an important subjet and should be given serious thought and
attention. ingineers responsible for truck trail work should know
enough about soil aechanics and classifications to recognize
problems when they are met in the field. Most of such problems
they should be able to solve. Others thust be referred to experts.

The following paragraphs are intended merely to outline
some of the more imTortant phases.

Soils are classified according to the degree of fineness,
as follows:

Coarse Material - Any narticles that are retained on a
10-mesh sieve (lOmesbes to the linear inch).

Sand -
are retained on a
centimeters of arnr

Particles that rass through a 10-mesh sieve but
200-mesh ieve and subside through a height of 8

iioniated water (concentration 1:500) in 8 minutes.

Silt - Particles that pass through a 200-mesh sieve and
subside as above.

Silt is very fine rock dust in which the particles when
wet behave like sand. It differs from clay, which when wet has a
semi-chemical or colloidal action with the water causing it to
become plastic or sticky.

Clay, because it is composed of very finely divided
particles, resists for atime the penetration of water but when
saturated holds water for a long time. A high percentage of clay
therefore renders a soil unsuitable for either subgrade or surface
of a road.

Soil containing less than 20 rer cent clay makes a good
subgrado, 20%-30% a fair suhgrado and over 30% a poor subgrade.
Capillary action and undue retention of moisture will result from
the presence of more than 30% of clay in the subgrade. Whether or
not this same ercntago will seriously affect the value of a soil
foniing the surface of a road, will depend upon the degree of
coarseness of the material with which it is mixed.

A considerable amount of clay is sometimes needed in
surfacing to bind together the coarse particles,
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711. The ability of sand to stand up under traffi depends

upofl

Size of the grains. Large particles have greater

interlocking strength than small prticles. To make good road

material, 40% of the sand should be retained on a 60-mesh sieve.

Share of the grains. Sharp, rough, angular sand
has granter interlocking strength than round, smooth grains.

Absence of mica. The fine flat scales of mica pre-
vent interlocking of particles and furnish easy access to water.
The uresonee of '3% or more 01 mica is considered by some authori-
ties to affect seriously the ability of sand to stand up under
travel.

CONCRFTE

CEMENT

712. Cement is furnished in bags of 94 lbs. each. Cement

ebould preferThly be rurch±se in rapar bags. Bags which are
broken when received at destination or which contain lumpy cement
should he rejected. Cement should be stored under shelter and
protected from daipness and no lumpy cement uced in concrete.

SAND

713. Clean sand is probhbly the most important requirement
for good concrete. It is a simple matter to determine if the
coarse aggregate is clean, but more difficult to be sure that the
fine aggregate is free from silt and organic matter. If purhased
on bid use Federal Specification #SS-F-35.

714. 0ranic impurities - If local bank run sand or gravel
are used for concrete aggregates, they should be tested both for
organic impurities and also for silt, even for Clacs C concrete.
Sand containing organic material should not be used which gives
a colar darker than the standard color when tested in accordance
with the following method.

Obtain a representative test sample of sand weigh-
hg about one pound by quartering or by use of a sampler.

(a) Fill a 12-on. graduated clear glass bottle to
the * oz. mark with the sand to be tested.

(b) Add a 3 percent solution of sodium hydroxide
in water until the volume of the sand and liquid indicated after
shaking is 7 liquid ounces.

(c) Stop the bottle, shake vigorously and then
allow to stand for 24 hours.

After standing 24 hours the color of the clear
liquid above the sand. may be compared with an appropriate color
plate. Color plates may be procured from the Portland Cement
Association. .707



Silt test - The following method. may housed for deter-
mining the approximate quantity of clay and silt in the sand:

A 32-ounce, graduated prescription bottle is filled to
the 14-ounce mark with sand and clear water added, to the, 28-ounce
mark. This mixture is then shaken vigorously and the contents
allowed to settle for one hour. If more than 1 ounce of sediment
then appears above the aggregate, the sand should. be rejected.
Th sand may be subjected to '*hih and sam1es again tested and
the sand apnroved foruse if the test requirements. re fulfilled.

COARSE AGRECATE

Coaseagregate should..consist of clean gravel or
crushed stone (but not slag). If purchased ofl bid, use Federal

Specification SSC 571. The proposal should state the maximum and
Plinimurn size s 1" to #4 acroon or 2k" to #4 screen (the minimum
size in nfl cases is #4 screen). If 2-" maximum size is used the
proposal should state that "in addition to section E-7A (of F.S.
SS-C-57l) the following size designated as 2-" to #4 screen should
be added":

Percentage of material retained on laboratory sieves
(Square openino in inches)

2-" 2" 1" No. 4
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2" to No. 4 15-30 25-60 95-100

BANK RUN AGGREGATE

.717. If hank run, aggregate is tobe used for Class A or
Class B concrete, it should be screened and the sand and gravel
remixed in the proper proportions.

WATER

All water used should be reasonably free from oil,
acid, or alkali and. vegetable substance, and should not be brackish
or salty.

CLASSES OF CONCRETE

The following classes of concrete are designated for
variations in conditions of exposure and type of structure. The

proper mixture should be selected. under each class to suit the

conditions of extreme, severe or moderate exposure. In addition

to withstanding stresses of live and dead loads concrete must re
sist the action of climatic changes and the elements.and this
requires a sound dense concrete, the density increasing with the

severity of the exposure.



Class A Concrete:- To he used in all reenforced con-
crete structures.

Maximum sizq. of agregate 3/4" to 1-". Approximate

slump 3" to 4". (See par. 720).

Gallons of Nater Mix
Exposure per bag of cement (By volume)

Extreme 1:13/4:2 3/4:

Severe 6 1:2 :3*
Moderate .

.
6-.. l:2' :3*

Class B Concrete:- To b used in light non-reenforced
concrete structures such as walls 12" or less in thickness.

Maximum. size of course. aggiègate 2*". Approximate slump

2" to 3% (See par. .720).

Exposure

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Gallons of water
per bag of cement

6

7

Class 0 Concrete:- To be used in foundations, heavy
walls, piers and other massive structures.

Maximum size of course aggregate 2*". Approximate slump
1" to 2" (See par. 720). Use as many one man stoneC, "plums" as
possible without displacing reenforcing. "Plums" must be clean
and placed not closer than 3" to the form or to each other. Do

not use "plums" in any wall less than 12" thick.

Gallons of water Mix
Exposure per hg of certent (By volume)

Extreme 6

Severe 6+ l:2+:4+
Moderate 7 l:23/4:4

720. Consistency is i4easured by the slump test. The pro-
ceduréis to fill with concrete and open ended section of a metal
cone 12 inches high, 8 diameter at bottom and 4 diameter at the
top. Place upright on a flat surface and measure the height of
the mass of concrete after the metal form is withdrawn. The
slump is t4e diffrencs betw3en the measur3d height and 12 inches.
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EKPOSU CONDITIONS

721. Extreme

In severe climates like in northern U.S. exposure
to alternate wetting and drying, freezing and thawing, as at the
water line in hydraulic structures.

Exposure to se and strong sulphate waters dn both

severe and moderate climates.

Severe

In severe climates like in northern U.S., exposure
to rain and snow, and freezing and thawing, but not continously
in contact with water.

In moderate climates liko in southern U. S.,
exposure to alternate wetting and drring, as at water line in

hydraulic structures.

Moderate

(a) In climates 1ik southern U.S., exposure to ordi-
nary weather, but nbt continously i contact with water.

PROPOSTIONING CONCRT AGGRSGATS

722. In proportioning concrete aggregates the number of
gallons of water per bag of cemnnt, i.e., the water cement ratio,
is the most important factor in producing a concrete of the
required strength and density, and the amount of aggregate is
selected to produce a plastic workable mix of the proper con-
sistency (taking into consideration the use for which intended).

The materials should be accurately measured. Sand and coarse

aggregate (broken stone or gravel) should be measured in boxes,
struck measure.

BULKING OF SD

723. Coarse aggregates are not materially affected by
moisture but sand increases materially in volume with sm1l ad-
dition of water, the increase running as high as 20 to 30 per
cent with as little as 6 per cent of water (approx. 3/4 gallon

per cubic foot). Therefore when moist or wet sand is used it

is necessary to take this hulking into consideration, since one
cubic foot of bulked sand when measured dry would be less than

a cubic foot, depending on the amount of bulking.
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Then bulked sand is inundated or flooded with water
it euupies very nearly the same volume as when dry, and this
makes possible a handy method of determining the amount of
hulking. First fill the measure (use a measure vit.h vertical
sides) with the moist or wet sand, then completely flood the
measure with water (being careful not to wash away any of the
sand) and measure the distance from the top of the measure to
the top of the sand. This divided by the height of the inun-
dated sand viii give the aparoximate amount of hulking. For
xamplo, let us asaur'ie that d cubic toot rrasure is filled
(struck measure) with moderate1Twet sand and after being in-
undated the sand has settled to a level 2 1/4" below the top of
the measure. Since the rr±easure is 12" high th height of the
inundated sand is 9 3/4". The amount of bilking is therefore
2.25/9.75 = 0.23 or 23. In this case the quantity of sand to
be used must be increased 23, and if a 1:2:3 mix is indicated
it will be necessary to use 2.46cubic feet of the moderate wet
sand for each bag of cement instead of 2 cubic feet.

WATF C0NTST OF AGGREGATES

724. As noted above, the water cement ratio is important
and since the aggregates may contain some moisture this must
be taken into account in measuring the water. The following
approximate table may be used as a guide in estimating the
water content of the aggregates:

Very wet sand
Moderately wet sand
Moist sand
Moist gravel or

crushed rock

3/4 to 1 gallon per cubic foot
-1/2 ,, ,, ,, U

-1/4 U U U

-1/4 ' ,, U ?? U

Taking the aboi/e xamp1e of a 1:2:3 3/4 mix with 6
gallons of water per bag of cement, and assuming that the
moderately wet sand contains aailon of water per cubic foot,
the 2.46 Cu. ft. of sand will contain approximately l ga1ons
of water. Assuming. again that the coarse aggregate is moist,
the 3-3/4 Cu. ft. (the dry measure is used because the bulking
of the coarse aggregate is neoligibla) of coarse aggregate will
contain approximately 1 gallon of water, making the total
moisture content of the aggregates used for each bag of cement
equal 2 gallons of water. This must be subtracted from the
6 gallons specified, leaving 3 3/4 gallons of vetar to be used for
each bag of cement.

On high standard work it is desirable to determine
the percentage of moisture in the sand and coarse aggregate
by weighing a sample before and after drying it.
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D.TUSTTiG AGGRGATgS FO A GIVN MIX

725. 'The "mixes" or proportions of fine and coarse aggre-
gate, i.e., sand and stone, vary more or less because ofi' the

variations or graduation in the sizes of' he sand grainìs nìnd

the stone. The mixes given under "Class of Concrete" ore for

avrage conditions but in order to obtain high grade and dense

concrete it may be necessary. to increase or decrease the amount

of sand or coarse aggregate to produce the proper mix. The

idealconcrete thixturs is one where the cement-sand mortar just

fills the voids botìeen the gravel or crushed stone. This can

be determined by running a few trial batches.

A concrete mixture in which there is not sufficient

cement-sand mo±'tar to fill spaces between pebbles will be hard

to work and will result in rough honey-combed surfaces.

A mixture with an excess of cement-sand mortar is

plastic and workable and. will produce smooth surfaces but the

yield of concrete will be low and the concrete is likely tobe

porous.

A concrete mixture which contains the correct amount

of ceriient-sand mortar makes a good workable mixture and will

give maximum yield of concrete with a given amount of cement.

With such a mixture, light troweling will fill nitbmortar all

spaces between pebbles.

The:mixss specified under "Class of Concrete" are

fore medium stiff mix. For thin sections with a large amount

of roenforcing it may be necessary to use a slightly smeller

"total amount" of aggregate.

F0iMS

Forms should be so designed and constructed that

they can be removed without injury to the concrete. In design-

ing forms the concrete shall be treated as a liquid weighing

150 lbs. per ciibic foot for vertical loads and 85 lbs. per

cubic foot f'or horizontal pressure (in a wall 10 feet high the

concrete will exert a horizontal pressure of 50 lbs. per

square foot on the sides of the form at the bottom and it is

important that special attention be paid, to ties and bracing).

The interior surface of the forms should be oiled,

greased or soaped to prevent adhesion of the mortar.

COMCRETE

Concrete should be thoroughly mixed in a batch mixer

for a period of not lass than l minutes after all materials,

including water, are in the drum.
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The entire contents of the mixer should be removed
before adding say of the matarials for the next batch. Upon
the cessation of mixing for any ext ndrd period the ruixer
should be thoroughly cleaned.

No mixershould be overloaded above its rated capacity
as such overloads prevent thorough mixing.

Hand mixing should be avoided if possible. Pen neces-

sary it should be done only on wctertight platforms. The sand

and cement should be thoroughly mixed while dry by means of shovels
until the mixtune is of a uniform color, then formed into a "crater"
and enough of the spec ified water added to pioduce a plastic mortar
and the entire mass turned and sliced until of uniform consistency.
The coarse aggregate should then be added and wettd with the
remainder of the specified water, and the entire mass turned and
returned at least six times and until all of the stone particles
are thoroughly covrod with mortar and the mixture is of uniform
color and appearance.

PLAC Id 0 C ONCPETE

728. No element of the entire cycle of concrete production
requires more care than the final operation of placing concrete
at the ultimate point of deposit. Before placing concrete all
debris, water and ice should b removed from the forms.

Before placing concrete in foundation or other parts
under water the water should be pumped out of the cofferdam.
Pumping during placing of concrete or for a period of 24 hours
thereafter should be done from a suitable pump separated from
the concrete by a water tight wall, r in some other manner which
will preclude the possibility of any portion of the concrete
materials being carried away. Water should not be allowed to
flood the concrete until 24 hours after it has been placed.

Concrete should be nlaced in forms immediately after
mixing. In no case should concrete be used which does not reach
final position in the forms within 30 minutes after water is
added to the mix, Special care shall be taken to fill each part
of the forms by depositing the concrete directly as near final
position as possible. If chutes are used they should extend as
nearly as possible to the point of deposit.

Concrete should be placed in each section of the work
in a continous operation. Concrete should be compacted by con-
tinous working and each layer compacted in a manner that will
break up and tendency to form a plane of separation between the
layers. The concrete should be thoroughly spaded especially
along the sides of the forms.
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In placing concrete in deep layers a gradual increase
of water content of the upper portion will result from increased

pressure on the lower portions. The excess water should be

worked to a low point, ,ithout actually causing a flow, aid
removed. Excess water in the upper layer is just as objection-
able as excess water in the mixing.

If it is necessary, by reason of emergency, to stop
placing concrete before any section is completed, bulkheads
should be used to avoid leaving a feather edge layer or a layer
less than 6 inches thick, In no case will stoppage of pouring
be permitted in reeforced slabs or girders. In order to bond

successive courses suitable keys should be formed at the top of
the layer by insertion and subsequent removal of beveled wood
strips which were saturated with water before insertion. Rough

stone or dowel pins may he used instead of keys.

In joining fresh concrete to concrete that has al-

ready set, the forms should be drawn tight against the face of
the set concrete and. all gage strips and key forms removed.
The surface of thaset concrete to be contacted shall then be
cut over with suitable tools to remove laitance and foreign
material, washed and scrubbed with wire brooms, drenched with
water until saturated, and kept saturated until the new concrete

is placed. Immediately prior to placing new concrete, the old
surface should be thoroughly coated with neat cement mortar.

In placing concrete in reenforced structures it

should be so placed as to avoid coating the reenforcing with

cement before its final embedment. Care must be exercised to

work the concrete completely under and. around the reenforcement
bars without displacing them.

In placing concrete slabs it shall preferably be
deposited by beginning at the center of the span. and. working
from the center toward both ends. Concrete in girders shall

be deposited uniformly for the full length and brought up
evenly in horizontal layers and as a continous operation.

Freezing Weather. When necessa'y to place concrete

at or near freezing temperature; the concrete should have a
temperature of at least 50: degrees F. but not more than 120

degrees F. This may be accomplished by heating the water and/or

aggregates, but neither the water nor aggregates shall e heated

to a temperature of more than 150 degrees F. In no case will

dependence be placed on salt or other chemicals for prevention
of freezing, nd no frozen materials shall be used.
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Fr ISHINC- C0NCRTE

''All poncretesurfaces xposed in the completed- work,.
except floors, curbs and. surfaces hereinafter desiggated to have
rubber, finish, shall, be left with ordin-ry finish, i.e., the
surface left by the emovsl of the forms with all holes left. by
form ties filled and all dofects.repaired. The surface shall
'be true and even', fiefrorn' stone pockets, depressions or 'pro-
jeetions..beyond the 'surfoce. :, ;

CUF INS- CCNC1S-ST]

Concrete hardens because oflchemical reactions between
Portland cement and water, called ,hydration,:and the process con-
tinues indefinitely so long as the temperatures are favorable and
moisture is"preserit to complete theydrotion. Thorough curing
is also of S-Te't importance in producing' a water-tight concrete,
and. the necessity, of rropmr curing of retaining walls; tanks and
other concpate'sub,iect to hydrostatic pressurE,. or severe weather
condition cannot hoover 'estimated.

The problem of curing is ussTntieilv to prevent the
evaporation of water coata med in the concrete, and this
recuires adding a protective covering, such as wet burlap, straw,
or dirt, to exposed, surfaces. The covering should he added as
soon as possible uithout marrin.g thesurface of the concrete,
and the entire structure kept wet for a period of at least 7
days.. Floor slobs should be covered as'soonas possible and kept
wet fore period of at least 10 doys. These puriods apply to
temperatures in. escess of 70 degrees F., and should b increased
for lower t.nupraturos.

Concrete should be kept at a temperature of at least
0 degrees F. 'for at least 72 hours during cold. weather. This

may be done by using oil heaters, salananders or other suitable
means, beiria careful to avoid overheating any part of the struc-
ture.

Loads should not be applied to mass structures such
as gravity 'type abutments and wails prior to .7 days after pauring.
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M0VL OF FORMS

In order to facilitate finishing, forms for rail-
ings, parapets and posts shall be removed in not less than
12 or more than 48 hours, depending on weather conditions.
Forms and falsework under slabs or girders shall not be re-
moved prior t 21 days at temperatures of 70 degrees F., and
increasingly greeter periods for lower temperatures. Forms

for mass structures should not be removed prior to 14 days,
except that after 7 days the forms may be removed from the
back of walls end abutments if backfilling immediately follows
the removal of the forms. In case the foriri lumber has no

salvage value forms may be left on surfaces not exposed in
the finished structure.

PL&CING OF RENFoRCrTG

When placed, reenforcernent should be free from dirt,
oil, paint, grease, mill scale and loose or thick rust.

All reenforcement should be placed in the exact
position shown on the plans, and should be so seci.irely held
in position by wiring and blocking from the forms and by wir-
ing together at intersections that it will not be displaced
during the depositing and compacting of the concrete.

Blocks for holding reenforcement from contact with
the foiris should be precast mortar blocks short enough to per-
mit the ends to be covered with concrete. The use of pebb1es
pieces of bioken stone or brick, metal pipe and wooden blocks
should not be permitted.

SPLICINg BARS

Whenever it is necessary to aplice reenforcement,
the splice should be made by lapping the bars a distance at
least 40 times the diameter or least dimension of the bar, and
the two pieces securely wired together. Splices should be

avoided at points of maximum stress. When sheets of metal
mesh or expanded metal are used. they should overlap each other
sufficiently to maintain a uniform strength and they should be
securely fastened at the edges and ends.
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DEl? rII TION

The term "bridge" includes any structure with span Qf
10 feet or greater.

LOCATION

General Considerations

The first consid"ratlon is to determine whether or not
a stream crossing is necessary A crosing is obvously requir-
ed where the oh3ective is to reach the opposite bank of the
stream, but whre the propcsed 1ocatin crosses the stream more
than once in order to avoid heavy construction and where it is
i'imateria1 from the transportation standpoint which side of the
stream is followed, a careful reconnaissance and an estimate of
cost should be made of the two routes, I.e., the one wIth the
stream crossings and the route elininating the crossings. If

Immediate construction is planned on standards lower than ulti-
matel requird, the comparison of the cost of the two locations
shouLd be based on the ultimate standãrds. Unlss a decided
saving is indicated in favor of tht. route with stream crossings,
the route eliminating the crossings should be selected because
of greater permanency aid lower maintenanc costs. The relative
damage from erosion induced by the road and bridges should also
be considered together with other factors as outlined in para-
graph 122.

Short span bridges should be avoided if cuiverts adequate
to carry the run-off can be construtêd at the same oral ightly
greater cost. This provides a smooth continous road surface
and simplifies maintenance. To bridge at all should be construc-
ted when, as is sanetirses true, a ford will satisfactorily serve
the use to which the road will b put.

Selection of Site.

SECTION VIII

RIDGES

Alignment of Stream. Iflsofar as practicable bridges
should be located where streams are straight and toe flow unob-
structed The natur of the stream bed should be carefully con-
sidered and. location' subject to cianriel erosion or shifting
should be avoided.

Clearnce. The site selected should be such that ample
clearanco above maxinrnm high water can he provided for free pass-
age of drift logs and uprooted trees This clearance should rare-
ly be less than feet, and greate whenever practicab1e.
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8C4. There are conditions, such as flat country which is over-
flowed only in extreme higi'*a'ter where it is a good plan to es-
tablish the grade of the bridge, at a safe elevation and to con-
struct the aparoach roads oh], sliht1y above the natural level
and with releatively steep connections to the bridge. The approach
roads may be washed out by extreme floods but if this occurs, the
cost of road repairs will be nominal.

805. Foundation. All standard abutment and pier designsare
suitable for foundations of well compacted clay, gravel, orother
material which will not settle under the weight of the structure
and where the footing is below the point subject to scouring.
The important point here is to select a site where channel changes
or scouring will not be encountered. If:seoUTing is a possibility,
proper clearance should be given so as to avoid daxmning up with
logs or debris which might resalt in scouring of the streem bed
and unde.uuining of the abutments or piers, Rock ledgos or cliffs
are desirable in order to reduce the cost of the abutments, pro-
vided the existance of the rock aoes not increase the cost of the
approaches more than to offset the saviigs in hecst of th,e
bridge. Shel.iing ledges are deceptive and should be investigated
to make sure that they re not undercut.

80, Skew Bi-idgcs. When the canter line of the road is not at
right angle to the stream it will otn be desirable to construct
the bridge without any skew. In other words the abutments will be
square with the road, This nay occasionally require a longer span
than,for a skewed structure. The introduction of a skew angle in
the abutments will increase "the cost of -the superstructure due to
the special fabrication and the cot of the abutments and piers
will be increaseR due to the additional lerth If a skei cross-

ing is found necessary and a pier in the stream bed is required,
the pier should be skewed and set approximately inthe direction
of the stream in order to avoid disturbances of the stream and re-
sultant scouring of the banks.,

.807. Length of Bridge. Other things being eqiial, the site mak-
ing possible the least overall length should be selected, provided
adequate opening to carry themaximum ordinary run-off is secured.
When more than one span is indicated at a bridge site it is desir-
able to have a relatively large channel span to reduce the hazard
of drift catching on piers. -

808. Alignment of Crossing. Bridges should pi'oferably be locat-
ed on tangents. If curved approaches are necessary, they should
be of such radii as are consistent with the alignment obtained
elsewhere on the road. When satisfactory i ignment of approaches

cannot be' secured by excavation or filling, consider improving
the alignment by erecting niultiple spans on a curve, Where the
bridge will be of comparatively low cost nd special effort should
be made to locate a "bridge site". Place the bridge so as to se-
curethe best alignment of the.truck trail.
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O9. Grade. Avoid abrupt changes of grade at ends of bridges
If a change in grade is ncessary, nake th change far enough
away from te abutment to allow'for smooth vertical curves. Or-

dinarily the bridge floor should be level. However, under some
conditions, it may be advisable to place the bridge floor, es-
pecially stringer or concrete slab spans, on the grade of the ap-
proaches. Whore pracbicablo, bridges should coincide with the
grade line of the road.

RoadStandards In the selection of the sitC and consid-
Oration of the standard of approaches, the servtice stdardof
the road houldbe kept in mind and the costOf the bridge and
approaches kept in balance with the service to be rendered.

Location Survoy(Also S3e paragraphs3I2and 313)

When it is not feasible to detcrmine 'by a field inspection
the most economical strhcture for a bridge site,, a topographic
purvey should he made and 2stimates compared for the different
designs meeting the condi-tions.' Topographic ar.veys should be re-
ferred to the Regional lnineer f or recoeLmendations and special
dosigus.

In addition to data listed in raragraph 3l3, note should

be made of the availability of material, the haul distance, and
a notation of the clear height and bpenihg of'othor existing
structures on the :stream, with the location of each structure
given so that thO drainage area can be determined.

SUPERST RUC LURE

Standards

Standard plans should be used as far as practicable. If

standard plans do notcover the needs ofsome particular case,
the Regional Forester should be asked to design a suitable struc-
ture.

The book of Acceptable Bridge plans should be consulted
for suggestions in selecting or designing a bridge for any given
site. If a suitable plan is foimd in the book of Acceptable
Plans it can be secured directly from the region in which it orig-
mates.

ridgas on all Forest Highways and high standard truck
trails should be designed for H-1 loading. On the more import-
ant projects bridges should bedouble track or single track de-
signed for ultimate widening, for two-way traffic.

Bridges on low or medium service truck trails should be
single or double track bridges for H-lO or H-l5 loading, depend-
ing upon the anticipated traffic.
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e1ection of Type

Materials. Untreated timber if. locelly available may be
used for short stringer spans, for bridges on tamporary ioca
tions, or for temporary structures with an anticipated life of
5 to 10 years when it is desirable to keep the first cost down
or to postpone the erection of a long life structure to give
time for further consideration of site or of type of structure
or materials.

A.stael bridge with concrete piers and abutments, single
track H-b loeding, will generally cost from $25 to $40 per foot
ofbridge, depending upon clearance, the availability of mater-
ials and the lngth of haul. On the other hand untreated. timber
bridges will ordinarily cost $10 per foot and upwards, with tim-
ber crib piers and abutments. The following factors should be
considered in deciding which type nd kind of bidge will be the
most economical inthelon run;depreciation 10 years fqr un-
treated timber, 20 years for pressure treated creosoted timber
and 50 years for steel and concrete, interested on investment,
maintenance and permancy of location.

Special cons idration should be given to aesthetics and
architectural treatment in the selection of type of bridge. This
is particularly important in highly used recreational areas.

Permanency of Location. In selecting the type of super-
structure, the permanency of the lpcation should be considered,
and if it is anticipated that the location will b abandoned or
that the type of structure erected will not be adeouate for the
future need within the economic life of the structuro, temporary
material or a structure having high salvage va1üehbuId be used.

Low Water Bridges. At some locations a low water bridge
can be used atavery material saving in cost over high water
bridge. The purpose of the low water bridae is to give a smooth
crossing of the stream except during flood stages. The bridges
are anchored to bed rock or stable abutments and piers. In the
ordinary installation the downstream edge is raise higher than
the upstream edge (about 8 inches in 12 feet) so that the result-
ant pressure when covered withflood water will be downward. The
bridges whould be located at approximately right angles to the
direction of flood in order to prevent a piling up of debris or
an increase in the erosive effect of the current at one end of
the bridge. The bridge is set just above mean low water and is
covered by a rise of 1 to 2 feet in the stream, All floating
drift is carried over the bridge. The piers and abutments on
these bridges do not extend to bed rock, although they extend
down intotho gravel stream bed about 4 or 5 feet. It is import-
ant to get the foundations below any scouring action of the stream.
Concrete slab bridges without handrails make excellent low water
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STJBSTR[JCTtIRE

atandard Plans,

Standard plans should be used when available. If the stan-
dard plans do not cover the particular-ineeds, the Regional Office
should be asiced to design a suitable, structure. See a-lao Book of
Acceptable Bridge Plans.

Selection of Types of Substructure.

The selection will depend largely upon the availabildty
and cost of materials. -If satisfactory concrete aggregates are
readily available, mass concrete abutments will probably be. chee.p-
er for heights up to 10 feet. For greater height's 'or for loca'
tions where aggregates must be hauled longer distances, reinforc-
ed concrete will probably prove more economical. 'Reinforced con-
crete bents and open type abutments offer economical. 'design for
use where the nature of the stream bed, and flow. permit. Steel
bents may be used on concrete footings if the top nf the footing
is above mean high water. The type of abutment pier selected
should be in harmony. with the architectural 'treatment of 'the su-
perstructure. .

.

Clearance.

. It is important to construct abutments and piers high
enough to place the superstructure above.danger of high water and
floating drift. As a general minimum the lowest point of the
superstructure of 'large bridges, should be at least five feet above
maximum high water. ' ' '

Tirriber, (see Wood Hanhook - published by the Forest Products Lab
oratory, September 1935.)

Untreated timber specifications (except for temporary struc-
tures)'.should call for the proper grade and.should provide that
each piece show t least 80% heartwood on any girt for stringers,
floor beams and flooring and at least 75% heartwood on each of the
four sids, measured across the side, for caps, sills and posts.

The Preservative Treatment. of "Treated Timber" should con-
form to federal specifjcatjons'listed, in Table 50,' Pages 275 and
276 of the Wood Handbook. If untreated and treated timbers are
called f or in the same proposal, the specifications should clear
ly state which timbers are to be treated according to the recom-
mendations for one of the above groups, and. if' the,bi.dder is giv-
en option of furnishing one of two or more species the spec ifica-
tion should require that he use the penetration and treatient
recommended for the species 'he proposes t furnish.
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The simplest and usually least effective treatment is to
apply the preservative to the wood with a brush or a spray nozzle.
Creosote and similar oils, preferably hot, are used in this treat-
ment. Heating is sometimes inconvenient, however, and the oilis
often applied cold. In such event creosote oil that is thorough-
ly liquid when cold should be selected. The oil should be flooded
over the wood, rather tian merely painted upon it, and cere should
be taken to see that every check and dep'ession in the wood is
thoroughly filled with the preservative, since any untraated wood
left exposed provides readya'ecss for fungi...: At least- two coats
should be applied, the second one after the first has dried. This
may require as rruch as 10 gallons of oil to 1,000 scuare feet of
surface on rough lumber, 3lthough consiaerably less on surfaced
lumber. The pnotrations obtained vill usually be less than one-
sixteenth of an inch.

Brush treatnient should only he used on seasoned wood. Ap-
plying surface treatments of preservative oils to green or wet
wood is practically useless, because preservative so applied can-
not penetrte wood that is already full of water.

Brush tratment with water-soluble preservatives is not
worth while for wood that is exposed to the weather or tp wate
and is less likely than creosote brush treatment to be effective
in protected situations. -

Insofar as possible, all cutting and boring of timbers
should be done prior to treatment where the pressure method is
employed.

Handling and Protection of 'oated Timber.

Treated timber should be carefully handled ithhut drop-
ping, breaking of outer fibers, bruising or penetrating the sur-
face with tools. All cuts, bolt holes, etc., in treated piles
and timbers, and all abrasions after havingheen carefullT trim-
med, should be coated with at least three applications of hot creo-
sote oil and covered with hot roofing pitch.

Piles.

Piles, should have a minimum diameter of 8" at the tip and
12" at the butt and a maximum diameter of 20" at the butt. A

stright line from the center of tip to the center of the butt
should be wholly :dthin the pile.

Holes for Bolts, Dowels, and Rods.

Holes for bolts, dowels, and rods should be bored with a
bit of the diemeteras follows:
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Type of bolt or rod

pound dowels or driftholts
Squhre dowels or driftbolts
Machine bolts
Rods

dast iron washers having a thickness equal to the diem-

ter of the bolt and a diameter of four times the thickness, or

malleable or plate wshers having a thickness equal to half the

diameter of the holtand a diameter or side size equal to four

times the diameter of the bolt, should be used under all bolts

heeds or nuts which would otherwise come in contact with the

wood, A small hand pump should be used to force creosote into

bolt holes bored after treatment.

Joints.

All joints should be cut to fit so that they have uniform

bearing over the :ntire contact surface; no shimming or blocking

will be permitted. All surfaces of sawed untreated timber which

come in contact in the finished structure, unless othornise nro-

tctd, and all sawed ends should be given t.o brush coats of

hot creosote oil before assembling. The bock surfaces of untreat-

ed tirnbor bulkheads ned all other untreated surfhices coming in

contact with earth should be aimilarly treated.

The brush application of hot creosote oil may be omitted

from dense durable materials, such as locust or nitch pine used

in sills and posts.

Floors.

Plank floors b.ould bo laid heart side down, with 3/4"

openings between plank for seasoned material and -" openingS

for unseasoried material. Each plank should be securely spiked

to each joist. rho planks should be graded as to thickness and

so laid that no two adjacent planks vdll vary in thickness by

more than 1/16" for transverse decking and -i" for longitudinal

decking.

The ends of plank of longitudinal flooring aid run strips

should be securely fastened.

Where plank run strips are used, a plank, the top of which

is flush with the top of the run strip, should be placed across

each end of the bridge to keep the road material off the bridge

and permit bringing the road grade flush with the top of the run

strip.

Toints should be staggered at least 3 feet.
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325. Lamnatsd'fioors should he up o nomina1 2' inch ma-
tonal preferably of full length to .oid splicing. Planks
should be laid surfaced elge doun, pal each piece should be toe-
nailed to each elterneto stringer ;itn 20-penny noils. Tn addi-
tioi each piece should be nailed horizontally to a(ijeCefl pieces
uith 40-penny. rieils, at, 13 inches center to center, end staggered
horizontally end vertically 'oith nails in adjacent pieces. All
1oors sh:uld be cut tr straight lines along the sides of the

reedray.

Leninatc1 fiors ben of a more prmnient end costly type
of construction should have the deckirie protctod sd th a bituminous
cover end cloak or metal run-stips to take the wear of traCfic.

The run-strips con be repJaced at less expense then the
lam hated floor iiig.

Aft. the ends of the lumicated fle"r has been cut to, a
straight line whh the ror-owoy, th cut ends sh.ul be treated
with hot creosote or similar oils to prevent decay.

Pile Driving.

826. In. determining the number of piles required in a bent, an
aaloweble load of 600 lbs. per square inch of average cross sec-
tional eree may be used. As an example; :ou expect to drive pil-
ing with an average diameter (d) of 10 inches. Areas = '785d2
.785 x 100 = 78.0 square inches; then 'llowable load 600 x 78.5=

47,100 lbs. iliowancs of such loads is contingent upon proper set-

ting of the piling. A general rule for settins, piling is to drive

to a penetration of 8 feet or i/o of the length. However, in view
of widely varing soil conditions tOe usual 'nay of arriving at the

carrying c'pacity of a pile is by computation, from dtaon.. action
of the piling while being driven. Fornula (1) ives the suaport-

ing capacity of a pile for venous rates of penetration while for-
mula (2) ives the average pon3tration that should result for any
reauirod supporting capacity.

Thosa fonxque are esed on (a) us ing a gravity drop hanrier
with free 'ell, (h) firm head on piling, i.e., pile head is not
broomed or crushed (c) penctrati.n is ' seonebly quick and uni-
form. (a) no. appreciable bounec of the banner or hooding, kicking
or staggering of the pile.

p-safe load 'eon piio in tons
w-weigh r' hammer in tons
h-free fa'l of hammer in. foot
s-average penetration. in inches of pile during last S blows

(1) p = 2 w.h (2) s - 2 w.h = 1
p
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Hote: If steafli hammer is used:

p = 2 w.h and S = 2 w.h = 10
S + 1/10 p

Example "A": What is the supporting capacity of a pile driven
with a hammer weighing 200.d. lbs., having a free fall of 10 feet,
giving an average penetration of inch. Substituting in form-
ula (1) we have:

p= 2 x Li 10 20 = 13.3 tons
.5 + 1 1.8

Example "B": With the same driving equipment, as that used in
Example "A", what penetration should be had to give 10 ton sup-
porting capacity per pile? Substitute in formula (2):
s= 2 xix 10 1 = 2-i inch

10

Structural Steel.

Structural steel should co:aform to Federal Specification
QQQS-711, "Steel, Structural, for Bridges", Class A, non-copper.

Handling Steel.

Steal should he handled, in such a manner as not to bend
or disLort any rib.rrs Uairlerin, which will 1r1ur or distort
the members should not be done. Any straightening of plates and
angles or other shapes should carefully done and inspected
for fracture. If fracture is indicated the piece should be dis-
carded. In no cases will welding be permitted. If the neinber

is heated in order to straighten it, the heating should not be
to a higher temperature than that producing a dark cherry-red
color. After heating, the metal should be cooled as slowly as
possible.

Material to be stored should be placed on skids and kept
clean and properly drained. Girders end beams should be placed
on edge end shored. Long members should be supported on skids
set close enough together to prevent injury by defLection.

Bearing Plates.
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Tdasonry plates should be set level in exact position with
a full and even hearing upon the bridge seat. When indicated on
the plans the plates should be set on red lead an canvas as fol-
lois:

After the truss or girder is erected it should be jacked
off the masonry bearing plate. The bearing area under the masonry



bearing plate should then be swabbed with red lead paint and ov-
ered witti three layers of 12 to ii es. duck, each layer being
swabbed in turn with red lead The masonry bearing plate and su-
perstructure shoe cr end bearings should t}ienbe let down in
position *hilé thed lead is still plastic.

iachor bolts should be accurtely placed end the nuts on

anchor bolts at epansion end adiasted. to permit free expansion

and cortraction.

Rivets.

Pneumatic hammers ohould be used for fi1d riveting. Cup-

faced dollies, fitting the head c1oaly to insure good bearing,
should be used. Connctions should be accurately and securely
fitted before the rivets are driven. Splices and fiold connec-

tions should have one-half of the holes filled with bolts and cy-
lindrical erection pins (half bolts end half pins) before rivet-

ing Drifting 'hoald be on1 inca 'is te draw the parts into posi-

tion a d sot sinfie eat -tc n'lar tee ides or di toit th metal.

Unfair holes should be reamed or drilled. Pvets should be heated
uniformly to a light cherry-red color and should be driven while
hot. They should not be overheated or burned. Rivet heeds shpuld

b full and symmetrical, oncentric with the shank., and havo full
bearin 11 iround Thef choula not b '-maflr tinn the heads of

the sho' nv ta. div ta sioul1 b tih sou]O rir th con-

nected rarts oeurlv totn r. Is rior1n r sin, tb' surround-
ing m3t01 should not be injured.

PA INTINd.

Sel structures will he painted with: three coats of paint
as follows:

Shop coat - red lead paind.
First field coat - red lead paint with tint of
lamp black.
Secondfield coat - aluminum paint. This
paint will be used only over the first field
coat of red lead.

Rad lead paint should consist of red lead and linseed oil
with drier mixed in the following proportions:

Dry red lead 10 pounds

aw linseed oil 5 pints

Turpentihe pint

Liquid drier . pint

The resulting paint when brushed on a smooth steel surface
should dry hard and. elastic without running, streaking or sagring.
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Th9 aluminum paint shall have the following composition:

Aluminum powder 2.0 pounds
Varnish vehicle 1.0 gallon

Mix the powder with the varnish in sufficient quantities
only for each day's use. Any paint remaining after one day's
use may be mixed. with. freshly prcspared paint provided it does not
exceed l0' of.to newly-mixed paint. For spraying purpose thin-
ner may he added as required hut not to exceed l0r?1 of the total
volume of paint Tao paint mi st thoroughly mix,d by vigorous
stirring and afterwards frequently stirred to retain the proper
consistency. Ready mixed aluminum paint 7ill not be used.

Aluminum nowder for Iluirinum pcnrt. The poider should be
made by th best comniercmil metends from metallic, slaminum haviig
a minimum aluminum content of 99. On an.elyis, a sanpie should
show not more than 1% by weight of iron, silicon, and copper after
deduct±g the acetone soluble potion. The powder shell conform
to the following composition limits:

Acetole etrn,t (2 hoers) axinum . . . 3.0 rrceit
Lead and Zinc maximum 0.0 percent
Copper maximum 0.2 percent

The aluminum should he powder in the form of flakes , pol-

ished and possess the property of "leafing" hen suspended in var-
nish. The fineness shoald be such that it will pass through a
standard 100 mesh screen (determined by wetting a sample with
alcohol and passing through the screen). The pouder aluminum
should contain no powdered mica or other adulterants.

Vehicle. The vehicle should consist of lonw oil spar var-
nish. purchases, on bids should be made in accordance with Federal
Specifications TT-V-81, and if there is any question as to whether
or not the material proposed meets the specifications, the Regional
Office will have a sample analyzed. The varnish when thoroughly
mixed with the aluminum powder in the proportion of 2 pounds per
gallon of vehicle, should show satisfactory spreading nualities
and not run or sag when applied to a smooth vertical surface The
paint should set to touch in not less than 2 hours or more than
six hours and dry hard and tough in not more than 24 hours.

Mixing - t is recommended that th red lead paint be mixed
on the job. Aluminum raint will be mixed on the job and only
enough for one day's use shall be mixed at one time. The paint
mixed in the proportion of 2 pounds of alumheum powder per allon
of vehicle, results In a paint containing approximately 2ld pig-
ment and 79% vehicle. The weight amount of powder should be placed
in a suitable container and the measured volume of vehicle then
poured over it, and the paint thoroughly mixed by stirring with a
paddle. The paint should be occasionally stirred during use.



For paintirw weather enpased steel structures, the steel
surface shell be tiiroaghly clean and. dry. All rust, mill scale,
loose paint, dirt and otbAex o.raign umiter must be removed. Oil
and grease should be rnoved .wtbh a T1inerel spirit. .T'ai.iting
should not be dane in net v7eaher or nhen there is frost or mois-
ture condensationj on the steel, nor wtien the temperature is below
400 F. On al:L steel structure 3 and the barespots of old painted
structures, a rust inhibitdve priming coat shall be applied and
allowed to dry for not than 48 haurs before aieply:ing the al-
uminum paint. In the application of aluminum pint by brushing,
the finich strokes should. generally be made in the. smne' direction.

ilefore rpainting, the entire structure should be well
brushed nith a wire brush (or well cleaned with a sand blest).
All scaloor blister spo.ts hand scraped. Give all bare places
one priming coat of red load paint. If the surface is in good
condition except for spots, spot. priming nill be sufficient. If
the surfoco is in. pocr coodition, a priming coat should be applied
to the entire surface.

Allow each coat to dry thoroughly before applying the suc-
ceeding coat. An the. aluminum aint provides an air-tight seal,
it is important that. the. red. lead. primer be thorouhly dry before
applying the aluminum paint. The rod lead anint dries slowly and
about one wo3k is r'commended for alloviin the prireinn coat to dry
before p'plying the allimilluir! paint.

Apoly the pritñng coat with round or av.il brushes end brush
well on the metal surfaces. The aluminum paint may be applied
with a paint spray or brush.

Storinr' Aluminum Paste and Dowder.

Keen bath waste and, powder in a m:ao drr room at temperature
between (3Q0 and 80° F.

Keep containers at leact three feet away from rn.iatore or
steam pines.

Containers opened for use should be resealed as soon as possi-
ble.

Keen absolutely dry.
Do sot a tore in same room aith iocuere, varnishes or other

combustible motaial such as oily mzs, etc., end avoid accumula-
tion of dust on floore, walls or beams.

No smoking; keep open ha-its end fire away.
(a) Avoid all Priction of metal aainst metal.
(h) TJse an aluminum er other non-aparkina metal to scoop out need-
ed meter nil.

In Case of wire:

(a) Never use water. It reacts with hot alumriEmm dust-to form
hydrogen and tends to spread the fire.
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b) Have buckets of clean sand aveiThble. Sprinkle gently on the

sraoldering aluminum until it is completely covered. Avoid spread-

ing tee sond in quant ties to disturb the burning material

(c) Do not use liuids of any kind.

Guard flails.

Guard rails are a safety device intended to warn the travel-

er of a dangerous turn, embankment, etc., and shall conform to the

safety requirements as established by the State laws where in the

guard rails ore located. Guard rails should he painted a conspicu-

ous color. Aluminum, white, striped white and black, and in many

states where dense fogs occur, yellow, ar: the most common colors

used. These colors may not harmonize with the surrounding color

schema but safety should ha the rule.

Bridges, and pprt icularly the narrow single track bridges

should have a conspicuous wing guard rail painted so as to avoid

any possibility of an occident caus5by poor visibility.

Regulations and Cost Limits on Bridges.

Core should be taken that work is not undertaken as minor

which under the rovulet ions should be handled as major by the Bu-

reau o Public floods. Tho 5,OOO per mile limitation' on minor

work does not apply to bridges. pocause a mile of project includ-

ing a bridge is estimated to cost less than 1;5,000 does not of it-

self justify aporoval as innor., The governing cosideration Is

the difficulty of design and construction.

Ma jor and Minor Pro jects.

In the following, "major" refers to T3.p,R. projects and

"minor" to Forest Service projects.

A bridge project will come under one of three classes -

(1) major for both design and constriicion, (2) minor for both

design and construction, (3) major for design and minor for con-

struct ion.

Class (1) will include all bridges:

Handled by contract.
Costin in excess of 5,OOO for the erection of

mainspan and abutments or piers hut excludinn the cost of mater-

ials, transportation and approach spans, unless the permission

of the Forester to handle spciffic bridgoc as class 2 or 3 is so-

cur d.
c, Costing in 1excoss of lO,OOO tOtal, including

erection, materials, transportation, approach spans and ll other

costs, unlos the permission of the Forester to handle spocif IC

bridges as class 2 or 3 is secured.
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For bridge construction costing not to exceed.the 5,OOO

and lO,OOO limits decrihed 11 tie peCCO1fl Ddrara1O, the de-

cision on whether the construction shall be 'handled by, contract
or by day labor will be made by the Segional Forester. Unless

he finds the circumstances exceptional, all day labor work
should he handled as minor. Decision to handle as minor will he

based oi such matters as size or difficulty of the job, its loca-
tion, rlotionsiip to or coordinati'n ith Ci1 FllOOf rMd or
trail \rk in tt-ie vcinit or ath protection needs

of fire suppression activities.

The design of class 3 bridges may he mae by, the vorest
Service with revieN by the 13p,5. or may be made by t'-e 'B.'E'.P.

If the 5.5.5. makes. the design, it should also handle the con-
struaton unlesb tir d"gianal iijreoter dcides on iianfling as

minor. '

If the bridge falls in class 3, the B.P.S. should be re-
quested to have an lnspccu"r ra s if ci'nt vist dorig con-
struction to assure the bridge being constructed in accordance
wit1 the design and, specifications satisfactory .to the B.P.S.
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ALPBABSTICAL 'TDX

Subject Page

33Abiey level adjustment
Acceptable List ofxplosives 503

Aesthetics of Location 107-301

Aesthetics, relation to oads 108 - 108

Air Delivery Lines 411

Alignment 210-

Alignment, curvative 211

Alignment, at bridge locations ' 211

Alignment, minimum radius curves - 212

Aprons 42?

Banking of curves - - - 21?

Bisecting an angle, method of 329

Blasting 415-523

Blasting Boulders 525

Blasting Care in 415

Blasting Equipment 515

Blasting Solid Pock 523

Blasting Stumps 529

Bridge definition 800

Bridge grades at 215

Bridge location 304

Bridge Painting 809

Bridge site s4ection 304-800

Br substructure 804

Bridge superstructure 802

Brush and Timbr Disposal 405

Bureau of Public Roads, work 101

Bureau of Public Roads, Reconnaissance surveys 301

Bureau of Public Roads, Survey or construction by - - - 104

Care in classification 103

Cement - 707

Classes of surfacing 442

Classification, care in 103

Classification, Common, loose rock, solid 705

Classification, Projects 100

Classification, Soils 706



Subject ae

Clearing, Forester's view point 400
Clearing, For sunliht - - - -
Clearing, For visibility
Clearing, Methods of
Clearing, Time for
Cloudbursts, run off
Compressors - - -
Concrete -

Concrete, Aggregate
Concrete, Classes
Concete, Curing
Concrete, Dips
Concrete, Exposure conditions - -
Concrete, Finishing -

Concrete, Forms *

Concrete, Mixing
Concrete, Placing 7l3
Concrete, Proportioning 710
Concrete, 1einforcing 716
Concrete, Splicing bars 716
Concrete, Water contenb of ageates - - - - - 711
Construction, permanent --- 102
Construction, sect-ion _ _ - 400
Construction, stage .:

Construction, Staking for _ 306
Construction, Standard-- - ._ - - . -.,.- - 201-227
Construction, Superintendent-' of ' ---------'
Corners, public land 330
Corrective measures of erosion control - - - '219-a
Cost keeping, records 00
Cost keeping, Equipment. 'ouernt'ing 'ro3ordH-' - ' '701
Costkaoping, Forms . _ . .. -. 701
Cost keeping, Symbols ._ -'.. -' . - - -"-" - - -' "702
Crew, on fire duty -. ----------------'' 106
Crew, selection ._ - '_

Crow,size' .

.. -'------'-l05
Crew, telephone connections . '' 107
Cribbing, typos of

. . - ' - - _ _'. 435
Cribbing, Timber -.

'

438
Cross-drainage ------------------------------. -. -. 423
Crushed RockSurfacing - '- - - -. 439
Culverts ., ': :

423-429
Culverts, Installing other than open top 430
Culvorts, Location of 430
Culverts, Open top 423
Culverts, Material, Cast Iron 429
Culverts, Concrete 429
Culverts, Metal 429

401

403
403
428

- - 409
- '

' 707

- 08-7ll-712
709

- 715
428
710

715
712-716
712

401



III

Sub ject Page

Culverts, Stone 429

Culverts, Timber 429

Curves 308

Curves, Banking of 217

Curvas, Compensation of grade on 215

Curves, External method 309

Curves, Locating with tape or string 309

Curves, Max iiurn safe speod 218

Curves, Middle ordinate mothod 310

Curves, Parabolic method 312

Curves, Minimum radius 212

Curves Tangent offset method 311

Curves Width 209

Cut Slopes - - - - - - - - - - - 219

Design of roads, extent of, nForest - - - 306

Serice Work
Designing for a given speed 226

Desining, General.. location 230

Desining, Determination of program - 104

Dragline 419

Ditches, erosion control 219b

Draingge, Cross 423-a

Drainage, General problems 304-420

Drainage, Dips 42l423-428

Drainage, Grade breaks 423

Drainage, Importance - 420

Drainage, Inslope and cross drain - - 423

Drainage, Intercepting ditches 423

Drainage, Cross 423

Drainage, Structures, size of 428

Drainage, Sub-surface 431

Drinage, Surface 422

Drainage, Waterbars 423

Drilling 407-412

Drilling, Drill Holes, location and depth 408

Drilling, Drills 412

Drilling, Drill Steel 413

Dynamite 500

Dynamite, Use on "down snags" 405

Earth Excavation and grading - 417

End Haul 418

Enuipment for Maintenance 602

1rosion control 219

Trosion, relation to roads 109

xcavation of rock 406

xcavation of rock, Of earth 417



E$xplosives section , 500
Explosives, Acceotable list of 503
Expldsives, Action of 500
Sxplosives, Freezing and Thawing 510
Explosives, Eandljn 510
Explosives, High 500
Explosives, Ignitibility index 502
Explosives, Magazines 539
Explosives, Propagation sensitiveness 502
Explosives, Safety Rules 536
Explosives, Storing 507
Explosives, Strength 501
Explosives, Temperature of freezing - _ - - -.- 502
xplosives, Transporting 505

Sxplosives, Use of fo clearing 404
Explosives, Velocity 501
Explosives, Water resistance 501
Externals, method of staking curves 309
Fill slopes

. 219
Fills, sh±±nkage of material iii 304
Finishing 420
Fire crew telephone connectiors 107
Fire duty, road crews 106
Fire hazard, selection of construction projects - - 105
Fire suppressjon coordination with road work - - 104
Fire work, Road equipment on 107
Fish life, relation to roads 111
Fundamentals

. 101
Grade, at bridges 215
Grade, Breaks 215
Grade, Changes 2l
Grade, Definition

. 212
Grade, ELfect on travel speed 2
Grade, Maximum 213
Grade, On Curves

. 215
Grade, Sustained 212
Grade, Uniformity 214
Grade, Versus level

. 214
Grading 417
Grading, Hand laid fills 435
Grading, High service

. 204
Horizontal versus vertical cuirvature 211

IV

Subject Pa no



page
Subject

Inlets and Inlet Ditches
- 431

Insiope
423

Insiope, On curves
217

Inspection by. Regional Forester
206

lob management in excavation
417

Land office corner perpetuation
330

Location, aesthetics Of :

301

Location, Analysis of
300

Location, Of culverts
430

Location, Of grades
302

Location, Physical conditions
302

Location, Surveys, standards
307

Low service
203

Low standard protection truck trails. 206

Magazines, explosives
508

Maintenance, definition
600

aintenance, -uipment
602

Maintenance, Fiflancial arrangements
601

Ma intenance, Form
605

Maintenance, Frecuency
602

Maintenance, Importance
600

Maintenance, Instructions
603-604

Maintenance, policy
105-601

Maintenance, Procedure
602

Maintenance, Section
600

Maintenance, Work
105

Map records
306

Medium service
203

Minimum radius
212

Note koeping
306

Organization
103

0ranizatiofl, For supervision
103

Out slope
422

Ownership of land
305

permanent roads
102

Plans end profiles
308

Policy, general
100

Policy, Maintenance
105

Policy, Section
100

preventhtive measures of erosion control 219-a

Program, determination of
104

Projects, classifiCations
100

Projects, Regional office and forest 103

projects, Selection of
100105

Public land corners
330



Vt

100
301

:212

.301

206
103
.434

330
305
101
400
400
106
105
306
1102

701

108
109
111
112

'205

'104

219-b
415-523
407
'406

417
'406

536

707-710
330
208
100

200-212
203-206
203
204
413
418
304
417
222
219
'329

326
327

328
706
227
228
223

Sub jec t page

Purpose of handbook
Purpose of Truck Trail -

Radius ofcurvatupe, minimum
Reconnaissance and selection of route
Responsibility of Regional yorester----------
Responsibility of superintendent of construction
Retaining wall - ------------- - -
Right angle, laying out with a tape -
Right of way
Roads and truck trails
Road Construction
Road Constructjon forestry in
Road Crews on fire duty -" -

Road crew, size
Road Design
Road Permanent
Road Projects, cost*record - -
Road, relation to aestheticvalues
Road, relation to erojan- - - - -

Road, relation to streams aridfish life * -
Road, relation to wild life - - - -

Road, Single and double track - - - - -
Road, work coordination with fire suppression
Roadside ditches, erosion control - - -. -h-. -
Rock blasting
Rock Drilling ------------* -
Rock Sxcavation - - - -. - -

Rock Removal below grade line - -:

Rock Stripping
Safety Rules for explosives -

Sand -

Section corners
Sections, typical grading
Seletion of rojcts
Service standard -: - - -

Service Standard, Low - -
Service Standard, Medium -

Service Standard, High -

Sharpening drill stel -

Shovel, Power, us Of
Shrinkags, of material in fills
Side hill excavatioh - - - - -
Signs, for turnouts - - - - -
Slopes, cut and fill
Slopes, Moasurin side
Slope Stakg - - -

Slope, Application of tables
Slope, With Abnay level
Soils, classification of
Speed, determination of
Speed, Data
Speed, On Grades



VII

ubject
go

Stage construction, definition oft
Stage, Survey

102
210-301

Stakes, slope 326

Stakes, Marking - -

Standards section - - - - - - - 200

Standards, Construction ._ - - - -. -- - - 201-227

Standards3 examples - - _._ -

205

Standards, Selection of - 202

Standards, Service - - 200

Standards, Speeds, where grade and curvature do not
conro1 223

Gtandards, Width 209

Steeldrill 413

Stone, Bins
447

Stone, Crushing-- -. -- 446

Stone, Placing -
443

Stone Quarrying 446

Stone Size
Stone3 Surfacing -* - ------ - -

Streams relation to roads ill

Subgrading
442

Sub-surface drainage
431

Super-elevation or banking of curves 217

Superintendent of construction; responsbility 103

Surface, effect on spead 216

Surface, drainage 442

Surface, shaping
217

Surfacing
420-439

Surfacing, Materials for 438

Survey, truck trail survey methods 306

Survey, Plans
308

Survey, Section
300

Surveys, location - - 301

Switahbacks and curves with large central angles 312

Tables, list of 3

Tangents, offsets, method of 311

Tempering drill stcel 414

Through fills
219

Timber, cribbing
438

Timber and brush disposal 405

Time, travel
202

Tractor, Grader and ripper 41?

Tractor, Scraper
419

Trailbuilder, use of 417-418

Trails, truck -
205

Transportation pla - - - - 202

Treatment of slopes 219-b

Truck trail, definition of 101



Sub joct

Truck Trails - 205
Turnouts 221-328
Constructioi 222
Turnouts, Construction - - 222

Turnouts, Location - - 221
Turnouts, Design ---------- -. 220
Turnouts, Standards - - 221
rurnarounds 222-329
Turnpike 208-419
ails, rock, retaining - - --. 434

Wa1]s, Dimensions - - - -
Water bars - - - - 423
Widening road on curves - - - - - 21O
Width of road, method measuring -------209
Width, Fbr various cross-sections 209
Width, Increase on curves --------- 210
Width, Standards 20?

Width, Surfacing 420-438
Wild life, relation to roads - 112
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